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ABSTRACT
The lived experience of ICU nurses who have encountered a critical inadent
was explored in this ethnographie study. A critical incident "is any event, whidi

has a stressful impact suffitient enough to overwhelm the usually effective, coping
skills of either an individual or a group" (MitCheIl, 1993).
Nine K U nurses participated in the study. Semi-structured interviews were
conducbed with ail participants. Meaningful data were extracted from the

transcribed intenriews and dassified according to Wilson's (1989) Interactionai
Modd of Traumatic Stress Reactions.
Critical incidents described by the participants related to death of a patient,
bums, moral distress, and human error. Three of the participants met the
diagnostic criteria for Post-traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), as defined by the
Amencan Psychiatrie Association (1994).
Findings of the study indicated that the experience of critical incident stress

is an extremely complex process. A multitude of variables related to the dimensions
of person and environment shape the nursest subjective response to the traumatic
event Environmental and situational variables of key importance in the nurses'
experience were the duration and severity of the incident and the degree of
exposure of nurses to situations where death and injury occur. Critical incidents
were found to be comprised of multiple stressors and had a high degree of
compIexity. Individual subjective responses to the trauma were demonstrated in a
multitude of ways. Intrusive re-experiencing of the incident was prevalent among
the nurses. Feelings of helplessness, hopelessness, and vulnerability were common

reacüons in the days and weeks after experiencing the inadent Finding meaning in
the events surrounding the inadent had important healing power for the nurses.
Participants who were able to cognitively re-stnibure the event gained a new
perspective of self and of their world. As w d , participants were able to sense they
had triumphed over adversity, and though their incident was forever impregnated
in their mind, they were able to look onward in their professionai and personal

Iives.

Based upon the study's findings, recommendations for nursing practice,
education, administration, and research were made.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Introduction

This qualitative nursing study had as its purpose, the exploration and
description of the experience of criticd incident stress (CIS)by intensive care nurses.
Mitchell (1993) defines a criticd incident as "any event, which has a stressful impact
suffitient enough to ovenvhelm the usually effective, coping skius of either an
individual or a group. Criticd incidents are typicdy sudden, powerful events

which are outside the range of ordinary human experiences" @. 5). Criticd incident
stress, thereby, is defined as "the reaction a person or group has to a critical
incidenttt (Mitchell, 1993, p.6).

In order to hlly understand the context of this study the concept of criticd
incident stress and post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), as weU as their conceptual
ongins, are reviewed. The histoncd roob of critical incident stress management

techniques are discussed and summarized. Linking the topics of human stress and
traumatic stress to the nuning profession, this section culminates with a discussion
on occupational stress in criticd care nursing. The differences between bumout and

PrSD are also discussed.

Background to the Study
A Personal Testimonv to Critical lncident Stress
On a frigid winter's evening in December of 1992 1received a telephone c d

at home from a staff nurse working on the nursing unit 1managed. She infonned
me that one of the patients was missing and a hospital-wide search had begun to
locate this person. Immediateiy 1sensed the s h a h in this nurse's voice as she
grappled with her patient care assignment, the responsibilities of king Charge
Nurse, and an unfolding traumatic experience. The 24-hour period which
transpired after this phone c d will forever be imprinted in my mind and was one of

the most difficult encounters in my nursing career. This incident did not end
favorably: the patient was found frozen to death in a secured outdoor area of the
hospital grounds, her way of ending a future of pain and discornfort And thus I
had experienced for the first time the cold. sudden, and painhl personal
transformation that a aitical incident c m bring. The critical incident stress
debriefing (CISD) which 1attended after this inadent led to a catharsis of thought
and feeling and enabled my own inner healing to begin. My intrigue into the world
of critical incident stress had begun.

Theories of Stress and Stress Response
Defining Stress
The word "stress" is denved directly from Latin and in the literal sense
means "force", "pressuref', or "strain". Up until the twentieth century the t e m
stress was used only in relation to discussion pertaining to the physical sciences. In
1926, Hans Selye (MitChe& 1993,p. 17) began to publish his work on mind-body

reactions. Selye noted pattern of reactions where there was a "nonspecific response
of the body to any demand" (Mitchell, 1993, p.17). Later, thir pattern of reaction
was described as "the rate of Wear and tear on the body" (Mitchell, 1993, p.17).
M y e was asked to present his findings to colleagues and searching for a term to
des*

his observations, he borrowed the word "stress" from the physical saences

literature (Mitchell, 1993, p. 17).
A more recent definition of stress is:
A response to a perceived threat, challenge, or change

A physical and psychological response to any demand
A state of psychological and physical arousal (Mitchell & Bray, 1990, p.4)
Comrnon to all of the above definitions is the concept that stress is a response to
some form of stimulus or demand. The term "stressor" was created by Selye
(Wilson, 1993) to describe the stress-provoking stimulus.
From Selye (Mitchell, 1993, p. 17),two other tems related to stress were
developed. The term "eustress" refers to stress, which is positive and rnotivating
for an individual. The term "distress" refers to stress which results in negative
adaptation and possibly illness, for an individual (Mitchell, 1993).

The H u m Stress Response
Mitchell developed a comprehensive systems rnodel of stress based on the

work of Lazarus and Folkman, Selye, Everly, and Everly and Smith (1993, p.22).

This systems model is compatible with etiologic theories regarding PTÇD, which
will be discussed in Chapter Two. Mitchell's stress model is depicted in Figure 1. A
summary of Mitchell's model follows:

The Human Stress Response

1

Environmental Event (stressor)

1

r

Cognitive Interpretation (meanings are assigned)

I
Affective Integration (resultant emotional arousal)
I
Stress Response

P
b

Target m a n Activation

i
Excessive Activation
1

Suess Related Disease/Dysfmion

.

m

Retum To Homeostasis

F i m e 1. The human stress response.
ations Manual for the Prwention of
Note. From Criticai Incident Stress Debriefing An
- Services and Disaster Workers (p. 21), by J.T. Mitcheii
Traumatic Stress amonnc Emer~ency
and GS.Everly, 1993,EIlicott City: Chevron.

-

Environmental Stressors
Generaily, siressors can be categotized into one of two categones:
environmental and psychosocial (Mitcheu, 1990). Environmentd stressors indude

noises, sights, smells, and tastes. In addition, environmentai stressors can indude
aowds, the weather, confined spaces, the speed of movement and ingestion of
biochemical substances which effect a physical stress response Le. caffeine.

Psychosocial Stressors
According to Mitcheu (1993), psychosocial stressors do not actually cause a
direct stress response, but rather set the stage for the sbess responses to be initiated
via interpersonal mechanisms. Examples of psychosocial sbessors indude family

relationships, conflicts with others, and the ways in which we think and feel about
ourselves based upon past experiences.

Cognitive Interpretation
Environmental and psychosocial stressors will not lead to excessive shess
unless an individual appraises or interprets the stressor as k i n g meaningful and/or
threatening (Mitchell, 1993).
Lazams and Folkman (19û4) describe the individual (the person) as king in
constant contact with the environment It is this person-environment relatimship
whkh is always changing and which may be a determinant of mal-adaptation. The
concept of appraisal is also derived from the work of Lazants and F o h a n .

According to theù definition "psychological stress is a particular relationship
between the person and the environment that is appraised by the person as taxing or

exceeding his or her resources and endangering his or her well-king" (1984. p.19).
Cognitive appraisal then, "is an evaluative process that detemiines why and to
what extent a phcular transaction or series of transactions between the person and
the environment is stresshil" (p.19).

Emotional Integration
Mitchell (1993) draws on the work of Arnold (1984) and Roseman (1984) and
states that the emotions which humans encounter are derived from their
interpretation or appraisal of the events occurrjng in their environment This
process is known as cognitive primacy. Lazarus and FoIkman (1984) also discuss in
great detail the relationship between cognition and emotion @ .273).They condude

that "for all intents and purposes.. .cognitive appraisal always mediates emotionai
reactions to a greater or Iesser degree.. ." (p. 278).

The Stress Response
Mitchell's mode1 of stress indudes the physiological aspects of the stress
response. Mitchell has simplüied th& complex process into t h e pathways or axes:
1) the neural axis,2) the neurwndocrine axis/ and 3) the endoaine axis. Within

this system the hypothalamus, the adrenal glands, and the pituitary gland are all

stimulated to produce their respective hormones and chernicals and thus enable an
individual to manifest a physiological response to the encountered stressor.

Target Organ Arousal

The effects of stress may be apparent in any internai organ, which resides in
an individual's body. Once aroused, the individual may exhibit actud sympbms of

the stress response. Dependmg on the organ affected the symptoms may be

physical, cognitive, exnotional, or behavioral in nature.

StresslRelated Disease
As depicted in Figure 1,once target organs are activated an individual c m
go on to develop stress-related ihess if coping mechanisms fail. Physical ilIness is a
manifestation of the prolonged "wear and te&' (Mitchell, 1993) on the body.

Copina
The concept of coping is essential to the understanding of psychoIogica1
iuness and adaptation and has been studied extewively. According to Lazarus and
F o h a n (1984) coping is defined as the "the constantly changing cognitive and
behavioral efforts to manage specific extemai and/or interna1 demands that are
appraised as taxing or exceeding the resources of the person" (p.141). Coping is
viewed as a process, which indudes variation in stages of adaptation. The two

primary functions of coping are: 1) managing or altering the problem with the
environment causing distress (problem-focused coping) and 2) regulating the
emotionai response to the problem (emotion-focused coping) (Lazarus and
Folkman, 1984, p.179).
Mitchell's model of sbess is a simple yet effective model for reviewing the
human stress response. As the next section WUdemonstrate, his model is dosely
aIigned with the concept of post-traumatic stress.

PsychotraumatoIogy
Defining Pqxhotraumatolojqy
-

nie terni psychohaumato~ogyrefers to the study of psychological trauma.

In tum, the study of psychologicai trauma refers to a review of the antecedent,
concomitant, and subsequent factors which are assodated with the traumatic event
(Mitchell, 1993, p. 34). The most notable clinicai syndrome under the category of
psychotraumatology, is that of Post-traumatic Stress Disorder (PTÇD).

Post-traumatic Stress Disorder
Post-traumatic Stress

The t e m post-traumatic stress is o h used synonymously with the term
aitical incident stress. As defmed by Mitchell (1993),a critical incident "is any event
which has a stressful impact sufficient enough to overwhelm the u s u d y effective
coping skiUs of either an individual or a group. Critical incidents [baumatic evenb]
are typically sudden, powerful events which are outside the range of ordinary
human experiences" (p. 5). Critical incident stress or post-traumatic stress, thereby,

is defined as the stress response reaction that the individual experiences as a result
of exposure to some traumatic event Table 1lists examples of inadenb, which are
likely to be traurnatking for an individuai or group of people.

Potentially Traumatizing Events

1. Automobile accideat
2. Sexuai assauit 1abuse
3. Any life threakning expaiaice
4. Robbay
S. Serious Riysical injury i abose
6. Perception of serious ümat to self or
si@lcant

orner

7. Psycbologiicai abiise

8.Sevaeinjiayldeachofooe'sowndiild
9. Suicide of family member or coworkec
10. Homicide
11. Lnieof duty injury ordeaihamong
Law Enf'cement or other fusl tespondas
12 Multiple Homicides within a community
13. injury ordeatb lo a child
14. &enhg any of theiadividui or
community trauma listed above

1. Earthqwke

Z Hurricane
3. F m
4. Flood

5. Large-scak e n v i r d pollidion
6.Multiple injury 1fatality accidenis
7, Terorisn
8. Child r e k d t r a d c events
9. Homitides in tbe comnuaity
10. High pubiicity aimn of violence or sex
1 1. Community wide disasters

Table 1, Potentially traumatic men&.

Note, from Critical Incident Stress Debriefing: An Operations Manuai for the
Prevention of Traumatic Stress amona- Erneraencv Services and Disasters Workers
(p. 23), by J. T.Mitchell and G. S. Everly, 1993,EEcot City: Chevron.

Post-traumatic stress disorder is a syndrome, which occurs when the stress
response effects of the traumatic event become prolonged and/or persistent.
Inherent in the diagnosis of PTSD is the presence of three distinct symptom dusters:
1) Intrusive re-experiencing and recoilective ideation of the traumatic event; 2)
Persistent symptoms of arousai (stress) ie. starüe, anger, irritabiiity; and 3)
Persistent avoidance of people, places, and thmgs associated with the trauma

(MitCheII, 1993, p. 36).

In 1986 the North American Nursing Diagnosis Association (NANDA)
approved the addition of Post Trauma Respowe (PTR) to the Iist of accepted
nursing diagnoses (Norman, 1989). The major and minor d e m g characteristics
for FTR as they appear in the 1997 edition of the Handbook of Nursinp: Diamosis
are found in Table 2. Within the medicai community, PTÇD is now formally

recognized as a mental disorder and was induded for the first time in the 1980
edition of the Diamostic
and Statisticai Manual of Mental Disorders-3rd edition

JDSM - III), produced by the American Psychiatrie AssocÏation. The diagnostic
criteria for the diagnosis of FTSD according to the DSM-III-R(1987), as summarized

by Everly (1987), are presented in Table 3. These diagnostic criteria are essentially
unchanged in the DSM-IV edition of the manual (1994), although there have been
changes made to the number of symptoms required to be present in the avoidance
category, decreasing to two from three. In addition, there is no longer the
requirernent that symptoms must be present for at least a month for a diagnosis of

PTSD to be assigned. Recommendations for changes related to nomenclature and
classification of PrçD are &O made in the 1994 version of the manuai. With the

inclusion of the disorder in both the 1987 and 1994 editions of the DSM,research
into the cause, effect and treatrnent of this syndrome has dramaticdy inaeased. A
review of the Literature related to the cause and effect of PTSD is presented in
Chapter Two.
Treatment modalities for PTSD are either pharmacological or psychologicd
in nature. Critical incident stress management techniques help support an
individual through the normal post-traumatic period and toward non-pathological
adaptation.

History and Background of Critical Incident Stress Management S e ~ c e s
Since humans first inhabited this great earth, chaos and catastrophe have

been encountered. Yet despite enduring pain and dismption, humans have often
countered agaiwt hardship by a revision of ideas, techniques, and technologies.
"The current knowledge base in the fieIds of traumatic stress, critical incident stress
management, and debnefings has its origins in the conflicts and tunnoil of the past"
(Mitche11,1993, p.46). Mitchell defines the four major infIuences
on aitical incident stress management (CIÇM) as k i n g warfare, disasters, law
enforcement psychology, and emergency medical, fire and hospital services.

The Influence of Warfare
"Among the many stressors whidi affect the human race, few can be
imagined which are as destructive and psychologically debilitating as warfare"
(Mitchell, 1993, p.46). As early as 603 B.C. combat stress was observed and recorded

in military records (MitdieIl, 1993). During the Napoleanic War senior Lieutenants

DEFNTION: The state m which an
individual
a sustairu3d painful
respome to one or more overwhelming
tramtic eventg that have not b e n
assmnilated-

MAJOR DEFINING

CHAWIL'TERLSTLCS
(Must be Presait, One or More)
ReexperiaiCmg the traumatic event, which
may be identifieci in cognitive, &&e,
or
sensory-motor actMties, such as:
Fiashbacks, intrusive thoughts
Repetitive d.reams/nightrnares
Excessive verbalization of the traumatic
wents
SuMval guilt or guilt about behavior
required for survival
Painful emotion, self-biame, sharne, or
sadness
Vuinerability or helplesme~~,
anxiety, or
panic
Fear of repeütion, death, loss of bodily
control
Anger outburst/rage, startle reaction
Hyperdertness or hypervigihnce

(May be Present)
Psychic/emotional numbness
[mpaired interpretation of reaiity, impaired
memory
Confusion, dissoàation, or amnesia
Vagueness about traumatic event
Narrowed attention or inattention/daze
Feeling of numbness, constricted affect
Feeling detachecl/ alienated
Reduced interest m signjficant activities
Rigid role adherence or stereotyped behavior
Altered lifestyIe
Submissiveness, passiveness, or dependency
Sif-destructiveness (e-g., aIcohol/dnig
abuse, suiride atkmpts, reckïess driving,
illegal activities)
Thrill-seeking activities
Difficulty with interpersonal relationships
Devdopment of phobia regarding trauma
Avoidance of situations or activities that
arouse recollection of the trauma
Socialisolation/withdrawd, negative seIfconcept
Sleep disturbances, emotional disturbances
Irritability, poor impuise controi, or
explosiveness
Loss of faith in people or the worId/feehg
of meaningfulness m Me
Feeling of not achieving normaiIy eqected
Life go*
Sense of foreshortened future or disturbance
in orientation of the future
Chronic anxiety or depression
Somatic preoccupation/multipie
physiological symptoms

Table 2, Nursing Diagnostic Giteria for Post-Trauma Response.

Note, from Handbook of Nursinp: Diapsiosis (7th Ed.) (p.273-2741, by L.J. Carpenito,
1997,Phitadelphia: Lippincotî.

A. The person has experienced an event that is outside the range of usual human experiem
and that would be rnarkedly distressing to alrnost anyone, e.g., serious threat to one's &
or physical integrity; serious threat or ham to one's children, spouse, or othet doSe
relatives and friends; sudden destruction of one's home or comrnunity; or seing another

person who has recentiy b e n , or is being, seriously injured or killed as thc resuft ofan
accident or physical violenceB. The traumatic event is penistently re-experienced in at least one of the foilowing wayr
(1) recurrent and intnisive distressing recoiIections of the event (in young children, ip
petitive pIay in which themes or aspects of the trauma are expresseci)
(2) recurrent distresshg dreams of the event
(3) sudden acting or feeling as if the traumatic event were r e c u h g (includes a sense of
nüving the experience, illusions, hallucinations, and dissociative (flashback) cpsodes, even those that occur upon awakening or when intoxicated)
(4) intense psychofogid distress at exposure to events that s y i i b o k e or a m b l e an
aspect of the traumatic event, induding anniversaries of the trauma
C. Persistent avoidance of stimuli associated with the trauma or numbing of general mponsiveness (not present M o r e the trauma), as indicated by at least three of the f o l ( o ~ ~ ~ :
(1) effortsto avoid thoughts or feelings associated with the trauma
(2) efforts to avoid activitïes or situations that arouse ~ i l e c t i o n of
s the traumas
(3) inability to recall an important aspect of the trauma (psychogenic amntuia)
(4) markedly diminished interest in signifiant ativities (in young childrtrn, loss of lp
cently aquired development skills such as toilet training or language skills)
(5) feeling of detachment or estrangement h m others
(6) restricted range of affect, e.g., ÙnabIe to have loving feelings
(7) sense of a foreshortened future, e.g., does not expect to have a carcer, maniage.
children, or a long life
D. Persistent symptoms of increased amusal (not present before the trauma). as indiated by
at Ieast two of the following:
(1)
. . difficuiy Ming or stayuig askep
(2) irritabiIity or outbursts of anger
(3) difficulty concentrating
(4) hypervigilance
(5) exaggerated startie response
(6) PhysiologK mactivity upon o t p s u r e to evenh that s y m b o h or rexmble an aspecto[
the traumatic event (e.g., a women who was raped in an elevator breaks out in a weat
when entering any ekvator)
E. Duration of the disturbance (symptoms in B, C, and D) of at least one month.

Table 3, DSM-IiI-R (1987)diagnostic aiteria for FISD.
From A Ciinical Guide to the Treatment of the Human Stress Reçponse @. 314)' by G.
S. EverIy, 1990, New York: PIenum Press.

wrote of their own personal symptoms of combat stress and during the American
Civil War thousands of soldiers suffered f r o m combat stress (Mitchell, 1993).
Unfortunately. instead of receiving treatment for their stress reactiom, soldiers were
Ieft untreated and even ndiculed or accused of being cowards or traitors; some were
even imprisoned or kiued.

In World War 1 the incidence of psychiatrie casudties rose to 4.0 per 1,000
troops. from 2.34 and 3.3 per 1.000 troops during the Civil War (MitcheU. 1993,

p.47). Çoldiers encountering traumatic stress were desperately needed at the front
lines in order to survive the advanced technology and tactics of this momentous
war. Hence, these "sheii-shocked" soldiers were provided with newly tested
medicd and psyduatic interventions at field hospitais dose to the site of battle.
Most of the psydUatric intervention was in the form of one-on-one individual
counseling. Sixty percent of the soldiers treated immediately at the field hospitals
were able to r e m to battle, as compared to a forty percent retum rate if the soldier
was heated in a miiitary hospitd remote from the battle (Mitcheil, 1993).

During World War II traumatic stress was known as "combat fatigue"
(Norman, 1989). Immediate on-site support services were more readiiy employed

during this war and were effective in lowering the number of combat stress
casualties from 20 percent to 8 percent (Mitchell, 1993).

Dr. Glenn Srodes (cited in Mitcheil, 1993) performed the fhst rudimentary
debriefings on the kaches of Normandy. His technique was to simply let the
soldiers, working as a group, talk about their traumatic experiences, and thereby
ready them for return to battle the next day. DuMg the Korean and Vietnam wars

counseiing for soldiers was mostiy in the form of one-on-one individual sessions,
although some small group sessions were hdd.
There was a heightened interest in the 1980's on research into the
development of PTSD in soldiers who served in the Vietnam and Korean wars and

much has since been learned about this disorder. The suwivors of the Holocaust,
the Hiroshima bombings and Pearl Harbor, have also served as subject materiai for
those researching the effeds of post-trauma responses (Norman, 1989). The diverse
study population lead researchers to two important condusiom. First, anyone, and
not just combat soldiers are prone to developing PTSD. Second, PTÇD could f i s t
appear in an individual, years a h r the event had passed and thereby be
significantly delayed in its presentation (Norman, 1989).

The Influence of Disasters
As early as 1666, symptoms of PTSD were described by those who suffered
devastation as a result of the Great Fire of London (Norman, 1989). In the centuries
that passed since the Great Fire, catashophic disasters have continued to occur.
While it was generally recognized that victims of disasters do suffer psychologically,
none of the victims were provided with therapeutic interventions.

In 1943,400 persons were kUed in a fire at the Coconut Grove nightdub in
Boston, Massachusetts. The crisis intervention work developed by Dr. Eric
Lindemann to the vidims of thiç h o d c event, and refined later by Dr. Gerald
Caplan, laid the ground work for present day crisis intervention work and CISM
interventions (Mitchell, 1993).

As the implementation of crisis intervention models swept the nation for

those who were victims of disaster, the psychological effecton the emergency
rescuer remained unacknowledged. It was not until the mid-seventies that the
fiterature began to rdect the potential harmful effects of disaster work on
emergency services personnel (Mitchell, 1993).

The Influence of Law Enforcement
An mterest into the psydiological stress associated with law enforcement

work from, a behavioral saentist perspective, was not realized unal the late 1960's.
It was at th& thne that the Los Angeles Police Deparfment hired Dr. Martin Reiser
as the first full t h e law enforcement psychologist Intervention strategies which
Reiser put in place for police personnel induded couweling services, spouse
support programs, marriage and family counseling, stress inoculation training, and
general stress education programs @fitchell,1993). Interestingly, however, it was
not until the early 1980's that simiIar programs were consisbently king offered
nationdy, within the United States. This induded the FBI, which added a
psychological services prograrn in 1980. Today, police departments are more
frequently utüizing CISM strategies to help support their staff and enable them to
counter the stressfu1effectsof theix work.

T h e Influence of Hospital, Emergency Medical and Fire
During the mid-seventies stress management prograrns for employees
working in hospital, emergency medical, and fire services also began to gain
popularity. Due to the dose working relationship of these three latter s e ~ c e

groups, much of the work which took place was done interdependently and thereby
benefited all three service groups.
According to Mitchell (1993),the Shock Trauma Center in Baltimore was the
first major medicd trauma facility to provide support services to its trauma staff. A
social worker at the facilify, Epperson-Sebour, developed a stress management and

crisis intervention program in the mid-seventies in an attempt to improve nurse
retention. It was some of Epperson-Sebour's work, which fomed the theoretical
base for Mitchell's CISM model. Presented publidy in 1983, Mitchell had developed

his CISM model over the previous nine years while employed as a regional
Emergency Medical Services Coordinator for the State of Maryland. Jeff Mitchell
gained immediate national and internationalrecognition for his debriefing model.
The reasons for such worldwide recognition of Mitchell's CISM mode1 are
intriguing. Mitchell (1986) hypothesized that within society Our knowledge
regarding stress and our attitudes to stress had begun to change. With regard to
knowledge about stress, as Mitcheu says, "stress [had] corne out of the doset'' (1986,
p.24). Stress is now a familiar concept for the average hy person and the
deleterious effects of excessive, negative stress are weII known. In addition to
gaining knowledge, society ako indicated a new tolerance regarding demonstration
of feelings and emotion, particularly in the helping service professions. Stoicism
was an athibute of the past and "the truth [was] spreading that n o m d people have
normal reactions all of the tirne and that crying and feeIing bad or overwhelmed or
something is far hedthier than never feeling anything" (MitcheU, 1986).

Occupational Stress in Nursing
Stress in Nursing
Occupational stress in nursing is reviewed in the literature by Lewis (1993),
Lawson (1987), Spitzer and Neely (1992),MitChe11 (1993),Thomas (1993), Gonzaies
and Stem (1991),and McGrath, Reid, and Boorre (1989). An unequivocal condusion

by ail of the authors is that the nursing profession is an occupation subject to a high
degree of stress. Factors contributhg to occupational stress in nursing indude
patient workload and increasing acuity, la& of time to address patients' and
families' psychosocial needs, the complexity and frequency of moral-ethical decision

making, effects of shift work, feelings of powerlessness, administrative confiicts,

deaüng with death, interpersonai conflicts, hadequate physicd space/environment,
and repeated exposure to traumatic events.

Within the setüng of an intensive care unit (ICU), the burdens and stressors
among nursing staff are abundant. This topic has been discussed and researched
extensively. As summarized by Bartz and Maloney (1986), an extensive literature
review conductecl by Stehle in 1981 found 98 articles published between 1965 and
1979 on mtical care unit stress. Nineteen empirical investigations were conducted
on stress in the ICU work environment and the results ovewhelmingly indicated
that K U nursing is highly stressful.

With stress as an antecedent, many nurses develop a syndrome known in
the literature as burnout (Bartz and Mdoney, 1986). When the work of ICU nursing
generates more negative stress than positive stress for the bedside nurse, bumout

may be an expected outcorne. As observed by Gonzales and Stem (1991). burnout,
Iike stress, has been conceptualized and defined in many different ways. Table 4
presents common definitions of bumout Bumout as a syndrome is characterized
by emotional exhaustion, depersonalization, and reduced persond accomplishment
(Bartz and Maloney, 1986). Symptoms of burnout can result in physicd, emotiond,

attitudinal, cognitive, behavioral, and sociaI changes (Gonzales and Stem, 1991). In

generd, bumout is a process, which can v q in intensity and duration and is
insidious in nature.

PTSD in Nursing
According to Everly (1992), PTSD represents the most severe and disabling
variation of occupational stress in the general population. Richards (1991),
esthates that there are approximately 200,000 new cases of PïSD diagnosed each
year. The measured costs of PTÇD are overwhelming. Richards (1991) cakdates
that medical and insurance costs, lost wages, and legal expenses total more than
$100 billion annually. Additionally, employers lose more than 50 mülion Iabor days
each year.
PTÇD has only been recognized in the nursing and emergency services

literature for the past decade, and therefore its prevdence in these speafic
occupations remains Iargely unknown. Table 5 provides a contrast of the causes
and syrnptoms of bumout as compared to PTSD. While diagnostically each
syndrome is unique to itself, the overlap in symptoms more than likely results in

PTSD being mistaken for bumout

TabIe 4, Definitions of Burnout
Nok, From Intensive Care Medicine (p.1917), by Rippe, J. M.and Alped, J. S., 1991.

Davidson and Jackson (1985) suggest that situation speâfic characteristics in
the nursing environment potentiate a tendency toward mdadaptive coping to
traumatic events:
As an example, the aoss-generational transmission of morbid themes
from haumatized parent to M d intensifies a basic perception that life is
dangerous and catastrophic, and that disaster is never far away. For the presensitized recipient of such transmission to spend even a relatively short
tirne in her adult career working in the unpredictably "catastrophic" areas of
a hospital, is to invite and to intensify a preoccupation with themes of
destruction, disfigurement, pain and death (p. 7).

In order for critical inadent stress and P'ED to be accurately diagnosed in
the work place, occupational hedth programs, which incorporate stress
management, must be employed. Mitchell's CISM framework provides a
medianism for the prevention, detection, and treatment of CIS and PTSD in nursing
staff.

Critical Incident Stress Management
In 1983Jeff Mitchell published a theory for CISM which could be ernployed
through the emergency services sector as a means to offer support for workers and
thereby mitigate the deleterious effects of post-traumatic stress. MitdieIl's theory is
iUustrated in a comprehensive stress management model, which incorporates
education, the formation of a critical incident stress team,peer support programs,

and a range of psydiological interventions. The three major components of the
CISM model are pre-incident education, dehisings, and debriefings.

Traumatic Stress Education
Pre-incident education regarding criticd inadent stress is the rnost essentiai
element of preventing PTSD. The basic premise of stress education is that informed
staffs wiil more readiiy recognize signs of distress in themselves and one another,
and therefore seek early assistance in resolving the distressing event The content of
the educationd sessions indudes information on generai stress and CIS, immediate
and Iong-term effects of traumatic stress, signs and symptoms of CE,and how to

access assistance to effedively ded with CE.

Defusings
The word defusing means to render somethmg h a d e s s before it can do
damage (Mitchell, 1993). Defusings are one of the most frequently ernployed CISM
interventions. The defusing is a smail group session held as soon as possible after
the occurrence of the traumatic incident Led by trained peer support persons or
mental hedth professionals, the defusing aims to rapidly reduce the intense
reactions to a traumatic event, and to "normalize" the event so staff can retum to
their duties as quiddy as possible. The defusing is comprised of three phases:

introduction, exploration, and information. A defushg &O provides an
opportunity to assess whether the effects of the traumatic incident warrant more

intense interventions, such as debriefïngs.

Debriefings
A debriefing is one of the most complex intervention techiques within the

CISM framework. According to Mitchell (1993), a formal debriefing "is a structured
group process integrating crisis intervention strategies with educational techniques"

(p. 7). A debriefing is also "a peer driven, dinician guided discussion of a traumatic

event with the goal of miügating the psychologicd trauma and accelerating
recovery from significant stress" (p. 7). The debriefing follows a defined structure

which joumeys the participants through seven phases: introduction, fact phase,
thought phase, reaction phase, symptom phase, teadimg phase, and re-entry.

summary
In this first chapter, Mitchell's theory of the human stress response was
described. The section of the chapter devoted to psychotraumatology,
demonstrated that ineffective means of coping to traumatic events might result in a
syndrome known as PTSD. The history of the development of CISM strategies was
presented and Mitchell's CISM mode1 was briefly reviewed. Lastly, the relationship
between occupational stress in nursing, bumout, and PTÇD was examined.

CHAPTERTWO
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Introduction
In this chapter the iiterature relevant to traumatic stress is reviewed.
Etiologic theories of FTSD devdopment are discussed. While Mitchell's (1993)
model for CISM addresses the intervention strategies required to combat PTSD, it
does not serve as a means to explain the multiplicity of factors that contribute to the
experience of CIS. Therefore, Wilson's Interactional Mode1 of Traumatic Stress
Reactions is discussed in particular detnil, as this model sented as the conceptual
perspective for the study.
From the review of the literature, four dominant categories of information
were identified. The categories are: ( a ) general theory on C E and the CISM
process, ( b ) the experience of aiticd incident stress, ( c ) empkical research related
to critical incident stress and ( d ) qualitative research studies in the area of CIS.
Based on the review of the Iiterature, the methodological perspective for this
study is presented.

Theories of PTSD Development
As noted by Green, Wilson, and Lindy (1985),in the Uurty-five year period
from 19404975 there were 836 major disasters worldwide in which hundreds of
people were kiIIed. In this same tirne span there were three major wars which left
over 10 million soldiers dead and over a million injured. The survivors of d of
these traumatic events were rich research informants for numerous medical and

psychologicai studies dissecüng the effects of post-barnatic stress. As a result,
several theories or conceptuari7;itions related to PTÇD development have been
derived. The post-traumatic stress response is believed to be a normative
occurrence following exposure to an event beyond the range of usual human
experience. Possible readion pathways which individuals may folIow after
experiencing a criticai incident are depicted in Figure 2. It is interesting to note that
of all survivors approximately 3 4 %of the population will go on to develop FTSD
(MitCheII and Bray, 1990, p. 33).

The Biologic Theow of PTSD
Norman (1989) summarizes two biologic theories of PTSD development in
her review of the concept of PTSD. Theorists who believe there is a biologic cause
for PTSD point to the complex hormonal and chernicd changes which take place in
the body after encomtering a traumatic event (Norman, 1989). Kolb, as cited in

Norman (1989), found that after repeated exposure to stress, an individual's cortical
neurons became vuinerable to a cascade of neuroendocrine disturbances which then
lead to symptoms such as palpitations, startle responses, and panic attacks.

Van der Kok (as ated in Norman, 1989) centered his work on the release of
endogenous endorphiw during a traumatic stress response. It is postulated that the
reIeased endorphins provide an andgesic effect, which aIlows an individual to
survive the traumatic ordeal. However, once the trauma ends the endorphin levelç
decrease. Symptoms of FTSD su& as hyperdertness, irritabîlity, and anxiety might

be signs of withdrawal of the endogenous opiods.

j
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Fieure 2. Possible stress reaction pathways after experiencing a aiticai incident.
Note, From, Emer-cy
Services Strers: Guidelines forReparinp:the health and Carof
Emermcv Services Personnel4(p. 33), by J. Mitchdi and G.Bray, 1990,Engiewood Qiffs:
RenticeHaiL

Mitchell (1993) refers to the work of Everly (1989) and Everly and Benson
(1989) and their discovery of a condition known as neurologic hypersensitivity. As

Mitcheil surrunarizes, the traumatic stress initiates a cascade of neural and
endoaine events?which aiter normal neurologic processing. In addition to excess
neurotransmitters being secreted, depolarization thresholds are lowered and
miaomorphologicai changes occur within the neurons thernselves (p. 39). The end
result of these changes is inaeased arousal within the individual.

The Information Processing Mode1 of PTSD
-

Horowitz (Norman, 1989; Green, Wilson, and Lindy, 1985) is aedited with
the development of the information-processing rnodel, which explains the
development of PTSD. Working on the premise of the completion fendency, Horowitz
daimed that an individual's mind wiIl continue to process information and review
memories of the traumatic event until the event can be understood in context of the
individuai's own world view. During this integration process an individual wiU
experience intniding images about the event, manifest as nighhnares and
flashbah. In an attempt to adùeve control over the intruding thoughts the
individual will enter into a numbing cyde (avoidance) in order to deny the presence
of the intruding images. Individuals vacillate between intrusion and avoidance
unal they have assimilated the traumatic event into their own inner reality. If
acceptance and integration a i l to occur, the individual is then likely to deveIop

PTSD.

F i m e 3, A psychosociai mode1 of FISD.
Note, From Trauma and Its Wake: The çtudv of Post-traumatic Çtress Disorde. (p. 58), t>y
C.EL Figiey, 1985,New York: Bnuuier/Mazei.

A Psychosocial Theom of PTSD
Green, Wilson, and Lindy (1985) developed a mode1 which recognized the
importance of cognitive processing but which also accounted for individuai
differences in the eventual adaptation to the traumatic event This mode1 is
depicted in Figure 3. The broken h e s around the individual characteristics and the
recovery environment indicate the dynamic interaction between these characteristics
and the cognitive processing of the event (Norman, 1989). Therefore, "a survivor's
psychologic adaptation to traumatic experience is dependent on the actud event,
the survivor's individual characteristics, and the quality of the recovery
environment" (Norman, 1989, p.58).

An Interactional Mode1 of Traumatic Stress Reactions
Wilson (1989) expanded on his work with Green and Lindy in 1985, and
developed an interactional mode1 for traumatic stress reactions in 1989 (Figure 4,
page 37). While many of the key elemenb of both modefs are simüar, the
interactional mode1 is more detailed than the psychosocial mode1 proposed in
conjunction with Green and Luidy. In summary, the interactional mode1 "assumes
that there are dynamic person-environment interactions of great complexity that
determine how individuals subjectively react to traumatic events that can lead to
either acute or dironic forms of adaptation whkh are, in hm,either pathological or
nonpathological" (Wilson,1989, p. 19). The key eIements of WSon's interactional
mode1 are summarized below.

Fiaure 4, An interactional Mode1 of Traumatic Stress Reactions.
Note. From Trauma, Transformation. and Healina: An InteplfativeA ~ ~ r o a ctohTheow, Research,
and Post-traumatic Thera~y,(p. 7), by J. P. Wilson, 1989, New York: BrunnerMazel.

Person Variables
Wilson's mode1 indudes the major personaiity dimensions studied by
clinical and social psychologists and indudes motives, traits,beliefs, values,
abiIities, cognitive structure, mood, defewive styles, coping styles, and genetic
propensities. Wilson points out that it is not the personality diaracteristics aione,
which determines one's stress reaction, but &O how cognition and information
processing occur in relation to the personality style demonstrated.

Environmental and Situational Variables
As indicated in Figure 4, environmental and situational variables consist of

four sub-groups. The first sub-group is termed Dimensions of the Trauma and
there are twelve dimensions defined by Wikon (1989). He notes that the more these
dimensions are present m any particular trauma, the greater w u be the tendency for
a pathologicai outcome to occur.
The Experience of the Trauma denotes the second category of the
environmental variables. Based on research Wilson (1989) argues that whether the
trauma is experienced alone, in a s m d group, or as part of a larger community, this
will impact the way in whkh the stress response unfolds.
The third category refers to the Structure of the Trauma and by this Wilson
(1989) means whether the traumatic event is comprised of single-stressor events
versus multiple-stressor events. In addition, traumatic events may be either manmade or the result of natural disasters. Ail of the causes of traumatic events "have
important implications for both attributions of causaIity in stress response
syndromes as weil as post-traumatic adaptation" (Wilson, 1989, p. 10).

The Post-traumatic Milieu is equivaient to the recovery environment found

in the model by Green et al. (1985)pigure 3). Important to the milieu are four
dimensions: ( a ) The level of social, economic, and personal support present
Lindy (ated in Wilson, 1989) temed this support network the trauma membrane
and it is hypothesized that the greater the level of supportive medianisms, the more
positive will be the stress recovery process (Wilson, 1989, p. Il), ( b ) Cultural
rituals. The purpose of the development of certain ritu& by culturd groups is to

assist the person suffering fiom emotional distress. The rituais may Vary fiom
collective expressions such as parades to highly specific ceremonies such as a sweat
lodge ceremony (Wilson, 1989, p. 11);( c ) Societal attitudes toward the event. This

is an important aspect of the recovery environment because sotietal and political
attitudes wiU dtimately detemine the resources available to the viaim of the
traumatic event; and ( d ) Opportunity structures refers to structures which exist in
the environment to faàütate integration badc into the community or cultural group.
An example of an oppomullty structure would be the creation of a job for a person

retuming from serving in the military.

Individual Subiective Response to Trauma
In this cornponent of the mode1 Wikon refers to five separate but interrelated
dimensions which explam individual responses to trauma. These five dimensions
are emotional, cognitive, motivational, neurophysiological, and adaptational. A
more detailed description of each of these five dimensions can be found in Wikon
(1989). In summary, it is important to note that the individual responses were
codetermined by the personality characteristics of the individual coupled with the

environmental dimensions of the trauma. In addition, "these five [response]
dimensions occur simultaneously within a person at different levels of awareness
and ultimately determine the post-traumatic pattern of adaptation" (Wilson, 1989, p.

20).
Post-traumatic Adaptation
The eiemenfsof personalify, environment, and individual response may
interact with one another in an unlimited range of possibilities to ultimately
determine the outcome of the traumatic event In general, outcornes may be acute
or chronic and pathological or non-pathological. Important to the component of
adaptation is that at one end of the s p e d n m an individual may encounter severe
psychopathology, yet at the other end of the spectrum lies the capacity to develop
"self-actualizing transcendence, positive character change, and altruism toward
others" (Wilson, 1989, p. 20).

Conceptual Perspective of the Study
Wilson's model of traumatic stress reactions (1989) semed as the concephid
fiamework for this study for two reasow. First, in the above described interactional
model, the constructs of person variables, environmental and situational variables,

and individual subjective responses, weave a myrüid of connections toward
pathologicd or non-pathological adaptation. Nursing encompasses both
pathological and non-pathological events. Second, and most importantly, Wilson's
model is congruent with a nursing worldview that the person as an individual is
holistically comected with their environment Intense exploration of the study

concept with ICU nurses, can help us better understand how the elements of
WiIçon's modei influence the experience of traumatic stress.

General Theury on CIS and CISM
Since Mitchell first pubIished his CISM model in 1983, there has b e n

numerous journal artides focused on the development of CISM programs in various
occupationai settings. It is important to note that alI of these models follow
Mitchell's CISM process exady, thereby strengthening the use of the model as an
effective implementation tool. Areas where CISM programs are utiüzed indude the
workplace in general, in disaster response work, in emergency services response
work, and in hospitals.

Workplace CISM Promams

Bell (1995) l a d s a s o d work perspective to C E and details the unique role
social workers can play in developing and leading traumatic event teams. Bell
suggests that these s o a a l work lead teams may be effective in a variety of settings,
from institutions to private businesses, to communities.
Maggio and Terenzi (1993) discuss the need for CISM programs for the
Federal Probation and Pretrial Services System Hi the United States. The authors
ate a number of violent incidents affecting theK staff and whidi have had

devastating lasting effects.

In a unique initiative, Richards (1991) de-

the development of a CISM

program developed at the Worker's Compensation fund of Utak Largely
preventative in nature, the program focuses on training adjusters on early

identification and prevention of PTÇD with the goal of king better able to respond
to mental health issues related to workers' disability daims.

Disaster Response Work and CISM Programs
Various community orga-tions

have played a role in assisting the

community to adapt to disasters. Hays, Goodwin, and Mars (1990) detail the
services they provide to the community as part of the Cincinnati Red Cross C N i s
Support Nurse Team. Assistance has been provided with bus crashes and
numerous fires.
Samter, Fitzgerald, Braudaway, Leeks, Padgett, Swartw, Stephens, and

Dellinger (1993) describe the CISM services they provided as a team to American
soldiers traumaticdy injured in Operation Desert Storm. A research component
was ako induded in their interventions and this will be discussed in the section of
the Iiterature review, which diçcusses empincal findings related to CIS.
Armstrong, Lund, McWright, and Tichenor (1995) duonide the combined
efforts of the U.S.Department of Veteran Affairs and the Amencan Red Cross.
They detail how the team was utüized to provide CISD services to Red Cross
personnel who assisted in combating the East Bay Hüls firestorm in California in

1991.

The Kansai International Association of Counselors and Psychotherapists
produced a handbook for Kansai residents following the Great Hanshin earthquake
of 1995. The booklet provides information on traumatic stress and the healing
process. The booktet itself is easy to read and provides an abundance of usefd

information. Most irnportantly, the target audience of the booklet is dearly defined
and as a resuft a sewe of personal attention b derived after reading the booklet.

Emergency Services Response Work and CISM Programs
The artides critiqued in this section of the literature review are aU of a similar
design but detaii the work of different CISD teams. In aU of the artides the need for
CISM teams in emergency personne1 is discussed and Mitchell's CISM model is
reviewed. Teams which have been formed indude the Champaign, Illinois Fire
Department CISD Team (Clark and Friedman, 1992),the Oregon Critical Response

Team (Spitzer and Neely, 1992), and the Greater Kanawha V d e y critical incident
stress management team based out of Charleston, North Carolina (Linton, Kommor,

and Webb, 1993).

Hospital Based CISM Programs
The literature on hospital based CISM programs serve the purpose of
describing processes in place, which support nursing staff through traumatic events.

It is interesthg to note that although CISM programs are multi-disciphary in
nature, all of the iiterature reviewed about hospitd based programs are written by
nurses and focus on the needs of nursing staff. Given the nature of nursing work
and the stressors associated with the occupation, and given that nuning personnel
comprise the Iargest group of workers in the hospitd, this finding is not surprising.
Wright and Casier (1996), Jefferson and Northway (1996),Spitzer and Burke
(1993), Rikard-Bell(1994), Queen (1986) and Wright (1989) ail present information
on the CISM programs which have been developed in their respective institutions.
AU of the programs have been modeled after Mitchell's CISM model.

Informational artides regarding CISM programs in place within health care
institutions are also found in the work of Lane (1994), Ba& (1992), F r 4 (1992),
Rubin (1990), and Shannon (1991). The difference in this latter group of journal

submissions, however, is that the authors address the specific needs of emergency

(ER) and ICU nurses with regard to CISM interventions. None of the authors
present information which daims the stressors encountered by ER and K U nurses
are of a nature more desenring of CISM intervention. Therefore 1 can assume only
that the link by these authors between pradice environment and need for

intervention, is based on their own professional roles in the same practice armas.
As such, their personal experience has taught them of the need for CISM strategies.

CISM as a Nursing Intervention
Petit (1991) and Ragaisis ( 1994) both speak of CIS from the patient's
perspective and ate the need for nursing to provide CIS interventions to the patient
in order to assist with healing of psychological traumas. Mitchell's model of CISM
techniques are described in the context of nursing interventions provided on behalf
of the patient and family.

In summary, the general theory on CIS relates to explanation of CIS and
offers description of CISM programs, which have been irnplemented in a variety of
work-place settings. Mitchell's CISM model is referenced in ail workç and therefore
lends great support that from an operational perspective, the model is
irnplementable. There is support in the fiterature for ernploying CISM modeIs
within nursing, as a helping tool for both nursing colIeagues and patients.

The Experience of Critical Incident Stress
The experience of CIS in the literature is described solely via brief persond
anecdotai accounts of the effects of the traumatic event In some circumstances the
anecdotal recounting of the incident is the sole purpose of the article. It is a
catharsis and a means to telI one's story. In other circumstances, the description of
the incident is meant to lend support for the need to develop CISM programs. In aii
of the anecdotes there is description, pain, and tragedy.
Davis (1996), FIynn (1995), Costdo (1990), Evans (1993), and Walker (1990)
provide perspective to tragedies via first hand description of the event itself. They
are stories of bornbings, accidents, explosions, and hurricanes. They are s m d
snapshots in the lives of emergency services responders.
Laing (1994))Martin (1993), Musto (1995), Petersen and Sopher (1989),
Sibbald (1997), Summers (1992), and FreehiU(1992) provide evidence of CIS in
nurses. %me of the stories are personai joumeys of the effeds of a critical incident;
others are illustrations of case examples witnessed in nursing colleagues. There is
poignancy in the description of these events, no matter how briefly described.

Due to the brevity of the anecdotal stories ît was not possible to review the
material, as a secondary source, and determine themes or categories which Lay

submerged within these reQtals. Common symptoms of CIS are evident and the
effects on the physiological, affective, emotional, and cognitive domains of one's

w d being are vivid. Yet in their conciseness and without context, these anecdotes
remain but brief g h p s e s into the world of CIS.

Two articles in parti&

stand out in terms of the& usehilness and

applicability to this study. FIyn" (1995) recounts his reflections after providing

CISM interventions for those involved in the bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah
Federai Building in Oklahoma City in April of 1995. Fiynn provides context in h i .
description of his experience by describing the temporary culture, whidi existed in
Oklahoma City after the bombing. He also speaks of the culture at the workplace
and is îhus able to effectively desaibe the milieu post-bombing. Flynn also uses

themes to describe his thoughts and impressions. Under a broad headuig of

"Symbols and Rituals" are the sukategories of "The Bear", "The Doves", and "The
Building". These individual examples lend support for the importance of s p b o l s
and rituals in Flynn's collective experience.

The setting is &O purposefuily desmbed in the work by Lane (1994). Lane
asks rhetorically "what does Critical Incident Stress debnefing look like?" (p.304)
and then answers "...it often looks Iike a group of nurses, aides, unit secretaries, a
physician, a social worker, and two debriefers sitting around a table in a break room
with the name of the patient written in large letters on the bladcboard on the wd.
The faces around the table differ in the emotions they express. Some look angry,
red-eyed, bored, and apprehewive." (p. 304). For the first time we see the postevent adaptation as a process, occurring and unfolding in a place where there is
culture and context.

Empiricd Research and CIS
As previously mentioned, war veteranç provided an immense study
population to explore in detail, knowledge related to PTSD. Research among

veterans has induded idenafying and diagnosing PTçD,comparing PTSD among
individu& who have experienced different war-thne skessors, and examinhg

different treatment protocoh for those who are suffering from PTÇD (Norman,
1989).
Wilson (1989) refers to seventeen studies, which have been conducted which
examine the complex relationship between stress vulnerabilify and person and
environmental variables, as they d a t e to the development of mçD. A conclusion
from this depth of investigation is that situations of extreme stress will produce a
predisposition to stress and illness in some persons, while in others even greater
levels of resiliency to stress may evolve. WSon thus calls for hirther reseiudi to
continue from an interactionkt perspective in order that "complex relatiowhips
between relevant dispositional and situation variables" (p. 77')be identified.
The empiricd research related to CIS and PISD in the nursing world c m be
grouped into one of three categories: ( a ) prevalence studies, ( b ) definhg and
categorinng critical incidents in nursing, and ( c ) efficacy of CISM interventions. A
review of the literature in each of these categories follows.

Prevdence Studies of CIS in Nurses
Comeil and Kirwan (1994) conducted a prevalence study of PTSD in nursing

staff employed by the Medical Senrices Brandi, Manitoba Region in 1992. Study
participants were asked to complete two weU-tested tools in P'ED research:
Horowitz's Impact of Events M e (1979) and Derogatis and Spencer's Brief
Symptom Inventory (1982). Participants were asked to complete the questionnaires
in relation to a pre-deterxnined traumatic event of workplace violence. An

acceptable response rate of 63% was obtained. Data analysis occurred via a
descriptive statktical analysis program. Burge's PISD scde (1988)was used to
match the responses from the events and symptoms inventories. A significant
finding fiom the study was that 33%of the study population were found to be
diagnosable as having PTÇD. This finding is remarkable in relation to h d i n g s of

15.2% prevalence in wounded combat veterans and a 16.2%prevalence rate among
fixe fighters (ComeiI and Kirwan, 1994).
Building on the work of Comeil and Kirwan, Poweli completed a replication

study in 1995, which looked at the prevalence of PTSD in MMtoban ER and ICU
nurses. Other than a different study population, Powell's research design was an
exact replication of ComeiI and Kirwan's design. The response rate to the sunreys

was 35.5%. Data analysis echoed the methodology used in the Comeil and Kirwan

study. OveralI, the prevalence rate of PTSD in ER and K U nurses was found to be
42.1%.
The shidies by Comeil and Kinvan and Powell are the only prevalence
studies done to date regarding PTÇD in nurses. Whüe there is a need to condud
further research regarding the incidence and prevalence of PTÇD in nursing, these
two studies support the premise that nurses are at risk for developing FTSD
through exposure to critical incidents.

Description and Categorization of Critical Incidents in Nursing
Table 1, previously referred, summarized the most common events, which
are likely to cause a traumatic stress reaction in people or groups. Despite this
knowledge, there was no specific information in the literature regarding types of

inadents perceived to be stressful among nursing personnel, until two separate
studies were completed by Burns and Harm (1993) and Appleton (1994).
One of the purposes of the study dune by Burns and Harm (1993)was to
determine what clinid events emergency nurses perceived as "critical". Study
instruments induded a questionnaire, which asked nurses to rank 18 possible
traumatic events on a Cpoint ükert-type scale. Participants were &O asked
whether they had ever partiapated in a debriefing and were asked to complete a
cheddist of helpful or unhelpful aspects of the debriefings. A limitation of the
findings of the study was the low response rate of 45%. In addition the

questionnaire and Likert scale developed by the authors have not ken previously
tested, although the use of a single Likert question makes this less an issue of
validity. Findings of this component of the study support that ail of the listed

events are potentially traumatic for ER nurses. The events, which are most
traumatic for nursing staff, are death of a child, death of a CO-worker,and suiade of
a CO-worker.
Appleton (1994)conducted a descriptive study as part of her master's thesis
which attempted to determine which types of incidents nurses found to be stressful,
the emotional responses nurses experienced in relation to the event, and ways
nurses cope with the critical incident A convenience sample of 50 medical and
surgicd nurses from three separate hospitals was used. Data colledion instruments
induded the Emotiond Appraiçal Scale and the Ways of Coping kale developed by
Lazarus and Folkman (1986). Events appraised by the study nurses as being critical
were categorized as, moral distress, la& of responsiveness by a health care

professional, violence toward a nurse, emergency situations, patient death, and
actual or potenaai con-

with infectious body fluids (hepatitis B or HIV).

Unfortunately the remamder of the artide is descriptive in nature and none of the
actual study resuits are published or analyzed.

Efficacv of CISM Intementions
While mecdotal support of the CISM process exists in the literature, a body
of empirical knowledge is lacking which addresses whether debriefings are indeed
successful in what they are designed to do.
Robinson and Mitchell (1993)used an exploratory descriptive study to
determine the effectiveness of debriefings on emergency, wetfare, and hospital
workers. Participants in debnefings were asked to complete an evaluative
questionnaire at the completion of the intervention, which induded an Impact of
Incidents Scale. A response rate of 60% was achieved. Findings supported that
there was a sigdicant lowerïng of the impact of the event two weeks after attending
a debriefing (pc.0001).
RaphaeI, Meldrum, and McFarlane (1995)present a comprehensive review of
studies completed to date, which evaluated the effectiveness of CISD. A 1989 study

by Hytten and Hasle supported that Norwegian firefighters found debriefings to be
helpful. However, the same group did not experience any lessening of intrusive
images or avoidance behavior. A 1992 study by Griffiths and Watts and a 1995
study by Kenardy also demonstrated that although participants of debriefings
perceived the process to be helpful, negative symptoms of stress reactions were stiu
reported. Raphael et al (1995)condude that in order to scientifically explain this

dichotomy, randornized controlled trials of debriefings be conducted, with multiple
outcome measure over t h e . However, the mord-ethical meiits of withholding
intervention would first have to be inbensively reviewed.
M y one study appears in the nursing literature, which measured the
effectiveness of debriefings for critical incidents. Burns and H a m (1993)report 88%
of their study population who partiapated in debriefings, stated on a questionnaire,
that the debriefings were helpful. Reasons attributed to the helpfulness of
debriefings induded an ability to talk about the incident, realizing they were not
alone in their responses to the incident, hearing others tak about the incident, k i n g
part of a group, hearing how others handle stress, a Lessening of the stress response
post debriefing, and Ieaming more about stress. This study supports the previous
findings that participants in debriefings perceive them as helpfd.

Oualitative Research and CIS
Ail of the qualitative studies related to CIS have been found in the nursing
Iiterahtre. The findings of these studies are briefly reported.
Paul and O'Neill (1986)conducted a grounded theory approach to study the
"milieu in which nurses had worked in Vietnam and to explore whether they
suffered and are siiU suffering adverse aftereffects" @. 526). Participants in the
study (88%response rate) completed a questionnaire, which induded opensnded
questions. The grounded-theory approadi was integrated into the study when
analyzing the findings of the open-ended questions. Participants reported
experiencing 8 types of traumatic events while in Vietnam and 14 adverse
aftereffects to the event. Unfortunately the summary of this study is only reported

in a one page research review article for a generic nursing journal. Detaiis
pertamuig to the exact methodology are not provided. The significant findings of
the study are only summarized as desaibed above.
Samter, Fitzgerald, Braudaway, k k s , Padgett, Swartz, Gary-Stephens, and
DeIlinger (1993) conducted interviews with soldiers who were injured during
Operation Desert Storm. The s h c t u r e d interviews were andyzed for relationship
systems, the degree of stress encountered and previous encounters with traumatic
events. The authors describe three categories of risk factors contributhg to the
development of PTSD. These were premorbid personality, the environment, and
the trauma. Again, methodology and findings are only briefly mentioned in the
publication. Therefore it is not possible to more a i t i c d y examine this study.
Focus groups with nursing staff were conducted at the Health Saences
Centre in Winnipeg, Manitoba in order to obtain feedback regarding the
effectiveness of a pilot CISM program (Deatrich, McLaren, Lape, 1996). Nine
nurses particpated in the sessions. Topics of discussion were: advantages and
disadvantages of participahg or not participating in a CISM session; most helpful
and least helpful aspects of CISM sessions; barriers to participahg in a CISM
session; and sources of support and coping strategies for nurses. The findings of
the group discussions are helpful to the CISM program team within the hospitd, in
terms of assisting them to redefine any components of the program. However, the
results of the discussionç mostly centers around operational issues related to the
program and are therefore not pertinent to this shidy.

Burns and H m (1993) used a one hour struchired telephone interview in
their study of ER nurses' perceptions of aiacal incidents. Twenty-six nurses
partiapated. Conversatiow were transcribed verbatim. Each of the researchers in
the study analyzed the transaipts of the interview and developed themes for each
of the questions. Themes were then combined for the final content analysis. The
theme categories derived in Uiis study are not reported in the literature. Comrnon
threads found in the interviews and commented on by the researchers were vivid
recollecfion of the event, despite the arnount of time elapsed since the incident, and
feelings of helplessness and la& of controI among the informantç. In addition,
when asked, "what event in your nursing career was the most difficult for you to
handle?" (p. 433) 20 of the 26 participants described traumatic events, which
involved children. The study is limited by the pauaty of its publiçhed findings.

Lane (1994) reports on her observations as an observer at CISD sessions
while she was interning as an Employee Assistance Cowelor. Her commentary on

"what a aïtical incident stress debriefing looks like" provides a vivid description of
the milieu in which critical incidents and their debriefing aftermath occur. Lane is
attentive to many dimensions in the setting: the appearance of the debriefing room,
the location of the room, the manner in which debnefing patiapants are situated
around the room. A sense of presence, of actually king at the debriefing, waç
adùeved through her illustrative dialogue. In addition to observations coIlected at
the debriefings, h e individualIy intemiewed some of the debriefing partiapants.
She does not report on the total number of interviews completed. Lane's
questioning technique was informa1 "with thematic ernphasis on role, responses to

the -dent,

and reaction to CISD" (p. 308). Theme categories derived as a result of

the data analysis were not provided in the article. However, Lane does share four
separate summaries from her interviews. While each excerpt is brief, Lane's abilify
to attentively describe the traumatic event from the informant's perspective is
particularly poignant The titles of the summaries are captivating: "The Very Long
Day", T h e Buming Bed", "The Supervisor in the Middle", and "The çoaal Worker
Didn't Go Home" portray accurately the traumatic event as an interaction between
nurse and environment. This study has important reason for the ethnographie
research, which 1 conducted. Firstly, for the first t h e in the literature the milieu is
described in context with interview excerpts. As a resdt, the reader gains an
enhanced meaning of the critical inadent. Secondly, the interview summaries
demonstrate the imme~sevariation, which occurs within the world of traumatic
events. This variation applies to key players and their life histories, to the nature of
the occurrence, and to the specific environment within the hospitaL Henceforth
there is need to further explore the experience of critical incident stress in order to
ilIicit pattern evident among the various dimensions.
The most rigorous qualitative research is the work described by Norman
(1989). The research question, whidi guided the study, was "Were there factors that

influenced the wartime experience of professional nurses in the Vietnam War?" (p.

219). Face-to-face interviews with 50 women who served in Vietnam in the Army,
Navy, and Air Force Nurse Corps were conducted. The interview schedule
consisted of 35 open- and dosed-ended questions administered to nurses acquired
for the study via snowbd sampling. Frequency and mean-distribution were

conducted on the dosed-ended questions while content analysis was conducted on
the open-ended questions. Interrater reliability was reported to be a mean average

of 89%. Content andysis identïfied 10 categories, which in tum denoted two major
influencing themes: ( a ) brandi of service, and ( b ) year served in Vietnam (p. 220).
Generalizing this finding to other nursing environmentsrit may be that the concepts
of location and thne WU also be important dimensions in the K U nurse's critical
inadent experience.

Kesearch Aims and Objectives
Theories regarding the etiology of post-traumatic stress and PTçD have been
generated within the last ten years. In the early part of this current decade,
iiterature has supported the existence of critical incident stress in professiond
nursing. Yet, little is stiU known about the nature of the experience of critical
incident stress within the professional and personal world of the nurse.
The purpose of this study was to comprehensively describe the experience of
criticai incident stress according to the unique worldview of individual nurses. The

following research objectives were developed for this study:
1. To describe in detail what it is like for an ICU nurse to experience a

critical incident.
2. To explore and desaibe the antecedent, concomitant, and post event
factors present in an ICU nurse's life, in relation to experiencing the
traumatic event.

3. To describe the milieu of the setting where the critical incident occurs, in

order to provide a contextuai view of the description of the traumatic
event
4. To provide iwight into the phenomenon of critical incident stress, which

may guide future questionnaire and survey construction.

Definition of Terms
The following key definitions apply to this study. Definitions are taken from
the work by Mitcheu (1993), as his published work is the most widely referenced in

the literature.
1. Crificd Incident/Traumatic Event - these tenns are used synonymously
with one another and refer to "any event which has a stressful impact

sufficient enough to overwhelm the usualIy effective coping skills of
either an individuai or a group. Critical incidents are typically sudden,
powerful events which are outside the range of ordinary human
experiences" (Mitchell, 1993, p. 5).
2. Cntical Incident Stress - the traumatic stress reaction a person or group

has to a critical incident (Mitchell, 1993).
3. K U Nurse - a nurse who is employed on a full-the, part-the, or casuai

basis in an intensive care unit of a hospital.

Methodological Perspective for the Studv
A qualitative researdi design was chosen in order to best achieve the
research objectives of this study. A qualitative design was appropriate for the
foIlowing reasons: ( a ) detailed description of the phenomenon of CIS is lacking; @)

an understanding of the ernic perspective of C E is needed; ( c ) traumatic stress
reactions are a process whidi Vary and diange over thne and therefore require a
scientific design which is &O process oriented (Morse and Field, 1995).

Ethnography
Both phenomenological and ethnographic methods were cowidered for this
study. Whüe a phenomenological approach would have provided rich description
into the experience of CE,a holistic and contextual description would have been
lacking. Therefore, an ethnographic study design was chosen in order to
encompass al1 of these eIements. As defined by Aamodt (1991), "ethnography
attempts to Ieam what knowledge people use to interpret experience and mold their
behavior within the context of their culturally constituted environment". In this
study an ethnographic approach enabled a better understanding of how ICU nurses
integrate the experience of a critical incdent into their personal and professional

lives.

This study of CIS in ICU nurses may be viewed by some as king a nursing,
topic-oriented ethnography and as such may be termed a focused ethnography
(Morse, 1991). In keeping with the hailmarks of ali ethnographies the characteristics
of holism, contextuality, and reflexivity, were incorporated into this study. The
setting for this study (anintensive care unit) served as a subculture within the Iarger
sociocultural institution of the hospiël (Germain,1993).
Ethnography is a basic f o m of nahiralistic inqujr from a social perspective.
As such, it is the perfect methodology to explore the world of traumatic stress and

thereby "leam...about the extremes of human nature in terms of Iife, death, and the
transformation of the spirit'' (Figley, 1989).

Assumptions

The following assurnptions were formulated and guided the design of this
study:

1. Nursing staff in the unit under study had received pre-inadent CIS
education and had a basic understanding as to the definition of a aitical

incident,
2. Patient activity and acuity in the unit chosen for study were at a Pace

where there was frequent exposure by nursing staff to traumatic events.

Limitations
The foUowing Limitations of this study were hypothesized during the
proposa1 stage:
1. As the primary researcher in this study was a nurse adminiçtrator dosely
connected b the study hospital, participants may have felt
uncornfortable disdosing their inner most thoughts and feelings.
Therefore, there was a danger that the data may not entirely reflect the
nature of the experience of the traumatic event, from the participants'
perspective.

2. The participants may have experienced more than one traumatic event in
theïr professional career and therefore may collapse events together
when describing their recollection of the incident.

With regard to the first potential limitation, 1 found the participants to be
very candid and they opedy shared their stories during the interviews. Many of
the participants were unknown to me and via generd, informal conversation, it

became evident that they were not aware that 1 was a manager. At no t h e had 1
ever had any administrative power over any of the partiapantr. Therefore, 1 feel
that my position within nursing administration did not negatively impact the
candor of the participants.
A question in the interview guide allowed the opportunity for the

participants to discuss other critical incidents in their lives and to compare these to
the incident desaibed in the interview. During these periods it was evident that the
participants had dear recollection of the events of each separate incident They were
able to r e c d exact dates, the circumstances surrounding the event, and the actual
event itself. When 1asked participants if they felt they may be confusing some
aspects of the various events in their Iives with one another,they were all emphatic

in their response that they could clearly recall each incident in it's totality.
A limitation in this study, whidi I had not anticipated, became evident

during recruitment Several of the partiapanfs shared with me that they wanted to
partiapate but had hesitated in volunteering for the study because they would have
to "re-hash" ali of the circumstances of the incident They anticipated this as k i n g
an emotionally painhl process and therefore hesitated to participate in order they
spare themselves of further suffering. Informdy, 1 &O heard stories of other
potenaal participants who dedined to participate for similar reasons. 1 found
recruitment to therefore be a labor-intensive process. 1 was unsuccessful in readUng

the sample goal of 10-15 participants, having a final totil sarnple size of 9
participants.

s-'Y
Several theories related to the etiologicd devefopment of ITSD were
reviewed in this chapter. Wilson's interactional mode1 of traumatic stress reactions
was described and served as the conceptuai framework for the proposed study.
The rernainder of the literature review related to CIS was discussed in four
main sections. The first section of the review pertained to information, whidi
related to general theones on CIS and CISM. Mitchell's CISM mode1 was the
debriefing mode1 most frequently referred to and thereby provided a framework for
intervention and CISM research.
Empirical research conduded in the field of CIS supports a significant
prevalence in nursing and important work has taken place which attempts to

further describe and categorize crifical events in the nursing world.
Qualitative studies in CIS and anecdotal accounts of the experience of CIS
provide important information relevant to this study. Currently, anecdotaI stones
found in the literature and in the content analysis of qualitative studies describe the
experience of CIS. However, significant gaps in the literature remain. Pieces of
information about an experience remain fragmented parts if not c o ~ e c t e din any
way. To date a holistic qualitative study has not been conducted which attempts to
map the connections between person, environment, and traumatic event The

ethnographie methodology of the world of critical madent stress that was used in

this study, was intended to help bridge that gap.

CHAPTER III
RESEARCH DESIGN
Introduction
The study of the experience of critical incident stress in ICU nurses required
the use of a method that permitted the phenomena to be deeply probed and
explored in the context of the environment in which ICU nurses practice. The
positivistic and empirical approach to studying research problerns are appropriately
reserved for those questions whose answers require predidion, control, and
statistical analysis. However, stilI to be investigated in the world of critical inadent
stress are the meanings, expressions, patterns, funtions, and structure of the

experience (Leininger, 1991). A qualitative, ethnographic shidy enabled this
discovery.

Details about the research method, the study participants and selection
process, the settirtg, data collection methods, and data andysis strategies are
provided in this chapter.

Research Design

Ethnography
An ethnographic study design was chosen for this particular body of

research. As defined by Aamodt (1991),"ethnography attempts to learn what
knowledge people use to interpret experience and mold their behavior within the
context of their dturally cowtituted environment". In this study an ethnographic

approach enabled a better understanding of how ICU nurses integrate the
experience of a critical incident mto their personal and professional ïwes.

A s m d participant size and h e iimitations required that this study take
place on a s m d e r research scde and as such the design couid be termed a miniethnography. This term is used for ethnographie studies whidi are not as extensive
nor as prolonged as true ethnographies but whidi otherwise adhere to all of the
principles of research design which are characteristic of an etfuiographic approach.
However, at a symposium on qualitative research held in 1991, researchers
challenged whether the term "mini" is appropriate as it may carry connotations of
meagemess (Morse, 1995). This study of CIS in ICU nurses may be viewed by some

as king a nursing, topicoriented ethnography and as such may be terrned a
focused ethnography (Morse, 1991). Therefore, the proposed design of this study is
known as focused ethnography.

in keeping with the hallmarks of a l l ethnographies the characteristics of
holism, contextuali~,and reflexivity, were incorporated into this study. Holism
was accounted for by recognizing the study informants as persons shaped by their

individual personality characteristics, their environment, and their expenences.
Contextuality was incorporated by recognizing the importance the setting and social
scene has on shaping human behavior. Questions were built into the interview
guide, whidi asked the participants to describe the unit in terms of activity, sights,
and sounds. The relationship between the environment of the ICU and the

participants' experience with their critical inadents was &O probed. Lastly,
reflexivity supported the incorporation of my own personai experiences with

traumatic events into the experiences of the infamants. Reflexivity was &O used
during the process of mtemiew question devdopment and data andysis.

h ideal Qrcumstances, an ethnographic approach to studying critical
incident stress in ICU nurses would resuit in the researcher immersing herself Li the

ICU environment and then folIowing participants over t h e as they encounter,
endure, and resolve their experience with a traumatic event However, it is
impossible to predicî when a critical incident may ocmr and whether the event
would be perceived as outside the reaIm of normal human experience for an
individuai staff nurse. As a result, participants were i n t e ~ e w e dretrospectively
regarding their experience with a traumatic event
Study Participants

The shidy participants were registered nurses employed in an Intensive Care
Unit at a health care facility in the City of Winnipeg. As discussed in Chapter One,
there is support in the literature that nurses, and ICU nurses in particular,
encounter sigMftcant occupational stressors in their work lives. It was assumed that
the stressors identified ki the literature wouId also be present in the K U of this
hospital.

The target partiapant size for this shidy was 10-15informants. In a
qualitative methodology the participant sdection strategy is aimed at providing, as
much as possible, a complete pichire of the subculture and the phenornenon under
study (Germaine, 1993). The number of participants required to adueve this goal is,
however, very much a decision of judgment and experience.

I was successful in recniiting a total of 9 participants for this study. A tenth
interview had been scheduled but was canceled and the participant dedined an
opportunity to re-schedule the interview. Whüe the final participant t d y fell
slightly short of the target goal set for the study, it was acceptable for a number of
reasons. Firstiy. repetition in themes began to emerge by the fifth interview and no
new themes were identified beyond this point Therefore, saturation of data was
experienced. Another reason why nine participants was an adequate participant
size relates to the culture of the Unit under study. This Unit,like many other ICU's,

is experiertcjng a period of crisis secondary to a profound shortage of nursing staff.
Most nurses are working over-the and when they report to work often carry the
workload of two nurses. As a result, there is a great deai of fatigue and
psychologicd stress among the nursing staff. Potenaal research participants,
therefore, rnay have been reluctant b devote any other additionai time to something
even remotely associated with their work. Lastly, a barrier to further participant
recruitment relates to the subjed materid itself. Informal feedbadc to the researcher
was that participants did not want to par-take in the study because they did not
want to re-live the pain of their traumatic event

Participant Selection
Key infamants (participants) in this study were full t h e , part-the, or
casual registered nurses employed in this particular ICU for a period of one or more
years and who had experienced a critical inadent within the defined setting.
infoxmants may or may not have participated in a CISM intervention as a result of

the incident Origindy, casual nunes were not induded as partiapants because it

was felt that the casud nurses rnight have had little opportunity to experience a
critical incident given their irregular work paern. However, it soon became

apparent that many casual nurses had previously worked part-time or full-time in
the study unit and therefore had vaiuable experiences to share. Therefore, this
critenon was revised and casual nurses were induded in the study.

A time period of working in the unit for one year had been specified in order
to ensure that informants had been indoctrinated into the culture of this nursing
environment There were two participants who did not meet thiç requirement,
however, having worked in the unit for six and ten months respectfully. Despite
having worked in the study unit for less than one year they both felt that they had
worked through the nuances of k i n g a new member of a group and were accepted
by long-thne staff members. DuMg the interviews their description of the unit as a
workplace did not differ from the description provided by nurses who had been
employed in the unit for more than one year.
After achieving approval from the Ethical Review Committee at the Faculty
of Nursing at the University of Manitoba and from the Hospital Research Impact
Committee, participant recniiûnent commenced. A meeting with the Unit Manager
of the study unit was held in order to fuUy apprise her/him of the proposed study

and gain her/his support for the conduction of the study. This meeting also
enabled logistics of the study to be discussed, paficulady around issues of
recniiûnent.

During the recniiment phase of the study potential participants received
three inserts into their mailboxes at work whidi mvited them to partiapate in the

study. In addition a series of four posters was displayed in the unit (intwo separate
locations). The posters tracked the number of participants who had volunteered to
participate to date via a bar graph illustration. The purposive sample of nurses,
who volunteered for the study and who met the requirements stated above, were
individuaily sent a letter that invited them to participate in the study (Appendix A).

Participants were asked to complete a f o m indicating theù wiiiïngness to
partiapate in the study.

Setting
The setting for this study was an Intensive Care Unit at a hedth care facility
in the City of Winnipeg. Further description of the Unit is presented in the Findings
section. This ICU employs approximately 60 staff nurses. The capaaty of the unit
is 9 beds and one isolation room. Reasons which lead to the selection of this ICU as
the study unit were: ( a ) The level of patient care required in the unit was of an

intemity and acuity likely to be associated with a great number of stressors; ( b )

The unit had previously participated in a CISM pilot study and therefore the
nursing staff had received education about CIS;( c ) The chosen unit was one in
which 1had had peripheral contact with in my capaaties as former ICU nurse and
as Nurse Manager. As a result, 1had some sense already of the culture of the unit.
A prior knowledge of the sociocdtural dimensions of the unit assisted me to more

fuiiy describe the study milieu.

Data Collection Rocedure
Ethnoaaphic
Interviews
Face to face interviews with key participants were the primary means of data
colledion in this study. Once participants had completed the form indicating their
desire to participate in the study and retumed it to myself, each partiapant was
provided with a written description of the study. The description provided
background information about the study, the purpose of the study, and the
proposed methods to conduct the study. Informants were asked to complete a
consent form prior to partiapating in the study. Examples of the study description
and consent form are found in Appendixes B and C.
Interviews were conducted at a location of the partiapant's choice and
therefore occurred either in my home or the home of the participant Interviews
lasted for 1.25 hours to 2.0 hours. The research element of expliat purpose (%neIl
and Redmond, 1995) was attended to via constant reiteration with the informants
about the purpose of the interviews. This was done at a l l formal and infornial
meetings with the informants prior to the actual conduction of the interviews.
interviews were tape-recorded.

The interview format was semi-structured and ernployed the ethnographie
interviewhg technique outlined by Çorrell and Redmond (1995). Therefore, three
types of questions were incorporated into the interview guide: descriptive,
structural, and contrast questions. Descriptive questions, &O known as "grand
tour" questions (Sorrell and Redmond, 1995, p. 1119) provided me with a general
view of the participant's perspective on the subject matter, or their previous

experience. Structural questions were more specific in n a h m and were used to seek
out expianation and verification of information. Conbast questiow occurred during
the course of the interview and semed to darify the meanings of words and phrases
used by the informants. Contrast questions also served to maintain a hee-flowing
nature to the i n t e ~ e w(a hallmark of the ethnographie interview) and thereby
elicited important information regarding the behavior and culture of the
participants.
Durirtg the course of the inte~iews,some participants offered information of
sigxuficance that 1wanted to explore with the other participants. Therefore a total of
three additional questions were added to the interview guide. Durirtg the second
interview, the following research question was added: "Some of the other
participants have told me that they found sharing their experience with their
partner/signihcant other to be limited in its effectveness. This is because their
p m e r is not medically trained and therefore cannot tnily understand what this
incident was me. 1s this tme for you?" During the fourth i n t e ~ i e wthe foUowing
research question was added: "What happens at work to make you think, when you
leave for the day that it's been a 'goodf shifi or a 'lousy' shift?" This question was
added because in the first three interviews the participants were descnbing what it

is iike to work in the unit but in a very ma tter of fact, detached way. 1wanted to get
more of a feeling of the impact of work on their psydie and therefore this question
was posed. One further question was added to the guide during the seventh
interview. In the previous two interviews the participants had mentioned their
awareness of the aciivity in the Unit while their incident was unfolding. 1 wanted to

make sure that 1 asked this to ail remaining informants in order to fully explore this
theme. Therefore, this question was added: "Many of the other participants have
mentioned that while their incident was occurring they were obïivious to what eise
was going on in the Unit. Would you Say this was true for yourself?"

The intewiew guide, which was used for this study, is presented in
Appendix D. Questions have been deheated in the guide as to whether they are
descriptive or structural in nature.
As a CO-keypartiapant

in the study it was necessary for me to keep a journal of personal experience
throughout the study. The purpose of the journal was to note my reflections,
emotiow, and dixoveries as I joumeyed dong with the informants. Journal entries
provided a heightened seif-awareness to the subject material and hence, enhanced

my orientation to the lived world of the informants. In addition, journaIlhg
assisted me in adapting to my own stressful reacüons, which 1 did endure through

the re-living of others' painful experiences.
Ethical and Human Rights Considerations

This study at ail times was guided by the standards for conducting research
on human subjects as stated by the Medical Researdi Council of Canada and the

Canadian Nurses' Association.
Approval for the study was received frorn the Ethical Review Cornmittee of

the FaculSr of Nursing at the University of Manitoba and by the study hospital's
Research Impact Cornmittee.

Prior to conducting the interviews mfonned consent was obtained from the
participants (Appendix C). Participation in the study was strictly voluntary and
informants were able to withdraw from the study at any time. Confidentiality was
rnaintained at aIl t h e s and informants' anonymity during the interviews was
assured through the use of a pseudonym chosen by the k f o m a n t Access to the
audiotapes of the interviews was restricted to the transaiptionist, my thesis chair,
and myself. Audiotapes and raw data have been kept in a secured area in my home
and wiU be retained for a period of 7 years. After this tirne penod all evidence will

be shredded and discarded.
Potential risks to the informants related to issues of anonymity and reactivation of a traumatic reacfion through the re-tehg of the event Although

informants' names have not k e n used and aU key phrases and words have been
coded into themes, it is possible that the participants in the study may be identified

via the description of the traumatic events. This is particularly hue, given the
unique circumstances of the event and the relatively small community of ICU
nurses within the City of Winnipeg. Attention was given to this risk and minimized

as much as possible.
Re-activation of a traumatic stress reaction in the informant was indeed a
real risk of partiapating in this study. During ail interactions with informants 1
rnonitored for signs and symptoms of a traumatic reaction. Mormants were
remixtded that psychological support senrices were available to them via the
employee assistance program at the hospitaI or via access to one of the mental
health professionals senring on the hospital CISM team. In addition, the fourth

member of t

-thesis committee, Ms. Linda Newton, is a mental heaith professional

who has attained speaal aedentials related to the provision of CISM interventions.
Ms. Newton offered her personal services to the participants, the researcher, and
thesis committee members, if in the course of the study any of these persons
required interventions for CIS.
There was also a risk that the person hired to transcribe the i n t e ~ e w may
s
have experienced a traumatic reaction during her interaction with the participants.
Adcnowledging the possibility that the transcriber was a vulnerable person
(Gregory, Russell, and Phillips, 1997) severai strategies were employed to prevent
the transcriber from k i n g negatively impacted by her work. This induded fuUy
explaining the purpose of the study and the nature of the subject material to the
transcriber prior to hiring her for the study. Upon tramferring each tape to the
transcriber, a brief summary of the tape and its contents were provided to the
transcriber. After each tape was transcribed, the researcher and tramcriber spent
time discussing the content with special attention given to the emotiond impact on

the transcriber. One or two days after the tape was transcribed the researcher again
made contact with the transcriber to ensure she was not experiencing any signs of a
traumatic reaction.

Data Analysis
Ethnographic studies require an analysis unique to this mode of inquiry.
The data generated from an ethnographie study is voluminous and requires hours
upon hours of review. However, if the analysis is done cornprehensively the results

can be rich in their description.

Prehinary data analysis begins d u ~ the
g data collection stage. As
Germaine describes (1993, p.256) data co11ection and analysis are cyclical in nature

and thereby d o w s the researcher to share his or her mterpretation of the meaning
of the phenornena under study with the participant population. This was true in

this study, as there were three additional questions that I added to the interview
guide based on the responses of the participants. For example, the first two

participants mentioned an aspect related to tallung about the inadent, which was
not a component of the interview guide. Therefore, in each subsequent interview 1
induded a question whïch asked the partiapant, "%me of the other partiapants
have shared with me that they found sharing their experience with their
partner/ significant other to be lirnited in its effectiveness. This is because their
partner is not medically trained and therefore cannot truly understand what this
incident was like. 1s this true for you?"

The stage-by-stage process of qualitative data analysis desmbed by Bumard
(1991) was used as a guidehe in this study. The audiotapes of all interviews were

transcribed verbatim. In the fist step of the more comprehensive data andysis the
transcripts were read by the researcher in order to get an overall "feel" for the
material. The transcriptions were &O compared to the audiotapes to venfy the

accuracy of the transcription. This process was repeated several ümes until "a sense
of the whole" had been acquired. As the ethnographic analysis is iterative and

builds on ideas throughout the study, 1 came back to the raw data many times
throughout the analysis process (Fetterman, 1989).

[n the second step of

data analysis more thorough content analysis began.

Significant words, phrases, or staternents related to the CIS experience were
extracted from the transcripts. The extracted data was printed on summary sheeb

and grouped according to the four major categories in Wilson's interactional mode1
(1989).
The third step of data andysis involved the formulation of sukategories
from the extracted key words and phrases. These categories were merged with the
major dimensions and sub-categones developed by Wilson (1989). In addition sorne
new categories were identified. The categories were reviewed repeatedly and in
relation to the context of the text When necessary, the transcribed interviews were
referred back to for further clarification.
After the third step was completed further validation was obtained by
submitting samples of raw data, transmbed interviews, formulated codes of

meaning, and categories, to my thesis chair, Dr. Pat Farrell for her assessrnent and
agreement with my findings.

Final results of the study were integrated into a comprehewive narrative
description of the CIS experience in K U nurses.
Reflexivi~was incorporated into the data analysis process by examinuig my
own mernories related to experienchg traumatic events while employed in an ICU.

MethodoIogicaI Rigor

Reliability and Validity of Findings
Ethnographie researdiers, lïke ail other researdiers, are concemed with
achieving reIiabIe and valid findings. The saentific rigor of this study can be

discussed according to truth value, appkabiiity, consistency, and neutrality as
summarized by Sandelowski (1986),based on the work of Lincoln and Guba (1981).

Tmth Value
Truth value refers to the credibility of the research (Sandelowski, 1986).
Credibility in this study was addressed by reading the transcripts in their entireiy
and by comparing the transcripts with the audiotapes, word for word. Typical and
atypical examples of categories were derived whenever possible. Incorporatîng my
persond observations and refiections into the reporting of the data also attained
credibility. A further measure to ensure the credibility of this study was taken. A

summary of hindings was m d e d to each study participant (Appendix E).
Participants were asked to venfy if they found the findingç and case story to
accurately refiect their perceptions of the critical incident Partiapants were asked
to

respond to me if they felt any amendxnents were required. 1 did not hear from

any of the study participants.

ApplicabiIiW
In qualitative research, appiicability refers to fitangness. That is,how weiI
the study findings "fit" into other contexts or cultures (Sandelowski, 1986).
Fitangness was addressed by enniring the categories and thernes developed in the
content analysis were a reflective derivation of the data. The study will &O have
achieved fittingness if the results reported have meanhg for other nurses as they

reflect on their own experiences with critical incidents.

Consistency
Consistency in qualitative research is equivaknt to auditability. In hm,
auditability refers to k i n g able to read a study and king able to follow the
sequence of evenb, from data collection to data analysis, as they logically occurred
(Sandelowski, 1986). Auditability in this study was achieved by writing a report
that described, expIained, and justified how the researcher came to know, and
understand the world of the ICU nurse as they experienced a traumatic event

NeutraLity
Sandelowski (1986) describes neutraüty in qualitative research as king
attained when tmth value, auditability, and applicability are established. Therefore,
neuhality of the research findings was achieved in this shidy by ensuring the abovedesaibed methods for assuring tnith value, auditability, and consistency was
employed.

summary

In this chapter the research design of this study was described. An
ethnographic researdi rnethodology was explained. Ethical considerations and data
analysis techniques were also presented.
The research design of this study saentifically supported a cornprehensive
exploration of critical incident sbess. This ethnographic approach created an
accurate portrait of traumatic events as they impact professional nurses.

Introduction
The findings of this study are presented in this fourth chapter. The
participant population for the study is briefly desa+bed,followed by a detaded
description of the setting for the study. Findings of the study are then presented,
using Wilson's (1989) interactionai mode1 of traumatic stress reactions as a guiding
framework. Consistent with the ethnographie method used in this study, in depth
reporting of the findings are supported by quotations from the participants and this
helps to illuminate the findings of the study.
All names are fictitious in nature and are adual pseudonyms chosen by the
participants themselves. In order to hrther protect the anonymity of the
participants, certain aspects of the events or circumstances have been slightly
altered. In some of the discussion a participant number refers to informants and in
other sections they are referred to by their pseudonym. The names and numbers
have purposefully not been conelated with each other in order to further proted the
anonymity of the participants.

Analysis of the Participant Profile
A demographic profile was not formdy coilected for this participant
population. However, some general information can be provided about the
participant group and these are sumrnarized in Table 6.

Of the nine participants in the study, eight were female and one was male.

The number of years employed in nursing by the participants ranged from 3 to 27

years, with the mean years of service king 13. In terms of thne spent working
specitïcally in KU,the range was from 1.5 to 14.5 years with a mean of 8.8 years.
Participants had worked in the study Unit from 6 months to 13years.

Findings in the iiterature regarding the nature and frequency of criticai
incidents, were compared with the data from this study. Most of the participants
were similas in their reportuig of the number of aitical incidents experienced, with a
range of 1-3events king recorded. One partiapant stated she had experienced 5-6
incidents in her career while one other nurse remarked she had encountered at Ieast
2 incidents per year wMe king employed in an K U setting, thus totaling 18
lifetirne incidents. This number is much higher than the other participants reported.
The nature of the incidents are also documented. In this study, incidents
involving patient death, burns, moral distress, and human error were reported. The
duration and location of the traumatic event are also reported in Table 6. These data
were colIated as the literature suggested these variables might be of significance
with regard to the overall experience of Critical Inadent Stress (CIS).It should be

noted that the duration of the incident does not necessady relate to the length of
thne a participant experienced symptoms of CIS. For example, partiapant #4 went

on to develop acute PTSD in the first three months after the omet of the incident.
However, she was able to mobilize effective coping strategies for the remainder of

the time it took for the incident to be resolved.
The information, which pertained to the timing of the incident (season and
shift), was collected partly out of a personal curiosity and partly out of an
hypothesis mentioned in the literature. Appleton (1994) found that two thirds of the

incidents reported in her study occurred on the night shift The season in which the
incident m r r e d was of interest to myself secondary to the type of unit under
study. The study unit receives many patients who have endured a traumatic injury.
1wondered if there wodd be evidence that some of the critical incidents were

seasonally related, with a higher incidence occurring during the busy summer
months.

In addition to the demographic information summarized above, 1 was
interested to determine if the participants in the study met the diagnostic criteria for
either PTR or PTSD, based on symptoms they reported at the time the event was
experienced and in the immediate aftermath of the incident (Please Note: At no
time did any of the partitipants indicate they were currently experiencing a
pathological response to the critical inadent). In terms of PTR, the major defining
characteristics, as listed in the Handbook of Nursing Diannosis
(1997), were

matched to each of the participants. The findings are presented in Table 7. Only
one of the nine participants did ~t meet the aiteria for PTR in the immediate
period surrounding the occurrence of the event Similarly, the study group was
compared to the diagnostic criteria for P'BD, as defined in the DSM-IV (1994). In
order to meet the criteria for MSD, the individual must have met aU of the
following aiteria: (a) exposure to an event outside the range of normal human
experience, @) re-experiencing the event, (c) demomtrated at least two mechanisms
by which stimuli assodated with the event are avoided, and (d) demonstrated at
least two symptoms indicative of inaeased arousal (please d e r to Table 2). Three
of the participants met a l l of the requirements for FTSD in the period after the

Participant
Numk

Number of

Number of

Number
of Years
Working
Ln this
ICU

When Incident

1

Unknawn/ All
shifts

2

3

4

(n(ll
16

Location in
Unit of
Incident

1 day

Small Side

1

I
1

Natureof
Incident

Extensive

Male

3

Medication
(Small Side)

i
Grievance

Winber/ Day

13

1.5

6

Female

17

14.5

7

Female

12

8

6 monîhs

Female

Winter/Day

Christmas/ Night

8 months

-

3

3 days

Bed #6

2 days

(Isolation
cubide)
Bed #4 (Big
Side)
Srnall Side

1 day

10 months

uF
8

1

Burn

Side)

5

fncfdents
Bxperienced
(including
thie
incident)

3 months

Winter/ Evening

Female

Female

Duration
of
Incident

Summc!r/ Day

7 days
#6 (Big Side
and Isolation
CU biclel

Moral
Distress
Death
&a th
Extensive
Bum

Participant
Number

Sex

Numberof
Years in
Nurshg

Number of
Years
Working in
ICU

Number
of Years
Working
in thfe
ICU

When Inciüent
Occurred
(Seaso@ift)

Duration
of
Incident

Location in
Unit of
Incident

Nahue of
Incident

9

Female

5

2

2

Fail/ Day

3 days

Bed #4 (Big

Death

Side)

Moral

Table 6. Profile of Study Participants.

U Qitkai '
Incidents
Experienced
(including
this
incident)
5-6

Participant Ntunber

Major Criterion

E%c=sive verbalization of the t r a m

J

J

Survivor guiit or guiit about behavior requird for survival

Vulnerability or heiplesgiess, anxiety, or pariic

J

Table 7. Diagnostic Criteria for Post Trauma Response in Study Partiapants.

criticai incident. Furthennore, partiapants #4 and #6 met the aiteria for acute

PTSD, based on the fact that the symptoms lasted less than 3 months. Partiapant #1
met the criteria for chronic PTSD because her symptoms lasted longer than 3
months.

In summary, the participants in this study were a predorninantly female
population who have been employed in ICIJ nursing for approximately nine years
and the study ICU for approxÎmate1y seven years. Incidents described by the
participants related to death of a patient, burns, and moral distress. AU of the
participants experienced a critical incident and eight of the partiapants displayed
signs of PTR. Three of the participants met the diagnostic aiteria for PTÇD.

Description of the Shidy Unit
In keeping with the ethnographie methodology used in this study a detailed
description of the study unit is provided. Questions 4,5, and 58 in the intewiew
guide asked the participants to describe what it is Iike to work in this KU. Their
responses were analyzed and grouped into the following major categories: The
Setting, The People, A Typical Shift,A Good Shift, and A Lousy Shift. The myriad of

verbal illustrations paint a rich and vivid image of a place like no other.

The Setting
The Unit under study is an intensive care unit that speQalizes in the care of
the surgicdy and traumatically ill patient population. As such, the area is properly
temed a "surgical intensive care unit". Those who are in association with the unit
secondary to their employment status refer to the unit as "SI", thus differentiating it

from its sister unit, "MI", the medical intensive care unit.

As the automatic glass doors to SI slide open, the hiçs of the hydrauiic
operating system is liberated with the push and pull of these syrnbolic dividers. The
hiss is heard relentlessly and marks the incessant comings and goings in the Unit

The doors are open 24 hours a day, the iights are always on. You can fed
"the pulse of the unit" (Sheila, p. 5, h e 16) the minute you waik h o u g h the

enhance. You hear it in the sounds. you see it in the people, and you feel it in the
dynamism and tenseness that pervades the Unit It is a challenging place, totally
unpredictable, and the adivity swirls about in a kind of "fast paced frenzy" (Elaine,
p. 5, lines 3-4). SI is a busy place and the beds are always fulI to capaaty. Emotions
"fiip fast" (Elaine, p. 5, line 11)in order to keep abreast with the physical, mental,
and exnotional challenges which await you every day, every shift, every hour, every
second. You don? get bored working in SI. But neither do you do the good oldfashioned things you used to do for patients.

Mary: 1haven't cut anybodyfsfingemaS for a couple of years Oaughing) (p.
8, h e 25).

The Phvsical Environment
The Space
When you first come into SI you can tell Bght away that it has a bit of a funny
layout It was not ever r e d y designed properly, and if anything, is just some kind of

an addon (Sheila, p. 5, lines 2û-21).
Hailey: Ifs like it was built before they realized, you know, people would

need dialysis, people would need, you know, al.I kinds of machines around
them and ifs not, definitely not ideally set-up (page 4, lines 9-11).

The Unit is divided into two separate halves, a S m d Side and a Big Side. Big Side
appears at first as though it were a big open space but on second glance it is apparent
that it is actually quite "homble and cramped" (Hailey, p. 4, h e 9).
Judy: So people are working in dose quarters and lots of equipment around,
lots of things that kind of get in your way unless you keep tidying up all the
t h e , with chairs and tables migraüng (page 5, iines 1-4).

Central pillars and cubide cul.tains drawn tightly around the bedside, as though to
swaddle the patients in some f o m of privacy interfere with lines of vision. Then
again there is not much to see.

Bob: Physicd environment,. ..ah gnuigy, dinghy, uninviting. No bright
lights, no soothmg colors, no nice colors on the walls, everythnig is just kind
of a, almost like a sea of kind of gray monotone, the whites are not, you
know cheery, there is nothing cheerful...we just don't seem to have anything
that perks it up (page 6, lines 15-25)
Each bedside is supposed to be a self-contained workspace, but the area is either
over-stocked or under-stocked, and somehow never quite right. To get anything you
need you have to walk a long way. As you search and saounge for needed supplies,
you wallc by the newly renovated isolation cube.
Sheila: ...and now we have the Isolation cube. Um, which is frustrating
because the doors don't open qui& enough should you need to get in there.
you have to wait for one to dose before the other will corne. Ifs hot in there,
you know, despite aU the millions of dollars they've spent - the ventilation
system is not working (page 5, iîne 26).

But, the one good thing about being in the isolation cube, is that it is relatively quiet
in there.

The Noise
You hardly notice it any more. It just kind of seems "like a constant hum"
(EIaine, p. 6, line 9). Affzr a while you just take it for granted because there is noise
from everything and anything. From the phones, from the people, from the visitors,
from the overhead paging system, from the radio, from the staff, and from the

alarms on the equipment
Doma: We have Our Marquette monitors for cardiac monitoring and they
have alarms, they have ventilators and they have alarms;we have different
types of venfilators and they have varying degrees of alarms, as in pi&
(page 9, lines 22-25).
%me days there is additional noise.

Hailey: 1 know, weU, I mean sometimes, you know, Maintenance will be

-

working 1 don? know what's up on the 86 fioor but somethes
Maintenance wül be working, like banging and banging and banging all day
and you're thinking 'you know, 1 have this neuro patient that we're
supposed to be controlhg the I.C.P.'s on', 1mean, you, you just have no
control over so many things...(page 4, iines 14-17).

On the whole, if it were not for those alarms, things would be so much quieter. And
if it were not for alI the equipment, there would not be any alanns.

Equipment
Cardiac monitors, ventilators, medication syringe pumps, chest tubes and
wall sudion, gomcos, Kangaroo pumps, TPN pumps, air matiresses, and cooling
blankets. It is a sea of equipment and somewhere in the middie you cm find a
patient resting on an island that is a bed, that is reaiiy just another piece of
equipment Just when you think you have seen everything dong cornes something
new. The new piece of technology on the blodc in SI right now is CRRT, Continuous

Rend Replacement Therapy.

Ço now

you're not only an ICU nurse, but &O a

Dialysis nurse. It is kind of scary.
Hailey: Ço that, 1 mean, that CRRT,it adds a lot of sbess, for me anyways.
We don? see it often enough, so when we do, it is always on a very si&
patient.. .Which, thank God, I've never had to do, cause 1 don? even. ..1
guess 1could do it from a book but 1 wouldn't feeI very safe (page 7, h e s 1921 and page 8, iines 7-8).

But with the advent of a l l this super deluxe equipment, one questions if it really does
make any difference.

Mary: There is.. . more and more equipment, not that 1thmk ifs doing
anything more for the patient, personally, but there is more equipment...you
know, with all these new pieces of equipment, the potential for problems is
just expanding (page 36, lines 22-24).
Judy: And conversely, the stuff I've enjoyed the least is the times when
people are so si& and Our technology doesn't help them and we stmggle
with that, when enough is too mu& and so on (page 2, h e s 14-16).

The People
Nursing Staff
There are a lot of nurses who work in SI. They Wear h b coats and scrubs,
have a stethoscope around their nedc and carry with them a little pouch whkh

-

carries their life tools bladc pens and red pens. a pend, calipers, and a pen-iight.
You mostiy notice the nurses in the Unit but depending on the t h e of day when you
visit you may find physicians, students, respiratory technicians, pharmacists,
nutritionists, diaplains, and telfinicians from diagnostic imagkig. They are all there,
ail with their own role and purpose.

It is the people who "make or break the environment" in SI (Sheüa, page 6,
lines 20-21). "As soon as the doors open, you can tell what kind of day it is by the
look on people's faces" (Sheila, page 5, h e s 16-17). With so many staff around it is
inevitable that there will be a real variety of personalities. At times there is a
wonderful camaraderie among staff. At other &es, when the nuning staff is asked
to do "more than is physicdy or mentally possible" (Pat, page 4, line 22), the
"personality traits corne outff@onna, page 11, line 25). As with most groups of
people, there are good ones and there are bad ones.
Good Groups

The Good Groups are the reason Doma mes to work (page 11,line 3). They
are a bunch who work hard, who work together, and who üke to have a good t h e .

The Good Groups bring levity to tense situations and build cohesiveness with those
around them.

Elaine: I find the people there (SI), for the most part, are r e d y gung-ho. A
lot of academicdy Îndined people, not a lot of slackers. Like people are

-

there when they go there, they are there to work, they know their stuff...I
find that the people here are r e d y into their nursing (page 4, Iines 12-18).

Bad Groups

The nurses who falI into the Bad Group category are not necessarily unkind
folk, they are just people who over tirne, have become bitter and possibly burnt o u t

They have lost their flexibiiity and their ab-

to see change as potentidy benefitiai.

Resistance and hard feelings are characteristic of this group. They are diquey and
controhg. Their spirit c m sometimes dominate the entire Unit.

Mary:

...there are some groups that 1 really don't like, but 1 only work with

them once in a while. Well, (some) groups tend to be very uh, self contained
and anybody else is an outsider, so you don't get the help and that sort of

h g . ..when 1 corne on and see a certain group, 1 know what the night is
going to be Iïke (page 6, lines 1&23 and page 7, Iines 2-3).
There is a fear of becoming one of the Bad Group, of developing a hard side as a
means of protecting oneself.

Pat ...I didn't want to see myself becorne aggressive...I don't like to hurt
people's feelings and I see that those people, some of it is they are victims to
the circumstances in some respects because they are actudy protecting
themselves by king that way. Because they are asked on a daily basis...to
do more than probably is physically or menMy possible...But then it also
has a negative impact on the Unit as a whole because they scare a lot of

people, e s p e d y the students and young people and 1 didn't want to see
myself progress to that kind of negativity (page 4, lines 15-27).
The interestmg thing about the Bad Group is that there really are not that many of
them. They just have a way of "nittering and knit-pidcing" (Bob, page 4, Iine 23)
about a lot of petty things and after a while it "gets on everyone's nerves" (Bob, page

3, line 7).

Recruitment and Retention
The majority of the stress in the Unit c m be dirediy attributed to a Iack of
nursing human resources. An experienced knowledgeable ICU nurse is a valuable
commodity these days, espeaally during times of increased patient acuity and
occupancy.

Findinp:Staff
If some nurses in SI develop a sewe of despondency, there is a good diance
it may be due to a staffing shortage. On a daily basis, sometimes more, there is a
round of phone calls made, asking people if they can corne into work. Staff are
frequently "doubled", assigned two criticdy iII patients to care for over the course of
t h e u shift.

Sheila: And then with the staffing shortage that we are in, then it's
saambiing and scrambling, and I've

- you know, recently 1 have had the

pleasure of doing Charge and o h , you're well, you take the patient cause
there is no one else that you can c d .

The constant saambiing takes it toll on people and is both frustrating and

fightening (EIaine, page 4, lines 2-3). The best way to cope is to work as little as is
personally possible.

Work Status
Not very many nurses in SI want to work full t h e . The 12-hour shiftç and
the nights are exhausting, especiaily when you run and r?ui and run the whole time
you are at work. There is a general feeling that it is advantageous to work part-time
or casual in the Unit
Elaine:

...k i n g part-tirne 1 guess, 1sort of look at it in a more positive (light)

- the stress, 1can cope with it, 1 can make it through a 12 hour hellish shift
knowing that 1 won't be there for another four or five. I don't think I c m

keep the Pace up all the tirne. Um, 1don? know how people do it full-the, 1
guess you have different coping rnechanisms.. .1don? know if it's king
p a r t - h e and you go in there and you are not hombIy exhausted going in
fiom work-related things - ifs alrnost refreshing, so you go in there with a

fairly good attitude ...(Elaine, page 5, lines 17-20 and page 6, Iines 16-18).

Seniority
If you can't change your work status however, another way to cope is to
simply get out, to leave the Unit. Sometirnes you think the siiding doors shodd be
replaced with a revolving door, there are so many people coming and going. Ifs
hard to be the new nurse on the blodc and at first you are just another face because
nobody knows you. But p r e q quiddy you prove yourself and then the next thkig

you know, you end up king thought of as someone Senior, despite r e d y k i n g
Junior. And that can aiso be frightening.
Hailey: So, and thafs another thing is a lot of our senior staff are leaving so
you feei like you don? sometirnes have a lot of people to lean badc on. Not
to doubkheck everything, but you know, it's nice to just Say, you know,

'this is the way 1 should be doing this right? Sometimes you look around
and you think nobody is going to know anyway (page 8, Lines 8-12).

Nursing Students

When you have a lot of staff leaving, then you are desperate for new staff to
corne to work in the Unit The biggest pool of new staff for the ICU has been the
graduates from the Intensive Care Nursing Course. Like everything else in hedth
care however, the structure of the course has changed over the recent years.
Enrollment has deaeased. The Iength of the course is shorter, and most
sigxuficantly, the amount of time dotted for preceptorship in the clinical area has

been reduced. Staff who are assigned as preceptors are unable to provide the
students the one-on-one supervision they require, because they have their own

criticdy ill patient to care for.
Donna: The change in the acuity of the unit, the change in the program, the
way they structure the program - the theory, cIinica.1and preceptorship

part...1 think it is detrimental (page 7, h e s 11-22).
Students hom the course, now hired into the Unit are described by Pat as

king "young and stressed" (page 4, line 7).

Pat %ne of them are young and stressed and you, know, going through the

Iearning process and have excellent potential.. .I see a certain group - the
new nurses. I just think when 1 was a new nurse in that Unit, how calmer
the situation was for us than now. The preceptlig has diminished, the time

frame. Frequently you're supposed to be orientmg and faU into a situation.
Ço,

1think,for them when they are supposed to be in a learning situation, it

is even more shessfd, so 1 think they have even a bigger challenge than 1

did (page 5, lines 20-25).

0th- Staff
Working frorn an interdisciplinary perspecbive, there are a lot of other health
care profession& who work in SI. The one disciphe whkh has perhaps the most
influence on the nurse is the Attending Physician. The Attendings work on a
rotating schedule, changing over every week. Like the nursing staff, there are some
Attendings who are good to work with and some that are difficult to work with.
Sheila: Ço, we waited for the Attending to corne...and 1walked on glass and
approadied him because there (are) two ways you can approach him and if
you approach him the wrong way, you know, there will be a huge
scene...(page 13, lines 8-10).
Sometimes the diange in Attendings cm be fmstrating because the
Attending coming on duty changes the entire care plan from what it was under the
previous physician. This o

h aeates a lot of confusion and discord among staff, let

done for the patient and family.

The Patients
The Assignment Board
When you first come into SI, on the right-hand side of the wali, is a big

Patient Assignment Board. The board has iisted on it aU the names of the patients,
their bed number, and the nurse who is caring for them. The board is partly an
organizational tool, a map to the U n i t A trader of ail the comings and goings.

Mary: The first thing you do is look at the board, see how many names, how
many patients are there and that gives you a good idea of how thmgs are

(Mary, page 8, lines 4 4 ) .
Hailey: Ifs good (theboard). The first thing you do when you wa& by,

when you come in - whether ifs to see if that annoying patient you had for
the Iast three days is gone or who's come badc from the ward ...(page 20,
lines 4-8).
The board is much more than an organizational tool however. It is &O a
symbol of recovery, it is a symbol of death, and it is a symbol of forewarning.
Pat 1wiU Say that anytime, and 1 think this is probably not just me, but

anytime you see on the assignment board that you are iooking after a extremely
large bum, your heart drops quite a bit (page 10, lines 17-19).

Acuity
If you ask any nurse in SI about the patient acuity in the Unit,they wilI teIl
you that it has inaeased dramaticdy since the tirne they began working there.
Elaine: ...lüce I remember first working there and they got a lot of carotids, it
was a much more, um slack ICU,much more slower paced

- acuity was much lower,

Ks very different now. 1mean, to consider that we don? even get the hearts for the
most part uniess they are real sick hearts ...@ age 5, Iines 13-16).
What does go to SI is a lot of other r e d y acute stuff: the high N k surgicai
patient, angioplasties which have gone wrong, neurosurgical patients, traumas,

burns, organ donors, and transplant recipientr, to name a few. Most of the patients
are unconscious, perhaps a blessing in disguise considering they suffer more than
they have to at times (Jane, page 2, h e s û-9).

Youthfulness
Nobody seems to know what the average patient age is in SI but it is
probably greater than you think. It is just that everyone remembers the young
patients, mostiy young traumas. Their cases are tragic, often the outcome grim.
Indeed the final consequence is often not any different for a youthful patient as it is
for an elderly patient. The difference however, is that atone end of the spectmm you
see people dying who are in the prime of their Me and at the other end of the

spectrum you see people dying who have lived long good lives.
Elaine: (crying) ...the one thing thafs left me, um partly with.. .is.. .me
having (a) little more of a desire to get out (of) the unit Um,1 don't know if
you get away from thinkùig about things. You see a young person corne in
and ifs a younger person, 1 don? even look at the older people as my
parents, like that seems to me a more nahiral - if ifs a medical problem - ifs

when you see a young person and they are snuffed out, and there is just no
guarantees (page 25, lines 5-10).

Patient Throughput
The activity in SI is one of those Catch-22 situations. On one hand the
constant change in patient population is thlling and energizing, it keeps you on
your tws, you hardly ever get two shifts just the same. On the other hand
sorneümes things move too fast.
Elaine: ...it's been more of a frenzy often - because there is a lot of patients
in, patients out, there is not enough beds to get the patients down into. Like

-

there always it ist it is very stressful, um, the ward nurses are sbessed -

you are trying to get patients down there and they don't have the beds but
you have to get them there because somebody else is coming in, uh8a bed
hardly gets cold fonn somebody either passing on or king transferred and
you are getting somebody else in there, like you are flipping very
quiddy ...(page 5, lines 5-10).
The activity at the best is totally unpredictable and it seems as though there are never
enough beds. Someone always wants a bed.. .Emergency, the O.R.,P.A.R.R., the
"bounce-back" patients form the wards (Hailey, page 3, line 5)...there's always
somebody knocking on the sliding doors, waiting to get in.
Sheila: Our census can diange dramaticdy.. .Ah, one big trauma, one big
trauma, one big bum and we shuffIe patients in/out and everywhere and
quiddy hy and accommodate whatever needs to be done. Ah8then there is
ais0 the big surgeries that require ICU that don't consult us and they show
up on Our doorstep in Our last empty bed...and then every time you hear a
code on the ward, we just kind of cringe because we know that aIthough we

are not the '99' Unit, it ifs a surgical floor that's calling the code, then

ultimately we'ii get the patient (page 4, iines 5-11 and page 5, Iines 1-3).

The Families
The SI nurses view the famüies as king an extension of the patient They

are cared for with sympathy and empathy and tendemess. Caring for the famiiy is
often rewarding because it is obvious there is not a lot that c m be done for the
patient, so you have to shift the care now from the patient to the family. It is hard to
watch their pain and often you feel helpless as you sustain them in their grief.
Hailey: Ifs, ifs a lot of stress to go through something Iike that and watch

parents that are grieving for their diüdren when you know like, you know,
they shouldn't be doing this. The parents should be gone before the diildren
(page 4, lines 2-4).

A TypicaI Shift
It is r e d y hard to say what a typical shift in SI is like because there reaIIy is
no typical shift Granted some shifts are similar in t e m s of the routine, but in terms

of the circumstances, there is much unpredictability.
Hailey: You can't be thinking "oh, 1 just have this patient and I'U just look
after hîm atIl day' and then, boom, boom, boom, like within an hour there

(are) two or three admissions (page 6, h e s 24).
So, in tenns of a typical routine, weIl it r e d y begins the moment you get in

the car to drive to work and park the car.

Sheila: 1 guess the thing about the typical shift is when you walk in from the
parkade to the hospital you wonder 'OK,am 1 going to be doubled or am 1
going to be in Isolation today'

- that's

the first t h g that happens (page 7.

Iinesl-3).
And the rest of a shift kind of Iooks Iike this:
Jane: Get report for about 20 minutes from the preceding shift and do patient
assessments. you know check your cubide and make sure everyhng is OK,
that you have everything that you need in case of emergency, and check
your alami Iimits um, check over aiI your Lines, see what you have, and
check the patient over head to toe, do a complete assessment on them, so

you know what's going on. If you get a chance look a t their blood work and
then grab a coffee in there somewhere, depending on what break you're on
and the Rounds start a t about 9:00 and they nui to about sometimes 11:30,

12:00, depending who is on and how the patients are Iike in the unit

Ço you

do rounds with the doctors and um, present your patient, tdk about your
patient, decide what the plan is and sometimes there is things to do from
that, changes in their care, things you have to give, you c m also have tests at

any t h e d u M g the day. depending on, you know. on the patient and
what's booked. Grab lunch somewhere aimg there. We do u s u d y get Our
breaks - there sometimes not that long but usually get them. And then the
aftemoon is just spent doing things that need to be done: tumIng patients.
deaning them if they need it, giving medications, u m doing blood work if
they need it, running blood, whatever kind of stuff and then supper time. we

ail go for supper, try and come badc and finish up what we need to

do...b a v e at around &O0 p.m. at night, after report (page 6, lines 6-27).
There are some variations from Jane's description. %me shifts are 8 or even
4 hours in length. Sornetimeç you spend a lot more tirne h a v e h g to and from the
Unit with your patient and all their equipment and anyone eise who wants to tag

dong to help. And sometimes you spend a lot of t h e getting ready for something
else which might come through those doors, just in case.

A Good Shift
The hallmark of a good shift is that for once everything kind of just synchs
with each other. There is some semblance of predictability and control. You have

one patient to look after. The family of the patient is extra çpecial. The staff you are
working with aU pull together and r e d y support each other. The aux*

staff on

duty is competent in their role and hard working. The Attending on duty is a
reasonable fellow. It ail works, the plan is there, the goals are dear, there are few
glitdies. It is a good day.
A Bad Shift

A bad shift is diaracterized by some or a i l of the attributes of a good shift

missing. There are unexpected interruptions in caret your patient assignment
changes several ümes over the course of a shift, the family is demanding and
unreasonable, the nitpickers are working and their frustrations are clearly made
known, the Unit Assistant and Unit Clerk on duty are both from the Float Pool, the
Attending PhysiBan seems preoccupied with other matters. Nothing seems to jive.
It is a long day. It is a lousy day.

Summarv
A detaiied descriptive portrayai of the study unit has b e n aeated. In order

to fully appreciate and understand the work world of the K U nurse a
comprehensive description was required. A context for the study milieu has been
comtructed and as such the fived world of the ICU nurse is now described.
One of the hallmarks of this Unit is the constant speed of patient adivity and

the incessant change in patient mix. Based on the description provided by the
partiapantç, there is very little "down" tirne. That is, t h e where the occupancy rate
decreases and time can be spent away from the bedside, attending educational
sessions, etc.
The participants ailude to the cumulative effeds of the activity on the staff.

Many of the staff no longer wishes to work M-tirne and working part-tirne or
casual is seen as an option required to maintain a career in this ICU. Constant staff

turnover resuits in an imbalance between senior and junior nursing staff who is
employed in the Unit A la& of mentorrship and role rnodeling between staff
members is evident. Preceptorship of students in the intensive care nursing course

is difficult because of the patient adivity in the Unit Nursing staffs indicate they
find it difficult to precept students when they have more than one patient or when
the multitude of interventions that one patient requires, exceeds the ability to pause
from care in order to dissect and analyze the pathophysiology of i h e s s and
a s s d t e d interventions.

The most important finding h m the description of the study Unit by the
participants is the staging for the potential for a high volume of critical events to

occur. Advanced patient acuity, fatigued staff, a youîhfu1 trauma-oriented patient

popdation, and a high incidence of staff turnover aeate an environment conduave
to traumatic events.

Case Stories

The previous sedion described the milieu and the inhabitants of SI.
FIavored into the complexity of this environment are circumstances of an extreme
nature. The nature of the traumatic event and the circumstances around the
incidents' unfoIding have a profound and moving impact. The foUowing case
stories depict the lives of nine nurses during a most extraordinary time in their
professional and personal life.

Readers of this portion of the thens are advised to proceed with some caution and
care. The descn-ptionsprooided by the participants are oimd and mming. The potential for
re-expenencing of the render's persona1 encounter with a critical incident is present.
Readers are asked to reflect on persona1 coping strategies and to utilize fhese afer reading
the case sf~ries.Those who encounter a re-living of fheir pnor experiences for more thnn a

few days aper reading these case stories are asked to seek the assistance of a CISM program
in their health-carefan'lity or the assistance of their employee assistance program.

PaIs Stem ''The Summer of Trauma"
Pat sat on the couch stroking her dog repeatedly. Her actions not o d y

calmed the canine's tension, but also eased her own tension. Her shoulders relaxed,
she stared out 9ito the room and she began to reflect on the Summer of '95.
I think all of us who worked there, described that surnmer as king an
extremely d i f f i d t summer. There was an awful, awhtl lot of young people,
trauma, and this bum. Never was it so gray as...in that 6-8 month period.

Pat highiy valued caring for the patient as a whole person. She saw as her
role advocatmg on the patient's behalf when necessary, and enjoyed seeing the
patient get welI.
The incident occurred almost three years ago, yet the mernories of that long
Sahirday came vividy. Çhe could still hear the Scottish brogue of the patient's
parents. She could easily see the bed and cubide where she cared for the patient.
She was a little thing and she was just diarred and her face was completely
bumed ...And the facial disfigurement, like, you know, her whole head was
scarred, no hair, no face.. .I remember.. .her tight Little face.
Pat wept openly as she recalled the shift she cared for this diminutive,
helpless patient, a victim of "a damn, damn, stupid accident". Her heart sank when
she came to work that day and saw on the assignment board she had been tasked to
care for a bum patient. She immediately felt a wave of anxiety move throughout

her body, the wave which always came when she knew she had to care for a burn
patient. Pat did not want to go behhd those curtaiw,
1 remember not wanting to go behind those curtains and do that job and
knowing 1had (to) and just f e e h g so alone and like there is nobody here but
you.. .I felt.. . totaliy not wanting to do what 1had to do, knowing that I had
to do it.

It was a difficult day. Pat's attempt to approach this patient's care in an
impartial manner was immediately opposed by the photograph of the patient by the
bedside.
1 could see that it was right to have that there for the family but sometimes
in nursing you need to objecbfy your patient to survive the situation and a
bum dressmg is one of those tirnes, unfortunately. And, it just made it hard
to do that.

She listenecl with diffidty to the parents speak opamisticdy about their
daughter's eventual retum home. The parents

...had an ongoing need to describe and discuss the young girl in depth and
they were a h o s t m g to convince us we should Save her because 1 think
they sensed, verbally and non-verbally from some of the staff, the reticence
to continue and they were a h o s t trying to convince us. And, you know,
think of the sadness of a Mom and Dad trying to convince people that their
M d is worthwhile...that no matter what she would be like, they loved her
and they wanted her.
So Pat was forced to play dong with their game of disbelief because that is what

they demanded she do. She did an extensive bum dressing for the first time by
herseIf, her oniy assistant having to abandon the bedside when a piece of the
patient's ear fell off during the bath. She watdied the patient's father sit at the
bedside throughout the day.
Her toes were pink, that was the only part that was pink and her Dad would
come in and hold her toes and say, "just make her weU' and that was the
day. I remember having a real good cry behind wtains and my colleagues
saw me with tears in my eyes throughout the day and 1just felt a lot of pain.
Pat was "awash in pain" when she retumed home that night. She isolated
herself from her f d y , needing to be alone.

1felt very, very sad &r that ...1just remember feeling very quiet and very,
very, sad ...1cried when 1came in and told my husband part of what
happened, but not the whole thing and 1 know I had probIems sleeping.
Pat could not escape from the sadness that permeated her king. Her sleep
remained interntpted for many months. At home, she was unable to escape from
this event,
1 wodd be sitting in my living room or whatever and smell FIamazine in my
nose and that would remind me of her.. .

At work, she became vigdant and maternaliçtic of others who had to care for this
patient, and always ensured the nurses were not done during their care. Çeveral
rnonths Iater the patient passed away and Pat attended the funeral, an attempt to

bring dosure to this incident. It was a mistake. Her wound was re-opened.
1don? know why I was compeued to go. 1don? think it was a good idea,
now. But 1 know 1 felt sorry for that family that we couldn't have done more
for the whole situation...and 1just remember crying. And when 1cry, it is
not a gentie cry...It brought everything back and made it worse for me a t
home afterwards. It felt like my loss. Didn't feel Iike 1was going there to
support anybody else, which 1 thought 1 was ...going there to show her
family, you know, to be with the group of people from work because she
had become part of us ...I wasn't able to be a support to anybody else, 1 was
too caught up in my own feelings.
As Pat said, things got worse at home again.

...never was 1so affected at home about what happened at work.

Never did

1see that person, at home, when 1was trying to sleep. Never did I feel so

hurt when someone died ...Just feeling gnunpy about going to work and the
crying again and 1 think that lasted about a year, really, yeah. Sitting down
and sometimes just, I felt awash in that experience again, the s m d of the
Flamazine and rny own pain, my own sadness.. .I remember feeling sad, 1
remember him (husband) walking by the bathroom door and 1 would be
crying. 1 mean, 1never did this before, blowing my hair dry and aying,
putting my make-up on and crying and 1 felt 'Like for God's sake, you are
feeling sorry for yourself, stop it', but 1couldn't stop it.

Pat could not get the patient's name out of her head. She kept seeing a charred
body and the tight littIe face. In the rnirror in the bathroom, as she prepared herseIf
for work, she saw a nurse at the bedside, alone, with a tiny bumed girl. She couid
not stop the memories, and she could not stop the crying.
Pat tried to put the incident behind her. She immersed herself in "happier
things in Me" and eventudy the good days became more and more frequent . One
night she wrote a poem about her thoughts and feelings. But her Me, aiI in alI, was
not the same. Pat asked not to work with burn patients when she was at work.
Anxiety and anger dominated her spiritf dong with negativity and pessimism.
Eventually she reduced her EFT in the K U and began working in other less acute

areas in order to achieve a balance in her work Me and "take a littIe break"
Pat leamed much about herself during that summer. She leamed that she
was not as tough as she thought she was. She leamed that she would not want
anyone to go through what she had to. She realized that she could face adversity
and succeed in dealing with it. And she feels that the incident made her look at her
career plans and the impact her work has on herseif and othen. She sleeps better
now and no longer cries as she prepares herself for work. When she reads her

poem now it doesn't have the same perspective that it did at that other tirne in her
Me. Yet, she will never, ever, forget the trauma of the summer of 1995.

D O M ~Stem
S "The Care Plan"
Doma was enthsiastic as she spoke about her work. Her eyes gleamed as
she described the thrill of the intellectual challenges that are part of her nuning
career. Organizing and coordinating the patient dong a path of weU-intentioned care

is of utmost importance to Doma and she prides herself in her ability to implement
the services that meet the priority needs of her patients. One of the aspects she

enjoys most about her nursing career is "just taking care of patients and seeing...

them progress to better health.. . or dying with dignity". Donna was always Q i n g
to think of the patienfs wishes when planning care,

...you learn in nursing that everyone is an individual and to keep that
in... mind, no matter how many standards, protocols, policies, and care
plans, you stilI have to structure it to the individual person or family.. .
Synduontiv of care, among dl disciplines was very important to Donna. In her
words, "we should ail be going for the same goal". How in opposition it was for her,

then, to provide care to a patient for whom the medical and nursing care plan was
vague and cowtantly changing.

The patient was a gentleman brought to the Unit with many complications
post-operatively, the most signuicant was failure to wean from the venalator. The
o v e r d prognosis for this man was poor secondary to a diagnosis of cancer. Donna
described the moral-ethical situation she was experiencing,

...I would be struggling with 'weU, which way are we heading with this
patient?. ..Whidi way were we heading as the medical team? (The) process
was over several months.. .The.. .issue with him is that, 'what is his
prognosis' kind of a thing, in terms of his long term (plan)and where do we
want to go?. ..there was a lot of confiict.. .Then there would be different
opinio-...the big question was what's the prognosis, but then, what does

the patient want?. ..I guess it was an issue of quality of Me.. .I was involved
more in the scuffling of what we were going to do, what should we do?...it
was just very confusing...The medical scuMmg was a dilemma. There were
opposing views of which way we should be dealing with this patient's care
in tenns of how to wean.. .There was a plan for a day, somehes. There was
a plan for a week, sometimes. But 1 could never feel the overail
plan ...everyone had their own game plan about i t No doubt that everyone
is trying their best but sometimes was it in their own interests or was it in
the patient's best interest? Sometimes the two shali meet, sometimes not
The care for this gentleman was further complicated by an aggressive, and at
times abusive f d y member.

...he (son) kind of mbbed.. .people, nursing staff, the wrong way kind of
thmg, in his abruptness I guess. Now, he was trying to be
his.. .advocate.. .we tried to understand that, but sometimes it was just his
manner that was just, you know, in our caring role we are trying to do
thhgs and yet patient and family, see you as just as not caring.. .Thafs the
family scuffling...where there would be a confIict in what we think is best for
the patient...and what the family Uiinks is @est).
During the time Doma cared for this patient she Iearned her neighbor was a

...the other relationship 1 had with this family is a neighbor of mine was
friends with them.. ..Sot 1did have this connection...Y ou know sometimes
when you have any kind of patient, that there is some kind of a, something
that twigs. ..I guess.. .it was different
Other patient QKumstances influenced the care Donna was able to provide
for this patient

...mentally you are trying to plan, prepare, thmk about what way you cm
comfort, provide comfort measures in whichever manner to a less acute
patient, but in order to provide these comfort measures you physicdy have
to be there but then you will be p d e d to help as the second nurse in another
area...You're not there, and 1 didn't feel that 1had the time to just sit down
and myself talk to the patient, you know, 'you're telling this, you r e d y want
to stay on a venalator?', 1 mean, that kind of a conversation.. .it didn't rnake
me feei very good.

For the most part, Donna's personal Me was not impacbed by this event,
although she admits that her concentration was impaired to some degree and she
had a tendency to be unable to complete scholastic assignments. At home, when she
saw the neighbor in the yard, this would cause Donna to be reminded of something
related to the event and she would wonder how things were going dong with the
patient's family. Mentally, she analyzed and refiected on the situation, but for the
most part she did this when she was at work.
1 guess the problem 1 had was did we, as the medical team, show them that
we r e d y did care?.. .I just wanted to make sure that they (understood) that
we r e d y (were) trying to be (their) advocate.

Donna was able to describe the emotional impact of the incident on herself.

...emotionaUy, 1don? know, you feel like a lump, kind of, not apathetic, itfs
Ne.. .partially unfocused, but just sad, very sad that it shouldn't be. I f s just
an empty feeling, um, aùnost depressed. Depressed that, you know, if you
had the resources or if you, yourself, could change something that you could
do something about it, the next tirne, there is always the next t h e . . .
Doma's analyticd s k i h and thirst for knowledge guided her as she
recovered from this incident. She attended rounds on ethical decision making and
worked with other disciplines to better understand the motivations of the abusive
family member. Most useful to Doma, however, was the support she gairted from
her colleagues. When discussing her coping medianisms Donna said,

...well the best one for me is breakfast after night shift with (my) COworkers.. .so ifs your CO-workers,number one, sort of venting with them.
Because my spouse does not have the understanding and they do.. .they
reflect if they have taken care of him, how their interacüons were with him
or his family. Çometimes they supported what 1said.. .Sometimes they'll
bring a refreshing somethmg 1 didn't think about

Donna's reflection about the incident reinforced for herself the values she

heid as a nurse. The situation reiterated to her that the patient shodd always be at
the forefront of the care p h , and when th&is sacrificed, dijointed care takes place,

as weli as moral-ethical distress.

Marv's Stem "The Broken Patient"

Mary had worked in acute care facilities for more tha.30 years, 27 of them
as a Registered Nurse. In Mary's words she has "a lot of background and a lot of
common sense". She is frank about her longevity,
I've gotten old and arthritic...I support.. .my CO-workersbecause you see,
they are corning into it and 1 am leaving.
Mary feels she is reliable, doesnftshirk responçibility, and is a good problem-solver.
Mary is astute at work and cowtantiy scanning her environment She Iikes to be

"aware of everything". Mary doesn't like the radio that some staff play at Mght'
because it interferes with her ab-

to hear the monitors. Her focus is at ail times

on the patient.

Mary loves her work as a nurse.

...there is nothing else I want to do and 1 know that because after these
things happened, 1 did go and was looking for something elçe. 1 went to
Red River, to the career counseling...And then 1 thought after, 1don't r e d y
want to do anything else. So 1 have explored other things, but I don? want
to do anythmg else. 1enjoy where 1 work and 1 enjoy going to work and 1
like what 1 do.
Mary is an intriguing woman. She successfdy blends a frank truthhilness
with a sharp sense of humor to aeate a tender caring person. Yet beneath this
candor lies an angry and resentful woman.

I'm very distrustful of everything. Doesn't always show and I'm not always
aware of it...Now, don? forget, I'm an old nurse. Do what you're told and
a i l that sort of stuff and (the) hospital wiIl protect you and that sort of stuff.
You just got to follow hospital d e s and wefU look after you. Well, when the
time came, that's not how it worked.
Mary's "time" was the day she made a medication error, a mistake.

The problem was one of the sage pumps ...My error was, on the sage pump,
on d i a h g down, the machine didn't come down, it didn't So instead of
having the pump going at 2.5,I had it going at 725,but 1didn't know that 1
thought it was just fine.. .1donft know which was more aitical, the incident,
the dmg error, or the aftermath with getîing suspended and going to the
Union and fighting and that sort of stuff. So 1 don't know whkh is more
mitical, you see. This happened in November, I was just looking at papers,
and went through to the foJiowing October.

The days after the mistake were hard for Mary.

...people were away at Christmas and the Supervisor left town to visit
relatives for a couple of weeks, didn't deal with it unal she came back. But
meanwhüe, 1 spent every day waiting for the mail or wondering perhaps
this would come registered mail. 1spent every day waiting. ..it was nerve
racking.. .it ruined Christmas.
Mary wept as she recalIed the events of the day.
Everybody had left, they had gone to supper and 1was alone.. .O went over
to the other patient and was over there when 1 Iooked badc, and 1thought,
there is something wrong over here...nothhg specific yet, but something not
right and 1didn't knowxhat so 1cded, weU there was nobody there, so 1
went down and c d e d for somebody...Findy (Iwent
) and got my foot stool
which somebody had put away, and got up on the foot stool and looked at
the pumps and saw that it was the Insulin going. And you know what, as
soon as 1said that, 1 thought 1 damaged this patient, Irmnot allowed to
touch him anymore. 1 shut it off and ail that stuff but I thought 1had
damaged him. 1 never thought about what 1should do, ail 1 thought was
I'm not dowed to touch him anymore.. .I wasn't entitled to. Because 1 had
broken hirn and when you break something, you are not aliowed to play
with it anymore.. .I guess 1 thought 1 should be locked up.
Humiliation and hostility captured Mary during the immediate period after
the error occurred. Through her tears she spoke.

...The Attending was at some Christmas party and the Charge Nurse
phoned him diredly at the Christmas party. 1was so embarrassed about
that It's bad enough making a mistake but having your Attending phoned
at the Christmas party.. .When the phamiacist brought out the dextrose and
anyway, 1was just embarrassed and 1 felt people were staring at me and
wanted to make comments but they were too polite. Except the Charge
Nurse wasn't polite, she told me that she would never do such a thing, she
'
m starting to hate (her).
wasn't that stupid. 1thmk I

When Mary anived home she sat in a state of shodc thinking she "could
have kiUed somebody". She was thankful she did not have to go to work the next
day because if she had been scheduled to work, she wouid not have attended. The
reason was simple, she didn't trust herself. By the time Mary went to bed that
night, however, her soul felt iighter somehow, for she had developed a plan of
action for herself. She wanted to share her mistake with others.

...1decided my plan of action was to own up to all of this, (to)
educate...because if 1 had made a mistake, somebody else could also and 1
thought people should be just forewarned...I started tallcing to whoever was
around.
Mary's employer, however, had different intentions related to the incident

...they said they wanted to speak to me the next morning. So,1 had sort of
felt bad and responsible and everything but 1 was coming to terms with it
unfil 1 got taken into that office and as 1 Say, they knew what it was about,
like a Iamb going to sIaughter here, to be told you are going to get
suspended, but not yet, we'Il let you know when.
The eleven months after the medication error passed slowly for Mary. Her
artwork proved to be a wonderful outlet for some of her anxiety and "(was) the
biggest escape there is". And then suddenly, in a minute aU the resenhnent she felt
would come flooding badc. Today at work, she stiU cannot analyze laboratory
findings related to glucose imbalances. And she still has problems with the pumps.
Remember they (the pumps) used to be all at the end of the bed, now wefve
got them pole mounted so you can see thern, but ...there's aiways the
possibüity of someone wallcing by and hitting it, you know ...If I was going
to lunch I would rush right badc or 1would phone back and Say 'cm you go
and look at my pump'.
There are t h e s when Mary stül has a hard thne believing the error occurred.
She had only made one other drug error in her lifetime.

Ah, 1'11 never forget it...I mean, I knew that piece of equipment backwards
compared to other people. Yet, I'm the one who saewed up.
Mary' self-doubt will not go away. She stiU loves her work but she no longer trusts

others, induding herself. "1 do at the time, but then I'U go home...1wonder, I'U go
home and wonder". Wonder if she has perhaps broken any other patients.

Judfs Storp? "The AImost Accusation"
Judy dosed her eyes and paused during the interview. She looked tired as
she recounted her story about the 'almost' accusation, some five years ago.

This is draining talking about a l l this again. I'm pushing badc my feelings
because I don? want to burst into tears nght now. It was pretty intense.
She knew she would never be able b t o t d y put the inadent behind her. I t

SUbothered her that it had ail even happened. The entire inadent was such an
"entire waste of energy because we didn't do anything wrong." Time was unable to
dim the remembrance of a potential allegation of contributing to a patient's death.
She remembered dearly the words spoken by the hospital admuiistrator,
"1 don't want to alarm you here but, the worst case scenario here is that you

girls will be charged with murder."
It was a death that indeed was anything but wrongful. On the contrary,

Judywas satisfied with the level of care she provided to this patient and his family.
Despite a very busy shift with multiple new admissions, a i l unstable and very
cxiticdy ill, Judy had maintained a Ievel of service and devotion to this patient that
left her feeling contented with the end of Me therapy she provided.

This gentleman was dedared all but brain dead. He was not a candidate for
neurosurgery. and there was no prognosis for him whatsoever. They
decided to discontinue treatment on him...we decided because there was a
lot of famify in, particularly, a young chiid, to make him look more
cornfortable, we extubated him, at which point his breathing, even with an
airway in place and so on, he started to do a lot of groaning. We gave him
sedation to attempt to make him...more cornfortable.. .We were giving
significant doses and at times he would seem more settied and then he
would seem to be in more pain again and the family was pleading with us to

give him enough, 'please donft let him suffer, donftlet him suffer'
and...around 230 or 4:30 in the moming.. . he had a terminal event in his
brain, and he passed away.... The f a d y had b e n estranged from him for a
number of years so there was lots of layers of feelings and guilt and so on
and we did Our absolute utmost to spend (time) taMg with them.. .I gave
him excellent care and 1knew 1 gave him excellent care, we all did. ..we were
just absolutely intent on doing a r e d y good job for these people.
And so, it was with tremendous disbeIief that Judy attended a meeting,
some eight months later, during which time she learned that she and two colleagues
were being investigated for murdering th& patient
Eight rnonths Iater when 1had just come home from the hospital, the day
before, with a brand new baby, the Head Nurse called to Say that the police
were investigating this case and that they were looking for Our names and
addresses and phone numbers. ..I honestly had to think back in my mind as
to which one was this. ..I think she called me on a Friday, yeah, my baby was
bom on a Wednesday, 1came home fiom hospital on Thursday, and she
called me on Fnday and there was a meeting on Monday. ..I would Say,
thafs when it became a critical incident because we realized what happened
was the defense lawyer for the person who had beaten this man to a pulp
had looked ai the autopsy results and had seen that he had a very high level
of morphine in his system and basically said 'my dient didn't kiIl this
patient, the nurses did'.
Judy was animated as she described her immediate physical and emotiond
responses to the accusation,
1remember feeling, in the meeting, starting to panic, 1 remember feeling
very hot, I remember feeling, getüng very red in the face and just scared. 1
remember picturing myself k i n g in jail and never seeing my diildren grow
up, I mean your imagination siarts to run wild on you. 1 remember feeling
inaedulous and at other tirnes 1 remernber feeling temble for the other two
nurses because.. .I was the nurse ...who had given the stuff and I'm thinking
what have 1dragged these people mto? 1mean your mind races around. 1
waç absolutdy exhausted (at home). 1 remember bursting into tears and this
whole rouer coaster of disbelief at the whole thing and at times, 'nothing wiii
come out of this', to, 'this is temble, when are the police going to show up at
the door?, I mean you just don't know what b expect

n i e next two months were occupied by making a statement of daim with the
Canadian Nurses' Protective Society, and by frequent trips to her lawyer's office.
Judy displayed symptoms of h a d g a traumatic stress reaction immediately.
1mean, 1 couldn't stop thinking about it, I couldn't sleep, in between feeding
my baby, 1just woddn't go to sleep. 1 wodd feei myself Iying in bed with

my thoughts racing and my face flushed and just tossmg and tuming and
worried and 1 mean, too womed or too scared to even ay or be able to deai
with emotions at d.1 remember feeling very, very, short-tempered with my
244 year old, and after a long winter, we were just getting into Spring, but
k i n g cooped up in the house, and whatever. I remember feeling trapped, 1
felt iike a happed animai in some ways.. .I don't think, 1basically wasnJt
coping other thaxt just doing my nomal day-to-day stuff that had to be
done, Iike cooking me&, deaning house and doing iaundry and
whatever.. .I basically just went through the motions.
For eight weeks Judy fought desperateIy to retain control of her life.
Evenhidy the trauma of the accusation pervaded her life too m uch...
1could never r e d y get away from any of it...and 1 remember thmking "I'm
going to lose it, I'm just going to lose it.. .it felt just out of control, 1 thought 1
was losing my sanity... I thought, it can't hurt to tak to somebody.

The trial date was postponed for several months and while this prolonged
the incident for Judy, it also gave her an opportunity to mobilize available resources
and begin to fight back. She saw a counselor. She prayed. And she consciously put
away any thoughts or feelings related to the incident .

...just to be able to h c t i o n on a day-to-day bas&, you just couldn't obsess
and think about it all the tirne. 1 had to be very strict with myself at times
and Say, 'put this out of your mind, you can't do anything about it nght
now', particuldy at night time when rny mind would start to wander when
1 couldn't get badc to sleep that 1 had to Say 'no, we are not thinking about
this right now, you are absolutely not".

As the hial approached Judy grew nervous, mostly about the proceedings
and atbending court. She was fearfd of the questions the lawyer would ask of her
and suspitious they would twist her words, make it seem like she had done
something wrong. But things took a new and unusuai twist A plea bargain was
reached and the accused received a charge of aggravated assault rather than
manshughter. There was no trial. The inadent should have been over.
But in the process, the Crown Prosecutor spoke with me on the phone
and...she stated to me that 'we haven't decided but we may press further
charges in this casef. Ço after we had submitted evidence as witnesses for
the Crown, it was almost like the tables were suddenly k i n g tumed on us
and we were told that we were suddedy about to become the accused in this
case. At which point, 1 phoned my lawyer and told him what she had said
and while he had been very confident prior to that, 1 could teii that he was
realizing that there was something very serious going on here.
Eventually, a meeting was held with the Crown and the physician
intensivists and current literature and practice on end of life therapy was reviewed.
No one has heard anything since. But the pain is still fresh for Judy, the rnemories
vivid. News of issues related to end of life therapy rekindles her anguish.

The Nancy Monison thing...inHalifax.. .I remember exactly where 1was in
rny car and 1p d e d the car to the side of the road and just listened to the
radio.. .and 1remember feeling, Like my heart was starting to pound and my
face was getting fiushed and ...I was kind of relieved that it was going to be
an entireIy different scenario to ours, because I just pictured, 'oh great, they
have had this investigation in Halifax and suddenly they are going to come
heref, and 1mean, start unearthing other situations that have occurred here.

Tirne and wisdom have helped ease the agony, for the most part Judycan refled
positively about the inadent now, e v e .after an "almostaccusation" of murder.

...1mean this was probably one of the most stressful events in my life and
we got through it and some good things came from it...I've probably
learned, I've probably Iearned that you can survive just about anything.

Bob's Story: "The Family"
Despite the relatively short time Bob had worked in the ICU he was mature
and thoughthil about his practice. He was also stiU very exated about his new role
as ICU nurse. He was motivated, hard-working, and eager to leam and grow, to
expand his technical and theoretical knowiedge.
Bob had already experienced two other critical incidents in his short ICU
career, but this event was different somehow, more subtle in some ways but lasted
for what seemed Iike a long t h e . And it was r e d y more about the family than the
brain dead patient he was caring for.

...we knew that things were getting reaUy nasty, reaIiy fast.. .and the family
was (in)a Iittle of the denial stage.. .First of d,they were angry as hell.. .they
considered us negligent.. .They (doctors) couldn' t get through to them. The
first day already, they were told that this person is brain dead and it took
three days before it got to the point where we actually tumed off life support
systems because the family had four hour long plus family conferences ,
with family that was angry, accused us directly to our faces of trying to ka
her, trying to create room in the ICU, bringing their lawyers for the
meetings.. .just refusing to grasp the situation.. ..And so you teil them you
know, 'there is no response to pain, no response to üght, no response' and
(their) response every t h e was 'O.K.,we'U hope for a miracle'.
With a gentle yet firm approach. Bob tried to help the f d y work beyond
thei. anger and deniaIf and move them toward acceptance of the inevitable. After
two long days with the family he had not succeeded. The next day Bob was not
scheduled to work, unal that is, there was a revelation at another family
conference.
During the second day, during one of the family conferences, Dr. XX had
said to the family, 'you know, there is nothing funny going to happen
overnight, nothhg funny is going to happen. We will do what we need to
do to take care of her'. The husband said, 'we know there won't be anything

funny going on, cause Bob's going to be here'. That kind of made you think,
oh geez, well at least on one isolated point in trust m this whoIe bad
experience for them, at least 1codd do is be around for the third day when
likely, the whole situation will end. Ço we switched the schedde around
and 1came m for the third day.

Ethically, Bob knew he had made the correct decision for the f d y . Personally, he
regretted it the moment he awoke on the third moming,

...the third day 1can remember getüng up and thinking, "OK today is kind
of going to one of the big days, and geez, I wonder how the heck this thmg is
going to tum out". Usudy, 1guess that's what 1 work, 60 hours a week,
cause 1Like gomg to work, you know, some people think thafs kind of nuts,
but I enjoy it, 1 don't have a problem going to work, and 1 can remember that
one day thinking "geez, it would be nice if 1could sleep in. It would just be
nice if you didn't have to deal with this'.
It was indeed a big day. Bob was able to put his anger and hstration
suxrounding the family's denial behind him. The family, who had worked so hard
at not betraying their loved one by giving up hope, realized the graveness of the
situation. Lïfe support was discontinued and the patient passed away. Even the
dying process itseIf took a long, long t h e however.

...and this lady, and this didn't help matters either, she was in sinus rhythm,
without taking a breath, kept looking to see if she was breathing, for 58
minutes. It was just one of these oddities that kept going.. .it just kept going
and going, 1 couldn't believe it, 55 minutes and then kind of bradyed down,
but stiU took about 1hour and 10 minutes and that didn't make it easier on
the husband either, you know, beirtg there for that length of time.
When Bob went home that day he did the things he likes to do after a
completely emotiondy exhausting day at work. He sat down, he had a cocktail, a
bite to eat, watched some TV, and then went to bed. But he also did a little bit more
of something that he doesn't do all the tirne.

AImost need a fittle bit of time just done, to process things. S o m e h e s you
come home and you feel like domg something with somebody, these
days.. .just something nice, quiet, reIax(ing), not too many more
interruptions.. .just needing time to process things.
Bob's coping strategies were highly developed and existentid in nature. He
reflected about the course of events over the past three days and focused on what he
had done weU He &O integrated this new experience into his "own personal
framework", in order to make better sense of the whole. He realized he had a new
appreciation of the sixess which famiiy's experïence, whether they demonstrate it or
not He Ieamed he can work through situations whidi are unpleasant and
hstrating. And he knew he had gone "beyond the c d of duty" with this family. In
the end, the whole experience wasn't that bad. He was pleased he had come to work
on that third day, for the sake of the family.

Elaine's Stem "The Draw"
You could fed her empathy the minute she started telhg you about the
patient and his family. She was so descriptive, the circumstances described so
vividly. You could feel her pain and the family's pain with every word she spoke.
You could see it in her glistening eyes and hear it in her quivering voice. It was a
beautiful story.
Elaine became immediately emotiondy attached to the famiiy. Within 5 or

10 minutes of caring for the patient, she could see they were a dose family, that they
loved one another deeply, that they knew what was going on in one another's Me.

She knew the prognosis for the young man was not good. that he would not make it
out of the Unit. The family knew it and all the fnends knew i t They ail spent a lot
of time at the bedside and Elaine r e d y got to know the patient, through their
stories, over the 2 shifts she cared for hirn. She became intimate with the patient

and with the family and had the pnvilege to nurse the parents through a very
difficult moment.

...the mother could not yet look at him, so she would come in and ask the
nurse to make sure the curtain was pulled and then she would just.. .sit
there. ..and hold his hand.. .and then.. .a Little bit later on she did want to see
him, so that was a big deal so we did pulI the curtain and she.. .cried and
med. Like she looked at hirn and what gets to me is I'm thinking of my own
kids eh, and I'm looking at her, going 'oh my God, how do you do that?,
having this mother look at this poor kid. So she stayed with him and she
was a l l over him...the Dad did come in after.. .and that was r e d y tough
Iooking at this father because you couId tell they were just ripped apart
Iooking at this kid and...they stayed for a whüe. So anyhow, the Mom and
Dad went out, and 1remember watching them go out and the dad was just
in tears, like he was just sobbing and there is n o h g you can say, you fed
useless. you feel totally usdess as a caregiver.. .

The bond between Elaine and the patient and the family and the friends
deepened over the two daYs. Every time sorneone came in to visit she got a feei for
who the patient was, what he enjoyed, how he related to those who were important
in his üfe, the hobbies he enjoyed, the special moments in his life. She was "swept

up" entireIy into the lives of these people.
There was a resemblance between the patient and her son. Thoughts of her

kids permeated her mind as she provided wound care to the young man's tattered
face. She felt as though this could be her own kids, laying in this bed. She kept

seeing the face of one of her son's. Elaine's chest felt heavy and she was sad and
teary. She coped with the pain by sharing private moments with the patient.

...1just found when 1 was by myseIf with him, I would cry behind, not ay
out, but you're tearing and your eyes weil up, that kind of thing, whenever 1
was around him and 1 felt that 1 had to do that Like whenever the family or
the visitors left, then 1would go badc to him, nght up to his head and just be
around him and ta& to hirn about it and work it out that way.
But she was not able to work it out completely. When she went home she
could not let it go.

...1 thought it would just sort of.. .go...but.. .ifs allI r e a y wanted to
about...it was my focus, it didn't matter what else was going on 1 was
picking up directly on things related to this murder.. .I was reaIIy consumed
thinking about him.
The violent circumstances of the death haunted Elaine. She was fearful that
her dllldren, too, would be suddenly "snuffed out". And she was terrified that if
they did not die by the hand of crime, that they would somehow become caught up
in a conspiracy of violence and hate. She was angry as she watched them

roughhouse and wrestle with one another. Why did they look at her as though she

was weird? Didn't they see such actions could Iead to danger? Elaine was
consumed by thoughts of "what an a w f d world" and as she looked into the future
ske felt as though someone had set her up for one very 'big h u d .
One day, she was suddenly stnick with the negativity of her thoughts. She

channeled her cause toward promotion of educational sessions to increase awareness
of youth violence, and by so doing she released herself from a constant obsession
with violence and crime.

...once 1 did that, I was able to let it go...1didn't wake up in the morning
thinking about him, 1 didn't go to bed at night thinhg about him,I didn't
go to bed watdimg his mother and father walk out of the Unit huddled over
each other, bardy able to stand.. .
It took immense energy and cornmitment on Elaine's part to work through
her pain and fear, and convert it to something more positive. She was able to
reflect badc on her time with the patient and the famiiy and she knew it had a i l

been worthwhile in the end.

...I felt really privileged to be there.. .I don't know what it is...people's pain
is a draw, whether you just want to be there to help or you see how people
are coping or how they are dealing with it, but to be able to be there and look
in her eyes lookmg at her son, it - 1 just felt r e d y honored to be there.

Jane's Story: "Visual Impact"
Jane had worked in this ICU for just a few short months when she
experienced two traumatic events a month apart from one another. It was "stuff"
like she had never seen before.
She spoke rapidly as she desaibed both inadents, barely stopping to take a

breath. The details are not for the squeamish.
Um, one was a guy who um...g ot his head ...cut right open and his brains
were o o k g out and he came upsëirs and he was alive and um, you know,
he was brain dead. Obviously brain dead because his brains are oozing out
of his head, but his body was alive. He was a pretty healthy guy ...and hiç
wife was in and they were trying to dean up this guy's head so his family
could corne in and his brains are oozing out ont0 the pillow and they were
kind of stuffing them back in and trying to sew it over and then his wife
came in and she was t e h g me they had, 1think they had 9 kids and you
know they lived out in the country and lived on their own with the
generator and house, she didn't know what she was going to do and the
kids and the grand-kids and they had this huge wonderful family and this
poor guy was lying there with his ...

And a month later,
I t was a...guy who was bumt over 90% of his body. He had f d e n asleep
with a cigarette and he was just bumt head to toe. His one arm was bumt so
bad it was murnmified and was kind of studc up at right angles to his body
and kind of curled up, like this and it was just kind of bladc and withered.
Like it looked like if you hit it too hard, it would aadc off. Through the
night he proceeded to swell from the b u m and they had to do
esdiarotornies a l l over his body and there was three or four doctors in there
alI night cutting him because they couldn't ventilate him because his chest

was so tight front the s w e h g of the bum and they did escharotomies crissaossed all up and down his thorax and on his arms and legs and it was a
combination of the smeIi of the burning flesh, like for hours.. .and of course
blood and serum is pouring out all over the bed and the bed is soaked
and ...he finalIy just died and they did CPR and that was pretty awfd too.
He was such a slimy mess.
The second inadent stayed with Jane upon her arriva1home. She could
smeli the odor of bumed flesh on her skin. When she lay down and dosed her eyes,

she saw the bladc withered a m , stidcing up at a funny angle under a crisp white
sheet For approxirnately two weeks she would have visions of the arm, for a

fleeting second or two, mostly when she dosed her eyes and tried to sleep. Yet she
was able to focus on "the good things in Me" and push away the vivid physical
recollections. However, they were replaced by feelings of ambivalence.
Going back to work after the second incident was hard. 1remember t h i n h g
1didn't want to go back to work. Cause 1think actually the other incident 1
had wasn't as vivid although 1can still, 1 think that was my first one, so
that's harder to remember too, and like 1 said, it was pretty disfiguring as
welL But it was kind of, like a month or so before, so 1just remember
thinking 'Oh God, I don't want to go back to work. 1 would like to just work
in a store, serve coffee or something'. Then you wouldn't have to go
through that...1 think that 1 knew if 1 saw too much of that, it would kind of
really make me feel a lot differentIy about Me and 1 didn't want that to
happen. 1 didn't want to put myself through that Cause I know 1 c m
handie so much but you know there's a point where you just, 1 don't h o w ,
like you can pretty weU handle anythuig that you deâde that you're going to
handle, but whether you want to.. .
Ludtily, Jane had a series of good shifts where nothing extraordinary

occurred. The memories have faded but been replaced with a fear of death.
1find that since I've been working in ICU 1 t
. 1 wony about thligs way
more than 1used to and I'm always womed about my parents, my loved
ones, my everything. Or 1go on a car trip and 1think about having
accidents aU the tirne, 1 think about death a lot more and how fragde life is
and how your life can be over so quidcly and not so much mine but people
that I care about..I think you miss the part of you that wasn't like that before
you got into this h e of work.

Jane feels more vulnerable than she ever has before. Hopefully her work will
continue to go weU for a while. But if it does not, if she keeps seeing the kind of stuff
she saw in those first few months, she wiU leave. She has to in order to protect
herself.

Hailey's Stem "Like a Brothef'
HaiIey has experienced "lots" of critical incidents since she began workmg in
ICU, but this one was worse than others were. Her patient was getting better and it
looked like he would do so weU. His death should not have happened.
Hailey prided herself in the fact that she was able to provide patients with
compassionate care. But this strength was also one of her greatest weaknesses
because her compassion lead to emotional attachment, and if she was attached and

the patient died, then she was hurt.
Hailey got attached to this patient She looked after Ni& for four days.
Three of these days he was extubated and therefore able to chatter away with her, as
she nursed him well again.

...he had the same name as my younger brother, 1think that kind of hit a
cord with me and just like a real smart- alec and someone you could fool
around with. He was all excited, he.. .had gone badc to high school.. .to get
his diploma so he could get a job.. .He was just, I mean his personaIity was
so rnuch like my younger brother, it was just, you know, and my younger
brother moved away about a year ago and 1haven't seen him since. It was
just nice to have that kind of camaraderie for a Little while. We don? get that,
we don? have the luxury, 1 guess you c d it, of getüng to know one of Our
patients. Cause as soon as they are extubated, bang, they're gone and unIess
you see them on the ward, you don't realIy get to know them mu&. Ço, it
was kind of nice to, you know, spend some time tallcing with
someone...when ifs someone, you know, is Qing to put their life together
and do something right and then something h a p p a to him that shouldn't
have, it just makes it all that much harder.
in the days afkr this time, when Ni& became really, really iIl,HaiIey helped
with his care but she was glad she was not the primary nurse. It would have been

too hard. He had a coagulopathy and was bleeding from everywhere H e did not
look anything Iike he had the week before. It was hard to see hlike that. It did

not help any that her own patient, another young person, was &O in the dying
process. Her loyalties to both patients p d e d at Haiiey. She wanted to be with
N i a s family but she knew the mother of this new dying patient needed her now.

And another "weird" thing, this new patient had the same narne as her older
brother. Two patients, two special names, too sad, too dose together in t h e .
When Ni& died Haiiey asked the other nurse if she could help with the
post-mortem care. It helped b

~ dosure.
g

...she (the other nurse) left me aione for a few minutes. ..which was nice and

1 wasn't gushing tears, but there was a few...1 said a few things and just
stroked his forehead and said goodbye.

Hailey felt drained after Ni& died. It was hard for her to des&

how she

felt, other than to Say, she felt sad and hopeless, and just "not good". Her appetite
was decreased and for the rest of her shift she felt numb. Somehow she just went

"through a l l of the motions" until it was üme to leave work. As soon as she went
home she went for a run. Then she phoned both her brothers. It was reassuring to
hem their voices. She was glad they were stiu a part of her Me.

The following day, when she awoke, she thought immediately of Ni&.

The first thing 1thought was that he was gone. Yeah. The next thing I
thought was now I'm going to have to help my patient's mother go through
the same thing.

She did not want to go to work. But then she thought of her other dying patient
She knew this might me the day he passed away and she had to be there for the
mom. She went to work. It tumed out to be one of the best deaths she had
experienced. It was peaceful. And it brought a tremendous sense of relief. It was

ail over.

Hailey still thinks of Ni&. Çometimes she sees his face at the end of his life.
She "pushes it back" and she remembers the days they spent when he was laughing

and joking. She hopes that the person who hurt Ni& has been arrested and
charged. She wishes she wouldn't get so dose to some of her patients because it

would be easier on her. On the other hand in those four days she was redy able to
get to know Ni&. "He w a s a good kid". And that was something positive.

Sheiia's Stom "The Declaration"
Sheila expected hard work from herself and from her cofleagues. She
thrived on situations where ail members of the team competently worked toward
the same goal and where aIi persons were treated as equals.
Sheila felt hostüity and disbelief toward the physicians she had to work with
on this particular case. The prognosis for the patient was grave and the family had
many questions they needed answers to. They needed information in order to fully
understand what the quality of their loved one's Me would now be. But there were
no answers, ody evasiveness.
Well, it was kind of iike this helpless feeling. 1kind of felt like 1 let the
family down, like 1 r e d y didn't do anything, and frustrated, and 1 couldn't
believe the way it was king handled by the physicians. 1 couldn't believe
that no one wanted to take the time to speak to this family, no one r e d y
wanted to do anything and I just f d t iike the whoIe system had failed them,
you know. 1 was so mad, so angry that um, that no one wodd sit down and
talk to the family and listen to what they wanted for their loved one.
Sheila was &O angry that she had been Ieft alone to answer some of these
difficult questions. She tied to provide the family with some awwers, a Little bit of
information. But there was a mis-understanding and a false accusation. The
Physician feh Sheila had been undermining her responsibiIity and forcing the family
to make a decision related to end-of-Me therapy. But that was not m e , Sheila was

ody king a professional. She was only trying to support the amily and provide
information to a very astute family.
The whole systern, which was failing this patient and family, was ais0
Sheilafssystem and therefore, she felt responsibility when the needs of the family

were not met. Her hstration with the l a d of communication was festered by the
bond she had established with the patient over the course of three 12-hour shifts.
She got to know the patient by immersing herself with the patient and family. The
bedside was w a m and inviting, adorned with pictures of the patient She smelled
the patient as the family swathed her in the lotions and body cremes she had
enjoyed. She listened to the stories the family told about the patient and she came
to know her traits and speciai quaiities. Sheila knew that if this were a different
time, the two would be h d s . It was hard to Say good-bye to the family on that
last day. She felt that she had accomplished little for them and she wanted the
patient's suffering to be over.
By the end of the third shift, Sheilarsgut ached. She was exhausted. She
was mad, and hstrated, and depressed. She felt heavy, as though she had the
weight of the world upon her. She felt guilty. She had a "sIeepIess, tomented,
sleepless night". Yet, in this serni-somnolent state, Sheila was able to work through
her angst When she awoke the next moming the incident was fresh in her mind.
The previous evening the family had given SheiIa a gift and a card, to thank her for
a l l she had done for the patient. On this moming, she thought of the words the

famiiy had written.

...then 1just remembered what her brother had said to m e was you know
they W e d me for king her advocate and for king there for her and what
was gong to happen was going to happen, that it would just work itself out
and then again, that they made their own decisions and I didn't infIuence
their decision and then 1just felt at peace with what was going to happen. I
knew 1 had just kind of come to the acceptance that I did what 1codd do, I
didn't overstep my bounds, 1 didn't influence their decision and whatever
was gogig to happen, would h a p p a

Sheila had two days off work and she wondered a lot about what had
happened to the patient She wanted to phone the Unit. She wanted to go to the
hospital and peek in the nibide to see what was happening. She fought these
urges, for she sensed a strong need to center her energy on separating work life and
home He, for her own well king.
Tremendous relief flooded Sheila when she returned to work. The patient
was not there. She quiddy scanned the Logbook. The patient had gone to the O.R.

She had been an organ donor. Sheila felt an immediate lightening of her mood.
Knowing that she didn't suffer. Knowing that the family didn't have to
agonize or make the decision and be put on hold by a doctor that wasn't
willing to or couldn't face, uh, you know teminating Iife support. Knowing
that she dedared herself, knowing that she was an organ donor, that was,
that was great.. .I started crying and it was - but it was good, it was Lüce a
release. Oh good, that's over. Ifs done.

The Experience of Critical Inadent Stress
Wilson's (1989) interadiond mode1 for traumatic stress reactiow was used

as a framework for analyzing the data from this study. Significant pieces of data
were grouped according to one of the four major dimensions of Wilson's model:
Person Variables; Environmental and Situational Variables; Individual Subjective
Response to Trauma; and Post-Trauma Adaptation. WiIson's model also indudes
many categories under each major dimension heading. Where applicable, findings
were related to these categories. Further sub-categories, specific to the findings in

this study, have &O been derived. Aii new categories, not previously defined in
Wilson's model are indicated in italics. Therefore refinements were made to the
model as a result of the findings of this study.

Person Variables
Personaliq variables are an important part of an interactional model on
traumatic stress (Wilson, 1989). Personality traits have important bearings on a
person's ability to cognitively map the traumatic event and develop effective coping
strategies.
The personality traits which WSon outiines are motives, traits, beliefs,
values, abiliaes, cognitive structure, genetic propensities, mood, coping style, and
defensive style. A further category of Me events was created based on the review of
the data. Wilson's mode1 did not delineate sukategories that may be present in
each of the above listed personality traits. However, repetitive patterns became
evident during the analysis and thus further sub-categories have been created.

Motives
The fitctors which drive the participants to act in their professional Me was
evident in their dixussion about what they enjoy about their nursing careers.

Progress
A positive or expected diange in the patient's response to therapy was

viewed as progress by the nurses in the shidy. Feelings of reward and
accomplishment were frequentïy mentioned by participants.

Pat 1 enjoy seeing the benefits of my work - seeing people get weU (page 2,
h e 10).
Judy: Pve really enjoyed knowmg that we c m make a difference and we can
with the technology we have that we can help people get better (page 2, lines
12-14).

Elaine: ...1 thuik part of nursing is to give optimal care and improve quality
of life (page 3, h e s 11-12).

Donna: ...just taking care of patients and seeing... them progress to better
hedth per se, or.. .dying with dignity (page 5, lines 10-12).

Helving

The participants in the study enjoy their work at the bedside. They fee1
privileged to be able to provide service to their patients and families. They were not
extravagant in their use of words to describe what they Iike about their careers. It
was two words - "hdping others".

Mary: A sense of accomplishment. Let me see...what does it give
me?. .helping somebody (page 3, lines 17-18).

Inti'nsic Motivation
Two of the partiapants spoke of an intrinsic motivation that provides an
impetus for them to h d professional growth in their careers.

Bob: Uh,rdatively speaking, 1think o v e r d 1tend to be fairly motivated in
order to learn the technical, the theoretical knowledge.. .1 have to say the
chaiienge to aiways Iearn something new. You'II never know everything.
You can always grow.. .(page 2, Iines 6-7 and Iines 17-18).
Pat 1 enjoy.. .the potential for growth in my career (page 2, h e 12).

Traits
The distinguishing characteristics of the participants in the study were
determined to be of nine special types.

Intellecfual Stirnufation
Almost aU of the participants mentioned that they thrived on the intelledual
challenges that workmg in SI afforded them.
Pat 1 enjoy the inteIlectua1 stimulation (page 2, line 9).
Hailey: It's always a challenge...1 mean everyday at Rounds someone is
presenting a different viewpoint on something, so you are dways Ieaming
something (page 2,line16-21)
Sheila: ...just all the action and all the, you know, I was fascinated by what
went on ...1 like the challenges that are offered in ICU (page 2, iines 4-5 and

h e 17).

-

Bob: ...and what 1c d the 'wow' factor just seeing things that are r e d y
new, different and kind of exating, chdenging a l l the t h e . Things that you
thhk 'Wow! This is really happening' (page 2, Lines 19-21).

Restlotisl'ble
Bob desaibed his sense of responsibility in terms of king competent in his
work and doing the best job possible for his patients. The person who spoke most
about a seme of responsibilify was Mary. This was particularly enlightening given
that her aitical inadent involved a medication error.

Mary:1just go there and do my job,1 don't shirk anything, 1do as much as 1
can.. .Just basically reliable.. .Oh, one of my other qualities, 1 am honest I
mean, 1 don? hide these things - you have to own up to your rnistakes (page
2, iines 11-13 and page 25, Iines 7-8).

Team Phver
It is not surprishg that those who work in an area dependent on
collaboration would describe themselves as king good team players. This was

desaibed as king just that, a team player, but also as being a support and friend for
others.
Jane: ...I work well with other people, get dong with people fairly well and
you know I cm work as a tearn player pretty weII too (page 1, lines 19-20).
Judy: There was a real sense of team work, cause 1worked with the same
group a.U the time and 1 had some very good friends on that team.. .(page 3,
lines 13-15).

Cariq

Two of the participants desaibed themsdves as king cornpassionate and

kind, as weil as caring.
Jane:1 think I'm caring about the patients, um, I think,you know, I'm a kind
person (page 1,line 18).
Hailey: Strengths? Um, 1 think one of them is compassion whidi 1 find can
also be a big weakness when it cornes to long term patients that end up
dying (page 2, iines 3-4)

Emvathetic
Three of the nurses felt they were especially empathetic to the patients and
families. This related to an abiüty to truly understand and relate with their unique
circumstances.

Elaine: ...just. ..empathizing or syrnpathizing/empathizmg with the patient

and kind of being there for them (page 1, lines 23-24). ..I could teil more so
that she, she, uh, 1 wasn't going to feel what she was feeling but 1 kind of
saw in her eyes, what she was going through (page 27, Iines 2-4).

Bob: ...what a horrible thing to have someone jabbing it around in your ne&
for H or 3h of an hour, you know you feel an empathy or sympathy there
(page 7,line27 and page 8, Iine 1).

A valuing of the personality traits of trustworthiness and pragmatism have

been found in other studies in nursing (Farrelland Nuttal, 1994). One of the

participants in this study spoke frequently about being able to demonstrate

cornpetence to his colleagues. A sense of trust was ais0 rehted to the concept of
profiaency. This participant had been employed Hi the KU for a short period of
thne and therefore this may explain why these issues were of importance to him.

Bob: Ah, I'd like to think that 1fit in well enough that people will recognize
that I am competent enough and trust me enough to take care of the patient

- thafs rny big thing and I think that if 1can be trusted with the care of
patients, they thtik Sm competent to provide care to si& patients.. .(page 4,

Iines 11-15).
P r -a mtic
Pragmatism was an atnibute described of himseIf by Bob. Bob mentioned
this in his discussion of how the staffing shortage impacts his ability to care for
patients. Bob felt that as long as he tried to do the best as was humanly possible for

his patients that he could be content with knowing he had done a good job.
Bob: 1mean, you wish you could have done better, you realize you have
done what you can, so in that sense for me ifs fairly easy to integrate. 1go
into a situation, I've done the best I can, I haven't slacked off, I'm OK with it.
Um, some people 1 think, take things persondy, 1mean 1 have seen other
people that it r e d y stresses them a lot, for me ifs a little bit easier to
integrate, I'm fairly pragmatic about these kinds of thmgs. 1do what I can
(page 9, lines 6-11).

Unassertive
One of the participants desmbed herself as king unassertive, especially
with the physicians. It seemed she felt this was a weakness, compared to many of
her coileagues who are willing to play hard ball if required.
Elaine: Um,patient advocate, u m very much so, 1 think. Um, dthough 1 do
find it hard to stand up to the physicians. ..(page 1,h e s 20-21).

Festive
One of the participants spoke about her love of the Christmas season. Elaine
had cared for a patient during the penod between Christmas and New Years and
we spoke of the impact this tirne of the year had on the situation.
Elaine: I'm a real Christmas person - 1 love Christmas, um 1would take

Christmas over any of the other holidays.. .they didn't mention the

-

Christmas presents and stuff 1 guess 1was thinkmg about that. Like I
thought, you know there would have been the Christmas tree up, who
would have thought, Christmas day, at Christmas dinner, three (days) down

the road, your son is not going to make it, iike this wül be the last
one.. .(page 27, lines 17-26).

Values and Beliefs
Although these two categories are Liçted separately in Wilson's model they
were joined together for the purposes of the analysis because the data related to
these categories was not detailed enough to xhieve a distinction between what
constituted a true belief and what constituted a tnie value. Four sukategories
have been identified under the major category of values and beliefs.

The Patient as a Whok Pmotz
The concept of hoiism was of great importance to several of the nurses. This

is not a surprising finding given the theoretical roots of nursing practice. For one of
the nurses holistic care meant caring for the person as a whole person.
Pat 1thmk that 1am,uh, sensitive to my patienfs um, as people, as whole
people, to their famiües and u m to my colleagues, ais0 as whoIe people
(page 1, lines 19-20).

This belief further sustained Pat as she provided care to a patient who had been
extensively bumed. At the bedside the family had pkced a photograph of what the
patient looked like prior to the accident Pat welcomed the photo for it caphired the
patient as a whole person and not just as a bumed vibim.
Sheila ais0 promoted the patient as a whole person with the famiIy.
Sheila: 1 encourage it because it's such a clinical setang that if they have a
pidure of themselves or their famiiy or their own soaps and stuff they use at
home, 1 think it helps the family and the children that corne into see their
parents, you know. Dad smells lïke himseif, just to know that outside king
a patient, this is their life and this is the kind of person they were (page 27,

lines 10-14).
Other ways in which the participants provided holistic patient care was to
individuaiize the care as much as possible, by always keeping the wishes of the
patient at the fore- front of care.

Includitra FamiZy
While caring for the f d y can be viewed as providing holistic patient care,
the participants spoke about the family separatdy, probably because they view the

h i l y as ifs own unique entity and not merely as an extension of the patient
Important to the nurses was to indude the family in the care as soon as possible.
Sheila: 1 think the first thing is I try and um, be very supportive and very
open to family. I've had a family member die in the Intensive Care Unit and
inaccessibility to the patient was the most frustrating thing so 1hy and always
indude them right away, as soon as they could possibly get in...@ age 2, lines 9-13).
A Prioileae
- and an Honor

Two of the nurses spoke of the gratitude they felt for having shared in an
event where they were specidy united with a patient and a family. Elaine cared for
a patient whose parents were having a very difficult thne coming to grips with the

reality of their son's accident and prognosis. For 36 hours they had been unable to
actually look at their son, until the shift where Elaine was on duty.

Elaine: 1felt reaJly pnvileged to be there, in al1 honesty when it
happened.. .but to be able to be there and look in her eyes looking at her son,
it - 1just felt really honored to be there. It's a huuiy thing to say but you feel

that you are part of this and um, in no way am 1part insincere, like 1 was
able to be there, 1 was able to hand her a box of kleenex, 1was able to give
her a couple of strokes, 1 was able to see the pain that she was going through

to be able to later on, I don't know, help look after Mm and be there for her
(page 26, h e s 21-27 and page 27, lines 1-4).

Judy: ...the privilege that 1 fdt in sharing pretty stressful t h e s of people's
lives with them (page 2, lines 10-11).
Working in Synchronicitq

The importance of working as a unified team was shared by the nurses in
the study, no doubt a refiection of their team oriented nature. Trust and
communication, united goal setting and implementation, and respect and
camaraderie were ail representative of synchroniaty of patient care among
professionals.
Donna: We ail knew whkh diredion we were heading, we were ail working
very hard, we were aH in sync irt that, so the care there was aIl in sync in terms of

-

nursing, medicine, respiratory everybody (page 34, lines 10-12).

Abilities
The abiüaes of the nursing staff are reflected in the speaal skiil set which

they possess. Five areas of dominance emerged in this category.
Theorefiefical
Knowledae and Techtricrrl Skills
Severai of the nurses mentioned their technicd and theoreticai ability as an
asset in their work. They viewed themselves as knowledgeable and their learning
process as an ongoing event
Judy: ...that challenge appealed to me and the increased knowledge that you
have and the Ïncreased skill level that you have (page 2, lines 6-8).

S e n s m v Skiffs
Two of the nurses felt they possessed very good listening skills and that this
was a benefit in their provision of care.

Mary: ...that's another &.hg,
1 lisben. When 1said before about the radios, 1
hate that because, 1 listen to things, 1 listen to monitors and I'm very aware
of these things (page 28, h e s 26-27).
Judy and Hailey both felt that they were very attentive to detaii and had
keen observational skills.
Judy: ...things iike attention to detail in terms of s p d c s of care, like
dosages and ending very, very exacting as to titrafion's and so on (page 2, lines 2-3)

W a n i z a t i o n and Prioritizatiun
It is not surprishg that an ICU nurse would feel that organizational and
prioritization skills are a strength. Orchestrathg the scads of equipment at the
bedside and keeping abreast of the constant changes in the patient's status is a task
of great challenge. Flexibility is a part of prioritization, for one needs to be able to
adapt quiddy when plans are cowtantly king dtered.
Donna: 1 Iike organization.. .I like coordination (page 4, line 21).
Jane: I think 1 can prioritize fairly well and notice if things are not quite right
or whatever (page 1, h e s 20-21).
Advocacq
Pat and Elaine both spoke strongly about the need to advocate on behalf of
their patients. The advocacy is often with the physician group and relates to better
definition of a plan of care or making treahent choices in light of a poor prognosis.
Pat: 1 think 1 am probably perceived as a good communicator and not
someone who allows things to go by the wayside (page 1,h e s 22-23).

Elaine: ...p atient advocate, um very much so, 1 think. Um, although I do
find it hard to stand up to the physicians (page 1,lines 20-21).
Carinafor Family

While the participants in the study spoke of caring as an athibute and of
carhg for the family as a value and belief, they &O spoke of caring for the family as

a special skiII. It was Judy who was able to describe the skill required to care for the
farnily.
Judy: 1would Say one of my main strengths would be the interpersonal stuff
especially in the one-onn-oe with families and caring for them at criticd
t h e s in the3 lives (page 1, line 27 and page 2, Iine 1-2).

Cognitive Structure
Wilson does not provide a definition for cognitive structure and only lists it
as being one of the categones of Person Variables. For the purposes of this analysis,
1interpreted cognitive structure to mean the way in which the nurses made sense of

their world,

Problem-Solving
Mary and Bob spoke of their affinity to solving problems in the workplace.
They invited the challenge of a new barrier to overcome.

Mary: ...problem-solve.. .just because this is the way things have always
been done.. .I Iüce to assess things and figure other ways to doing things
(page 2, lines 21-22).

Bob: 1think I can get by pretty much anywhere, get by, problem-solving and

critical thinking...(page 2, lines 10-11).

SheiIa spoke about a need to constantly review a situation in her mind u n d
she had it completely figured out
Sheila: My instnictor m the ICU course told me that 1 have, like an obsessive

quality about trying to resolve things. 1always go through things and think
about things io work thern out in my mind (page 29, lines 22-24).
Conftal

The haIImark of an ICU nurse, is to be controlling and fanatical about where
everything is combined with a need to know what is goirig on at all t h e s .
Hailey: I think most of the people up there (SI) are control freaks achidy
(Iaughing) (page 7, line 5).

Mary: ...1 Iike to know where things are. 1like to set up my area, OK. 1 like
to set up

my area and get my foot stools there...I guess when you go badc to

why do 1 Iike working in ICU ifs because I've got control of my
environment...1like to be aware of everything (page 33, lines 5-9 and page 8,
h e s 20-21).

The reference to intelligent thought processes in relations to other aspects of
the Person has already been mentioned. A potenaal to leam is &O

indicative of the

nurses' ability to structure their world, from an intellechial perspective. A constant
receptiveness to new information was described by Bob.
Bob: Right now 1 have to Say the challenge to always leam something new.
You'U never know everything. You can always grow, at least in the
Intensive Care areas.. .(page 2, lines 17-19).

AU of the participants ais0 spoke of what they had leamed in relation to their critical
incident, indicating that even though they had faced adversity, they were able to

corne away with some new piece of information.

SheiIa: ...and 1know, um, maybe how to make things happen more for

patients and patient's families.. .I think it just made me more in touch of
what families go through when they have a difficult situation like this (page
32, h e s 2-5).

Insiaht into Self
Bob was the sole participant who spoke of a strong sense of self. He
attributed this to forma1education in the realms of phüosophy and theology, which
lead to frequent episodes of introspection.
Bob: 1 think 1 have a pretty good idea of my limitations, 1 thmk 1 have a
reasonable estimation of my strengths...I knew that if 1was going to get
myself to the point where I couldn't deal with the rational nature of the
situation 1 would have known that before it happened. 1 think 1 could have

seen that, 1 think also, you know, knowing your sbengths and weaknesses,
you kind of drive yourself to the point where, if 1 would have needed time
off, 1 would have taken it..@age 34, lines 2-11).

Eqwrt*ence
The past experience of participants was valuable in helping them to analyze
a sihiation, relate it to what they know, and make further sense of i t Mary, the
eldest of the participants, spoke about this ab*.

Mary: Like 1 went badc and took A&P ...I had never in my day heard of
Kreb's cyde and this sort of shiff. I thought it was all science fiction, just
stuff they made up.

Ço you see,

I'm not r e d y up on the new stuff, but (I've)

got a lot of background and a lot of common sense (page 3, h e s 1-5).

Mood
The stah of mind or feelings of the nurses were evident at times as they
discussed their work and who they are as a nurse. Three sukategories related to
mood were identified.

Passion
Four of the participants indicated their enthusiasm for and love of their
work. They were extited and anirnated as they described their feelings about their
work.

Mary: ...but there is nothing else I want to do. ..i don? r e d y want to do
anything else. 1enjoy where 1 work and 1 enjoy going to work and 1 like
what 1do (page 3, lines û-15).

Judy: 1 iiked going to work ... We had a good t h e together and we worked
weii together and we had our stressful moments but we knew we were
doing a good job (page 3, lines 18-22).
For Sheüa, many of her recent experiences in SI have b e n stressful and fatiguing.
She spoke frequently of feeling saturated and wom out But at the same time she
&O

spoke about her Iike for the Unit

Sheiia: I do like al1 the challenges.. .the severity and the illnesses of the

patients. Ail the vast treatments that we do, we do so many things and ah,

yeah, 1 enjoy the chailenges...I like i t ..ifs fun (page 3. lines 2-4 and page 5,
iine 17).

Aversion
Pat, Elaine. and Sheila all spoke strongly about a desire to avoid adopting
penonality traits which they viewed as k i n g negative qualiaes. This induded
tendencies toward aggressiveness and unhappiness.

Pat

...over the last, say 3-5 years, u m 1 find aggressive personalities ...1

didn't want to see myself become aggressive (page 4, h e s 15-16).

Elaine: ...I think this thing was good for me because 1 kind of wondered d e r
this long in ICU...it reconfirmed for me after a l l that's said and done that

um, 1 don? think I'm bumt by any stxetch. 1 was kind of concemed about
that at some point...it kind of womed me, I thought maybe i f s tirne to move
to a different place or maybe a different job, um cause 1 didn't want to get

hard (page 34, lines 2-9).
Sheila: ...the t h g 1 like Ieast about, um, my job now is the person I've
become because Sm stretched to the limit. Where I cornplain, I'm
bitchy.. .(page 3, lines 7-8).
Pessimism

Mary characterized herself as someone who is pessirnistic in her approach
with families and that sometimes this gets her into trouble. She views sorne of her

colleagues as king overly optimistic.

Mary: ...I'm a Iittle different from the other nurses in that if there is an
unconsaous head-injured patient, I've heard some of hem say 'oh well,

when he wakes up maybe he will do this and this and this', and 1thmk 'he's

not waking up'.

Ço they

are overly optimistic I I
and give high

expectatiom to the famiIy. 1 go the 0th- way, I'm more pessimistic so when
he recovers, ifs a mirade (page 9,lines 8-11).

Copiner SWle

This section on coping styles refers to the participants generd refleectins of
how they cope in general. The findings do not relate to the coping mechanisrns
displayed after exposure to their critical kitident This latter material WU be
discussed in the section on Individual Subjective Response to the Trauma.
Saturation
Sheila spoke explicitiy about feeling saturated in her work Me. She indicated

that she has been feeling like this for some t h e , even prior to the inadent
occumng.
Sheiia: I'rn cornplainhg more now than 1ever had because Sm shetched to
my limit. I'm tired, physically and mentdy ....from the full-time work and
always k i n g doubled, or dropping and doubling or tramferring and
admitthg...ifs heavy work ...I s a like it, aIthough I'm getting, I'm reaching

-

my point 1use my si& days, not because I'rn si& but because I'm stressed,

I'rn mentally taxed and I need a break ...ifs the constant fatigue...I'm sure
that there are ümes when I'm very tired and ifs a big effort and when you
get home you think 'oh geez, did 1do this?, did I mention thiç?. Then my

...

work preoccupies my home tirne and I can't live Like that I'rn saturated
(pages 3, lines 10-11, page 7, lines 25-27, page 9, h e s 5-10).

Adaptability

Bob spoke about a need to maintain fiexibiiity to keep abreast of changes
within the environment Mary

&O

spoke about working around a situation,

espeaally working withm a bureaucratie institution Like a hospital.

Mary:But, if you had approached anybody with this idea, then it would
have had to go to a consulting committee and then would have gone over
the pros and c m and da, te dah, te dah...y ou have to understand it and
work around it is more like it (page 5, lines 9-13).

Justificution
Bob spoke about a high level ability to jus*

events which occur in the

workplace in relation to their ultimate outcome.

Bob: I think I would feel redy lousy if something I did conhibuted towards
a worse outcome, then 1 would go away and feel lousy. I've had that
happen, 1 mean when 1 started nursing 1 made a couple of medication errors
and 1 don't thmk that is probably anything unusual, but 1 mean, that's the
kind of thing I would carry with me for days, even if it was something that
was really inconsequenaal, just the fact that something 1 did wasn't up to

code.. .I have to say there is not too many times where I have really felt lousy
that ifs lasted...1 refiect, 1 did everything that 1 could have done for this
patient, maybe not as quite as fast because we are understaffed, but within
my powers 1 did everything and ifs OK (page 9, lines 13-27 and page 10,
lines 14).

Obiectificatim
Pat spoke intensdy about a need to objecafy the patient situation as much as
possible in order to be able to make it through a shift She found this to be
partidarly t m e when she was caring for a b u m patient.

-

Fat Now, 1 too felt, totalIy not wanting to do what 1 had to do knowing
that I had to do it. Trying to o b j e that body in the bed ...1 was finding it
very diffidt to objecafy that girl...sometimes in nursing you need to
objecafy your patient to survive the situation and a bum dressing is one of
those times, unfortunatdy (page 8, lines 23-26 and page 12, Iines 1416).

Rekation
%me of the participants spoke of general strategies they employ in order to
relax and take the5 mind off of work. Pat, Judy, and Elaine mentioned immersing
themselves in the iives of their diüdren. Mary spoke of her love of the arts. Bob
and H d e y spoke about the relaxation that a cocktail or a g l a s of wine can bring.
Jane prefers visiting family, taking a walk, or going out to dinner. Haiiey and Sheila
often go for a nui after work. AU of these techniques help restore one's sense of
energy.

Defensive Style
WiIson does not define the term defensive sqIe and therefore 1 have
interpreted this to mean the approach a nurse takes in order to protect herself from
threatening events. As in the section which discusses coping styles, thiç section on
defensive styles relates to comments the participants made in general. These are not
defensive styles employed in response to the critical incident.

Blaming the Svstem
Pat, Mary, and Hailey were particuIar1y vocal about the frustration that they
experience in relation to systemic problems that influence their abüity to care for
their patients. This need to assign b h e has been identified in other studies (Farrell
and NuW, 1997).
Pat: I have attempted to deal with certain things, you know in a positive
way, and found that really you don't have a lot of latitude to do that, not as
much as you thought you did ...y ou do look at more global issues and you
want to have an impact on them, but you are hstrated by the fa& that you
don't r e d y see that you have a real impact on them.

Ço if

you stay in that

situation, you become frustrated and either implode or explode (page 2, lines
16-18 and page 5, k e s 13-16).

Mary: ...somebody else's way.. .the hospital's way. And from the hospitai's
way it cornes down, down, just.. .somebody up there rnakes the decisions
and everybody follows them. And again, 1 can see that ifs hstrating
sometimes.. .no matter what, ail the patients were cultured.. .1 argued in my

own way about that and 1 wouldn't do it or 1would do it because 1had to
but I thought it was stupid (page 4, h e s 9-21).
Hailey: ...ifs a lot harder on the families because they find that once they
start doing things for the family member, if they don't keep doing it like,

-

things don? get done patients don't get bathed, people don't get fed, and
ifs just very hstrathg. Cause if they end up coming back, 1 mean they

don't mean to take it out on you but indirectly they do.

Ço you're

like

defending the whole world, someümes (page 3, h e s 1419).
Going Too Far

Judy, W e , and Jane spoke of their feelings when they see patient's Lives

king prolonged unnecessarily. Being a part of treatment which compromises their
moral-ethical prinaples pu6 them on the defensive and makes them more alert to
such incidents.
Judy: And conversely, the stuff I've enjoyed the l e s t is the times when
people are so si& and Our technology doesn't help them and we struggle
with that, when enough is too mu& and so on (page 2, h e s 14-16).
Elaine: ..-1 guess when you see a situation um, form your perspective, like if
you have a feel for the patient and where they're going, and you don't have
a whole lot of control, um, sornetimes where you c m Say to the doctor, you

know, 'why are we doing this? The family doesn't want this', where you feel
that there is an end to it or the end is coming very soon and you are doing d

this because the orders are still king written - 1 find that hard to deal with
(page 3, lines 5-11).

Jane: WeU, like, sometimes you have people in K U for months and it just
seems like one thing goes wrong after another and they just end up in pain
for weeks and nothing ever and they end up dying, after, king almost

tortured, it seerns Iike. You know, you're ûying to get them better but
someümes it just seems like yodre torturing them sometimes (page 2, h e s
14-18).

Getfinp Out

Three of the partiapants spoke about feeling a need to no longer work in SI
based on sorne of the circumstances they see on a daily basis. Their means of
defense is to possibly escape.
Pat I'm working there less than 1 use to and that's because 1 needed a little
break from it.. .(page 3, lines 3-4).
Elaine: 1 don't necessarily think I'm a bumt out K U nurse, 1still thuik I've
got a lot of good to do in an ICU setang but, um, having said that 1 think it's
time to go on and explore different avenues of nursing (page 42, h e s 24).

Jane:I think with the more awful things you see, you get a little bit more
hardened.. .make(s) you think about other options...I don't think that that's
the place where you should work more than a few years (page 25, h e s 1-7).

Genetic Propensities
The two genetic propensities which were identified in the data were gender
and age.
Gmder

In this participant popuhtion, eight of the participants were female and one
of the participants was male. However, this is by far too s m d a participant size to
draw any conclusions related to a propensity to experience a critical incident based
on gender. Interestingly, however, Bob did inquire during the interview if 1knew
of any material related to the manner in whidi males and females process critical
inadents because he had been wondeMg himself if there were any differences

between the two groups.

&
A

Mary was the only participant who made a reference to her age, describing
herself as "old and arthritic" (page 2, h e 5).
Jane and Sheila did not mention their ages dosely coincided to the patients
age described in their criticai incident, but when this observation was pointed out to

them, they both adcnowledged that this may have had some further meaning for
them.

Life Events
Many of the participants mentioned circumstances in their personal Iives
that Muenced how they responded to the aitical incident. It was interestirtg to
note however, that these pieces of information were not offered in a deductive
mode, as though they had observed an association between their incident and these
unique personal factors. Rather the information was offered by way of
happenstance and explored further only upon my sewitivity to these emissions.
Wilson's mode1 did not incorporate these aspects of one's life and therefore a new
category of Life Events was created.

This category encompasses the speaal

circurnstuices that exist as part of one's self.

Momentous Occasions

Examples of momentous occasions were k i n g engaged to be mamed and
having a new baby. Jane was engaged to be married at the t h e of her incident and
watched with wonder as her badly burned patient's fiancée stood at the bedside.

Judy had a brand new baby boy two days prior to the development of her critical

incident and the combined effects of carhg for a newbom coupled with the incident,
were enonnous.
Judy: Cailed C.N.P.S.and did the statement which they sent out in the mail
and had an appointment, about three weeks later, had an appointment with
the lawyer. He read i t I was extremely nervous, 1had this 3 week old baby
who at that point had started fussing and squawking every minute of the

day. I remember thinking if I talked real fast 1would get in and out of there
and 1 would pack more into m y hourly rate with the guy (page 14, lines 2-7).

Familu Structure
Elaine had a son who physicdy resembled the patient she cared for during
her incident and this played a role in her reactions as the trauma was unfolding.
Elaine: Benjie's face, more Benjie cause he's the oldest, but Benjie's face there
and Ifmthinking what if this was my own kid and whose.. .there is no
guarantee in Me (page 20, h e s 20-22).
HaiIey cared for two dying patients, both of whom had the same names as
her younger and older brother. This created a deeper relationship with the patients.

Work Extterience
Jane was overwhelmed by two incidents occurring so dose together after
working in the Unit for only three months. On the other hand Mary, who had
worked in the unit for over twenty years and was therefore very experienced, had
only made one other medication error in her career and therefore had no pnor
experience to draw on in relation to the error whidi becarne her critical incident.

Judy was bumped out of her position in the Unit while on Matemity Ieave and
whüe dealing with the events of her criticd incident

Cntical Incidents

The number of previous critical incidents experienced by the nurses
influenced their perception of this event. For Pat, this was her first critical incident
and therefore she had little previous experience to compare to. In the case of Jane,
Hailey, and Sheila, they experienced several critical inadents very dose together.

This may have impacted their ability to cope and respond with yet another event of
such magnitude, although they did not comment specifically on this concept

Summary of Person Variables
The unique characteristics of the participants in this study were desaibed in

this section, using Wilson's (1989) model as a guiding framework. Sub-categories
denved frorn the data, whidi Wilson did not previousIy define, were also
constructed and these are identified in Itaiics. AU of the categories and subcategories under the dimension of Person Variables are Uustrated in Table 8.
Nurses' feahires are grouped according to one of the nine categories Listed

by Wilson. A general sense of the ICU nurse as a Person is eliated secondary to this
anaiysis. However, as wiU Iater be discussed in Chapter Five, recommendations are
suggested for altering the interview questions and data colledion method in order
to determine a more comprehensive description than was obtained in this shidy.
An additional major category of Life Events was aeated. Sukategories

further identified under this theme were momentous occasions, family structure,
work experience, and critical incidents. This category of Life Events thus spoke to

the structure and history, whidi shaped the nurses' lives and iduenced their
reaction to the traumatic event Had these circumstances not been present in the
nurses' iives, the incident would have had different meaning for them. The
Environmental and Situational Variables discussed in the next section further

describe factors that influenced the nurses' incidents.

Table 8
Person Variables in ICU Nurses who Experience a Critical Incident

Motives
Progress
Helping
Intrinsic
Motivation

Traits
Intellechial
Stimulation
Responsible
Team Player
Caring
Empathetic
Trustworthiness
Pragrnatic
Unassertive
Festive

Values & Beliefs
The Patient as a
Whole Person
Including Family
A Privilege and an
Honor
Working in
Synchronicity

Abilities
Theoretical
Knowledge and
Technical Skiils
Sensory Skills
Organization and
Prioritization
Advocacy
Caring for Family

Mood
Passion
Aversion
Pessimism

Coping Style
Saturation
Adaptabiiity
Justification
Objectifkation
Relaxation

Defensive Style

Genetic Propensities
Gender
Age

Blaming the
System
Going too Far
Getting Out

Cognitive Stmcture
Problem Solving
Control
Potential to Learn
Insight into Self
Experience

Life Events
Momentous
Occasions
Famüy Structure
Work Experience
Critical Incidents

Environmental and Situatiod VariabIes
In Wilson's Interactional Mode1 of Traumatic Stress Reactions, a major
dimension of Environmentai and Situationai Variables is defined. This dimension
relates to a l l of the environmental factors present that may infiuence or impact the
person as the traumatic event is actually occurring. The data from this study iç
grouped according to the categories and sukategories listed by Wilson. As in the
preceding section on Person Variables, some new sukategories have emerged from
the data in this study and are indicated in Itaiics.

Dimensions of the Trauma

For some of the participants, bereavement and loss occurred in the aftermath

of a patient's death or during the actual process of patient death. Pat was the
participant who demonstrated the greatest amount of bereavement related to the

death of a bum patient Mouming her loss, she attended the patienfs furteral.
Pat: It felt iike my loss. Didn't feel like 1 was going there to support
anybody else, which 1 thought I was.. .gohg there to show her family, you

know, to be with the group of people from work because she had become
part of us and to show them...never did I feel so hurt when someone died
(page 22, h e s 10-15and page 21,lines 16-17).

In this study bereavement and loss was demonstrated by some of the
participants before death occurred. Knowing the inevitable progiosis for the
patient and watching the family moum made Elaine grieve as she was still
providing care for her patient.

Elaine: 1leaned against the rmk for a minute as 1watdied them go and you
kind of, you just sort of want to go and tap them on the shoulder and thafs
just useless, and she was with him and um,your chest feels heavy and
whether you are hying to stop from crying, although 1 was crying, but 1
went around and 1just went and talked to him about his Mom and Dad and
how loving they are and they obviously love...like that helped me, but at the
sarne time you are crying, but it is that heavy kind of feeling m your &est
Ifs kind of hard to take a big breath - ifs almost iike you're feeling, not

feeling what they are feeling but just lwking at them,and you feel Kke hefs
(Father) carrying the weight of the world on his shodders as he went out
(page 33, h e s 7-15).
S o m e h e s there was a sense of reprieve from suffering in the death of a
patient and a feeling of satisfaction because the death was perceived as k i n g a good
death.
Judy: ...we talked a lot with the brothers, and the parents and so on,and to
me, that was a routine, domg the best we c m and helpmg somebody pass

away from this earth with as little suffering as possible.. .I gave him excellent
care and 1 knew I gave him excellent care - we a l l did, we worked together

r e d y weII.. .(page 8, h e s 8-12}.

Hailey: ...we dosed the a r t a h and shut the ventilator off and within 10
minutes, you know he didn't even try to breathe which was a big relief for

her because she had it in her head that you know maybe, you know he can

hear us and he can breathe on his own and he wiil be stniggling, but no, it
was very peaceful (page 27, lines 10-14).

Imminence
Imminence refers to the sensation that something is about to happen or to
the rate of onset and offset of stressors in the environment Two sukategories
were discovered, related to this category.
Foravarning

A foreshadowing of something of importance fonned part of the experience
for two of the participants. Mary described caring for her patient just prior to her
discovering that she had made a signÜicant medication error.

Mary: ...I had gone away to do something else and 1 came badc and 1 knew
there was something wrong with the patient and I didn't know what ...went
over to the other patient and was over there when 1 looked, back, and 1
thought, there is something wrong over here. ..what 1 saw from across the
room was uh, 1don't know what I saw, but there was
something.. .something called me back (page 11,h e s 23-25and page 12,
lines 4-15).

Judy:1 think she called me on a Friday, yeah, my baby was bom on
Wednesday, 1 came home from hospital on Thursday, and she d e d me on
Friday and there was a meeting on Monday... 1 said, '1 can't possibly corne, 1
just got out of the hospital' then 1 thought about it and 1 thought 1 redy
should go to this, so I went...I just redized that if this was going to be
something, this was obviously something very important and 1 didn't want

to miss this particular meeting and 1wanted to be there ( page 9, h e s 14-18

and page 10, lines 4-6).

Bombardment
Three of the participants described experiencing a number of critical

incidents very dosely together. They felt that this had a deleterious effect on
themselves.
Jane:1remember thinking '1 don? want to go back to work'. Cause 1ülink
actudy the other inadent 1 had wasn't as vivid although.. .it was pretty

disfiguring as weU. But it was kind of, iike a month or so before, so 1just
remember thinking 'oh God, 1don't want to go badc to work'. ..(page 20,
Iines 13-17).
Hailey: ...I think the reason it really bothered me is cause this just happened
to Nick, the day before, you know, this was just one more m g . . .(page 13,
lines 10-12).
Sheila: ...we had a rash of head injuries you know so this was already for me
getting to be my saturation point of hopeless cases @age11,lines 7-8).

Duration/Severity
The duration and or severity of the event had an intense and varied impact
on the participants. Four further sub-categories were created.

Waiting
The concept of having to wait for something to happen was evident in the
stories of four of the participants. Mary described her wait for a disaplinary
wamllig.

Mary: ...with me it dragged o n for a year.. .weU first it took so long to get
this letber to begin with. ..it was Christmas holidays...and people were away
at Chrismas and the Director of Nursing left town to visit relatives for a

couple of weeks. ..But meanwhile, 1spent every day waiting for the mail or
wondering perhaps this would come registered maii. 1spent every day
waiting.. .it was nerve radcing.. .1 think it ruined Christmas (page 27, lines

11-23).
Judy: Well, we had to wait because C.N.P.S.had to take Our statements and
then type them up, iike compile them and I mean these were 10 or 12 page

type written documents. So they had to come in the mail and then arrange
for an appointment and go in, so that was kind of a waiang, a tense waiting
penod. 1just wanted that over with in some ways (page 22, lines 14-18).
A Long Time

Several of the partiapants described the incident as occurring over a long
period of time. Interestingly, there was no conformity with regard to the exact
amount of time. For example Bob felt the situation played out over a period of 3
days and that this was a long t h e . However, he also spoke about how long it
f i n d y took the patient to die, which was a period in time of 1hour and 10 minutes.

Sheila was ako aware of the passing of tirne.

Sheiia: It seems like a long time, yeah because it seemed like, it was iike we
were walking through molasses - everythmg was so slow; the patient's
condition was worsening, but everything else was like a long and drawn
out.. .(page 35, h e s 14-16).

Hailey cared for a patient for four days and watched him die over another
two day period. The time did not seem extensive, however. Indeed it passed much
too quiddy .
Hailey: Um, 1 think it was probably one of the worst ones. Weil, 1 mean, ifs
something that shouldn't have happened and because it looked like he
would do so well...it seemed to happen very qui& and everything just went
down hi11 very, very, quick (page 37, lines 22-23 and page 38, Lines 18-19).

Closure
A sense of dosure was important for several of the participants. For Pat and

Hailey dosure came in the fonn of ceremony and rituals.
Pat Her funeral was the next day and 1 had never gone to (a) farnily
members funeral and I don't know why 1was compelled to go (page 10,
lines 2-3).
Hailey:

...the nurse that had him, 1 asked if 1 could go and wrap him with

her, kind of, as, like you know, at least 1 could see it and admit it's over, he's
gone and 1 think that helped a bit (page 12, lines 19-21).
Closure was also demonstrated by the need for participants to work an
additional shift in order to complete their work with their patient

Bob: That kind of made you think. oh geez...at l e s t 1 could do is be around
for the third day when iikely, the whole situation WU
end (page 14, lines 1214).

Elaine: You kind of want to be there, it was mevitable that this guy was
going to go and 1 guess...it would bring some dosure. 1 think, ifs just

seeing somebody that has died, you kuid of have to see that, then you can

kind of put an end to it (page 29, lines 15-20).
Judy's incident dragged on for a period of ten mon*

while various

investigations occurred and then suddenly ended one day, after a meeting was held.
As a result a sense of dosure was not experienced.

Judy: They met and they talked ...and they said we have no problern with
you current practice and we have never heard anything since. But because
we have they type of.. .system that we have, it's an open system.. .so it is

something that, in sorne ways, doesn't ever end ...@ age 16, lines 10-18).

Exposure
Exposure refers to the act of king exposed to death, dying, injury, and
trauma. In the lived world of ICU nurses who worked in this particular ICU,
exposure occurred on a repetitive basis.

Young Traumas
The group of patients referred to as "the young traumas" by the participants
represented the patient group that the nurses were most impacted by and which
they most frequently discussed. I t was upsetting for the nurses to see young
persons, at the prime of their Me,now a vi&

to the hand of fate.

Pat: 1 think d of us who worked there, described that summer as being an
extremely diffidt summer. There was an awfd lot of young people,
trauma, and burns ...(page 10, lines 24-26),

-

Elaine: So, when 1 started my shif t to see him physically, it was hard at
first, just because he was young, anybody young corning in - i f s

tough...@ age 9, Iines 11-13).
Sheüa spoke about the difficuity m caring for a young person, coupled with

hying to make sense of the tragedy.
Sheila: We have cases every day in the unit, most of them are life choices by

the patients, however, the most depressing ones are the young kids that we
get, Iüce they're innocent victims.. .the younger patients are the hardest, the
hardest 1find.. .I thmk when they are younger ifs iike they haven't Iived
their Me, that ifs a real loss. Ifs stiU sad a and a loss when ifs an oIder
person but it's not as tragic.
Jane: He was pretty young and 1 mean that makes it harder too. It's a fittle
more unfair when people haven't had much of a life yet or are just starting to
have a life (page 15, h e s 20-22).

The senselessness of many of the traumas was mentioned by other
participants as well.
Elaine:

...it was a bum victim, so of course you can't tell at d what they look

like and they had a picture of her and you are going 'what a waste, like what

a stupid thing'.. .you get angry, you just think that wiU be no more, like that

wilI just not be here anymore. Um, even if these people corne around ...and
you know the friends he had badc then and what he was into, that's gone,
ifs' total eradicated, one stupid, senseless incident and ifs totally gone
forever (page 24, iines 2-15).

Pat Then you realize what you are doing, and who you are doing it to - you
question i t You just feel so sad that it happened, why did it happen? And
you know, the sadness of the whoIe thing (page 12, lines 19-21).

Pat:

...welI the other thing was that the young woman (who was responsible

for the acadent) 1 saw her as somebody who was, at that age, and (it) was
not premeditated, (she) did a r e d y , damn,damn, stupid thing.. .(page 21,
lines 19-21).

Extlosure to Gross Disfimrement
-

Many of the partiapants vividly desaibed aspects of their incident which
indicated graphic mutilation of the physical body. T w o of the participants spoke

about the disfigurement they viewed in caring for a burn patient AU of the
participants compared the vidim to what they had looked iike prior to the acadent.

Pat Her picture was at the bedside...and we were a l l astonished. She was a
beauaful young girl.. .(crying) She was a iittie thing and she was just charred

and her face was completely bumed.. .when 1 began washing (her) face, a
piece of her ear fell off.. .(page 7, lines 9-13, and page 8, iines 11-20).
Pat also recalled looking after another bum vicüm shortly after caring for the
above described victim.

Pat

...there was a second bum that came in several months later and that

was when I realized that 1 had been really affected.. .Plasticscame by and it

was time to do the esdiarotomies on this young fellow and he, 1 remember,
the odor, he was very charred. 1always remember he was cooked, like a

weii done roast beef on the outside (page 9, h e s 2û-25).
Hailey: ...he had a bad coagulopathy - he was just lÏke dripping in blood
from a l l his donor sites and lab sites...1think as soon as 1 came out and I saw
iike he just looked like, like he didn't look anything...like himself, and a lot

of times that's the only way we know people, so, ifs not unusual, but when
you've seen someone looking Like they do when they are healthy, it was
hard to see him like that (page 11,h e s 12-13 and page 20, lines 26-27, and
page 21, Lines 1-2).
Jane: It was very disfiguring and it was stuff, like I've never seen before and
don't want to see again. Like 1 remember thlikkig 'this is a iittie more than 1
ever wanted to see' ...(page 28, h e s 810).

Mord Conflict
Incidents of moral conflict were critical events for some of the nurses.
Themes of doing the right thing and competing needs of the family were dominant
in this category.

D o w the Ripht
Thing
Providing care for an extensive burn victim aeated moral distress for Pat It
was known that the prognosis for such an extensive bum was poor, yet intensive
therapy for the patient continued.

Pat 1 remember one Attending saying, you know, it wasn't nght.. .feeling
that it probably was not right, how she was, not onIy severe deformity, but a
multitude of O.R.'s that were gohg to be required throughout her life
because of the skin tightenhg (page 11,lines 19-26).
Deciding on a treatment plan which was in keeping with the known needs of
the patient proved to be a diffidt situation for Donna.
Donna: ...I guess it was an issue of qualify of iife...I was involved more in
the scurnnig of what we're going b do, what we should do, what the family
wanted now that the patient is more coherent...everyone had their own
game plan about it No doubt that everyone is trying their best but

sometirnes was it in their own best interests or was it in the paticds best
interest? (page 15, line 26, page 16, lines 67,and page 30, lines 24-26).

Familv Pleas
Three of the partiapants experienced moral distress when the families of the
patients were adamant that the outcome of care should be different from the
established medical plan of care, that was based on the iüness and prognosis of the
patient. In all three cases the famiiy pleaded with the nurse for care to be different,
unaccepting of the prognosis for their loved one.
Bob: Ço we had spoken to the family and the family was, first of aU 1guess, a
Little of the denial stage...And we took them aside and said we have done
everything we c m and we think that he is brain dead ...first of aII they were

angry as h d ...They considered us negligent to start with ...the Dr., people
with lots of experience have said to the family straight out 'we have never,

ever seen or heard or read of this situation reversing itself' and the family's
response would be ,'weU, then we wiU hope for a mirade'. They couldn't
get through to them (page 11,lines 16-18, page 12, lines 14-26).
The f d y in this case, was franticdy searching for a sohtion, for a cure for their
relative. They insisted on medical procedures k i n g conducted, despite a la& of
evidence related to efficacy. WhiIe Bob struggled to support thiç family his ethical
dilemma was heightened by the fact that the anger they had initidy felt toward
him, now was comprised of trust

Bob: During the second day, during one of the famiiy conferences, the Dr.
had said to the family, 'you know, there is nothhg fumy going to happen
overnight, nothing funny is going to happen. We WU do what we need to
do to take care of her'. The husband said, 'we know there won? be anything
funny going on, cause Bob'ç going to be here.' ...that kind of made you think,
oh geez, weIi at Ieast on one isolated point in trust in this whole bad
experience for them, at least 1 could do is be around for the third day.. .I
knew ethically for myself, that 1 had to go and ask if 1could work another
day, even though I really didn't want to (page 14, lines 7-15 and page 24,
lines 15-16).

Denial &O pervaded the life of the family that Pat cared for. Their constant
discounting of their daughter's dtimate fate was diffidt, given the medical proof
rdated to morbidity, and given the countless invasive procedures bemg
administered as part of their web of denial.

Pat But, to me, they were in denial and that is normal for them, but they
were more so than any family 1have ever de& with. Involved with trying
to convince us, and 1guess maybe that is because the way we were. 1 did

know,of course you can never Say you know, because you are not God, but 1
did know for the best of my abüity that she w o d d not survive. 1 did think
that was probably for the best, for her. In the interim, cornmunicatirtg with
them was very diffidt because they demanded that you communicate with
them on this level of denial and inside yourself you were thinking the
opposite was tme and you were just not honest It was more difficult in that
situation to be in your role as health care provider and their role as parents
because you weren't candid, you weren't providing informafion, they just
wanted to hear that you were going to make her well (page 25, Lines 1-8).

Role in the Trauma
The nurses in this study assumed either the role of agent or victim in the
traumatic event as it unfolded.
Aaenr
AU of the participants in the study had a role to play in some capacity,

within the circumstances of their event. Those who are described as agents made

specific comments which indicated they perceived themselves to have had more of

an active role in the trauma.

Mary:1can teil you in a l l these years, let me see, (long pause) I've made one
other drug error. It was just unbelievable that 1could do this and anyway,

my first thought was I've hurt him so he should be protected front me. 1

should be sent away.. .I mean I knew that piece of equipment backwards
cornpared to other people. Yet I'm the one that saewed up (page 13, lines
15-17, page 37, iines3-4).

Bob: That kind of made you think, oh geez, well at least on one isolated
point of trust in this whoIe bad experience for them, at least 1codd do is be
around for the third day when likely, the whole sihiation wül end. So we
switdi the schedule around and 1 came in for the third day (page 14, lines 1215).

Jane:I wasn't the patient's nurse but 1was supposed to be the patient's
nurse - somebody (else)ended up adrnitting but 1was next, 1 was next door
with the patient next door - so 1helped all night (page 8, lines 1-3).
Vicfim

Pat was the only participant who desaibed her role in the trauma as more of
a vidim than an agent

-

Pat Now, 1 too felt, t o t d y not wanting to do what 1 had to do knowing
that 1 had to do it. Trying to objecnfy that body in the bed. Because of the
presence of her parents beforehand and my, uh, empathy with their pain, 1
was findhg it very difficult to objecûfy that girl. Then k i n g alone was the
other thing. 1just felt very done, not able to even chatter with somebody,
which sometimes you do. 1 felt (voice quivering), 1 know 1 felt sorry for

myself, that 1was alone.. .(page 8, lines 24-28 and page 9, lines 1).

Location
Location m this study relates to where the nurse was physicdy located in
the Unit during the madent and on the fîrst shift back to work.

Bdna To~etherin an Isofated Suace
Being assigned to care for a patient in a d e h e d isolated environment
increased the amount of contact between the patient and the nurse. This seems to
have iduenced the reiationçhip that fonned between the two parties.

Hailey: ...1 had him for four days and three of the days he was extubated so

.

he was chatüng away. He was in isolation so.. when you're in there and
you spend a lot of time with him, cause you want to get everything done
while you're in there, 1mean, if he's extubated he's chatting away. ..(page 8,
Iines 26-27 and page 9, lines 1-5).
Sheüa: ...I was basicaily in my own Little world, you know, 1had the curtain,
(it) was drawn for privacy most of the t h e . Lots of family was in. 1 spent,
you know, 1stiil took all my breaks and stuff...I was really quite focused on
what was happening with her (page 20, lines 6-10).
Bob: This lady ended up king in the Isolation cube, which made, 1think a

Little bit of a difference because...1 think it just happened to be the only bed
that was available at the time, nothing s p d . . .which was good considering
the way things went that we had the privacy. Uh, so king in there a lot

with the family, we really didn't s e , kind of isolated from the outside
department (page 16, lines 23-27).

The Same Bed
Many of the participants were assigned to work at the same bedside or in the
adjacent bedside as where the aitical incident occurred, upon their first shift badc at
work after the event These coinadentai circumstances did not go unnoticed by the
nurses,
Judy: I remember the first shift, 1 remember about the first five shifts because
the first five shifts badc, 1think three patients died that 1 looked after. The
first shift I waiked in, 1believe 1 was assigned at that same bedside that 1 had
been at with that incident, and a patient who was dying. I was iighthearted
about it, no one else, of course realized any of the significance of the above,
because you are working with different people, but it was kind of, 1 mean 1
had to kind of chudde, it was just sort of ironic (page 23, lines 25-27 and
page 24, lines 1-4).
Hailey: WelI, 1 was in Bed #2 and he waç in #6 and they had the doors open

dl day because he was crashing all day so it, 1 was trying to help Cindy as
much as I could.. .1 tried to basically just do stuff outside the room cause 1
wasn't alI that cornfortable with seeing him like that (page 10, lines 23-24 and
page 11,lines 20-21).
Sheila: 1 don? know whether it was fiuke, but 1 worked next to the bedside
where he was. SQ, although there was a different patient there, you know, I
would still look over.. .(page 26, iines 20-22).

In Mary's case, the bedside a t which the aitical inadent occurred was also
the same bedside where her Unde had passed away some six months earlier. The

day of the medication error was the first day she had worked back in that particular
cubide. Mary had found her Unde's passing to be diffidt and it impacted her
work on one occasion, when she had to care for a patient who was gravely iii, and
whose disease trajectory had followed the same pattern as that of her Unde's. As a
resdt, Mary asked to be reassigned to care for a different patient.

Potential for Reoccurrence
Six of the participants spoke about their fear that the event which they

experienced would occur again. The reason for reoccunence was varied and ranged

from ineffective policies and procedures to the potentiai for human e m r to the
nature of the work environment and the resdting likelihood of encountering other
sirnilar events.
Pat:

...the potentid harm that that can do to people was emphasized to me

through my own experience. And ah, so then it made me have a desire to,
you know, make it potentiaily better in some respect. 1 was involved ki
writing some letters to try to, you know, in a positive way, point out a
negative problem ...@ age 20, lines 10-13).
Mary: Anyway, 1 thought that this whole inadent, ...should be taiked about
openly, because if a person can make a mistake, so c m somebody else (page

14,lines 10-18).
Elaine: ...these parents - they did nothhg to deserve um what was handed
them (aying)...it frightened me...ifs when you see a young person and they
are snuffed out, and there is just no guarantees...while they are little you can
either keep them (kids)here, you can tell them ifs bed üme, you can have

them in the house...y ou don? know whafs going to happai to them when

they start driving.. .ifs that fear.. .something like that makes you dwell on it
for a while and it frighterts you - and you are sort of incapaatated. Like
you're overwhelmed, you're focused on that, you are doùig everything
around the house trying to keep your kids protected and then you are
thinking after a while, 'you can't do it, you just cadt do it' (page 25, lines 1-

25)-

Impact on Community
The community in this study refers to the communiiy of SI. Some of the

participants spoke about the impact of the critical incident on the culture of the Unit.
Judy: ...by then every Intensivist knew what was going on, knew that this
situation was very unusual and was king handled in this way and people
were frightened about what was going on (page 16,lines 7-10).
Elaine: ...she said though, a lot of people, even the cops that were calIing,
were upset about it...they were c a h g a lot to find out how he was doing
more on a personai note almost and she said it is affecting a lot of people,
Iike the physiciaxts, of course are talkgig about it, the nurses are taking
about it, the cops are coming Vi, like they are taking about how stupid it
was (page 14, h e s 16-22).

Experience of the Trauma
In Wilson's mode1 (1989) experience of the trauma refers to whether the
traumatic event was experienced alone, as part of a group, or as part of a Iarger

community. The effect of the trauma may differ m the individual depending on the
manner in which it is experienced.

AIone
Isolated
Three of the participants spoke about k i n g alone while aspects of the criticai
inadent unfolded. There was an impression of feeling abandoned in their voices.

Pat 1just felt very done, not able to even chatter with somebody, which
sometimes you do. I felt (voice quivering), I know 1 felt sorry for myself,
that 1 was alone.. .(page 8, h e 27 and page 9, line 1).
Mary: And, ah, so everybody had Ieft, they had gone to supper and 1 was
alone there with the two of them.. .I called for help. ..but something (was) not
right and 1 didn't know what so 1 called, well there was nobody there, so I
went down and cailed for somebody...(page 12, lines 1-19).

Judy: ...we had ken adviçed in the meeting to hire our own criminal
lawyers independentiy, we couldn't all go to the same criminal lawyer, we
had to go to different criminal lawyers each in different h

s in the city, we

couldn't even go to the same firm (page 12, lines 26-27 and page 13, lines 12).

Itrsulated
Many of the partiapants spoke about king consumed with the patient and
family uivolved in their incident, to the point where they did not exchange passage
with their colleagues in the Unit

Sheila: ...1 was basically in my own littie world.. .I donft really remember
what eise was going on in the unit 1 was r e d y quite focused on what was

happening with her (page 20, iines 6-10).
Haiiey: 1 think 1 was aware of it kind of peripherdy, just because, you
know, there was nobody eIse that could help her there cause everyone else
had such si& patients.

Ço,

1 think 1 wasn' t r e d y centraIIy aware of it.. .kind

of like I knew something was going on around me...normally, if you don't
have the busy patient, you try and help everybody if you cm, but 1 don?

think 1 was capable of that, that day (page 24, Iines 6-13).
Elaine: 1can't even - 1 was oblivious to what was going on everyhere else.
1didn't have to relieve for anybody, um 1can't even remember what was

going on (page 28,9-10).

With Othms
While most of the participants spoke about episodes of either king isolated
or inçulated, Judy spoke about a special bond which omirred between herself and
the two other nurses who shared her aitical incident with her.
Judy: 1 wanted to be there for the other two nurses who were going to be
there...we were &O told we couldn't talk about this, we weren't even to talk
with each other, but we basicdy disobeyed that because we were each
other's only support system...we would ta& to each other and calm each
other down and whatever and the next day that one would be calm and
confident and this other on would be panicking. 1 sall have a very dose
bond with those other two women after what we went through. You don?

forge a frîendship that isn't strong through a thing like that (page 10, line 8,
page 18, lines 16-18, and page 25, Lines 19-23).

One of the other issues which concemed Judy about her critical inadent was
that while she shared the event with her nursing colieagues, the physiaan involved

in the case was absent from the subsequent discussions.
Judy: The other interesting thmg was that there wasn't a medicai, there
wasn't a physician present, it seemed Iüte everything was k i n g looked at
from what the nurses had done even though everything that we had done

had k e n ordered by a doctor and had been discussed with a doctor, not that
we act separately, 1mean we d
i work together, but. ..(page 11, h e s 9-14).

Structure of the Trauma
According to Wilson (1989) the actual traumatic event c m be thought of as
having ifs own stnicture, comprised of having single or multiple stressors and

k i n g of varying complexity.

Multiple Stressors
As noted by Wilson (1989) few evenb are comprised of only one stressor and

the same was hue for this study. Stressors can be thought of as sub-events and
therefore the category multiple stressors refers to the various sub-events which were

part of the larger critical intident for the participants. Three categories of stressors
were identified.

Co@ict

Five of the participants provided evidence of conflict as part of their critical

inadent The nature of the confiict varied among participants.
Donna: ...there was even personality conflictç within the f a d y . . -1had a bit
of difficulty with the one son because he was kind of verbose at first...it was

a problem with the son k i n g very verbal and almost aggressive using name
c a h g , things like that (page 13, Iines 17-18 and page 14, h e s 12-14).

Mary: So the next morning.. .1 went to her office.. .and was told how tembie
it was and 1 was going to get suspended now.. .And we decided to grieve

it.. .(page 15, lines 2-20).

Bob: ...they (family) considered us negligent.. .family that was angry,
accused us directly to our faces of tryuig to kiil her, trying to create room in
the KU,um, bringing in their lawyers for the meetings.. .(page 12, lines 314).
SheiIa: ...then he (physician)accused me of coachhg the family and
underminhg medical management (page 12, Iines 24-25).

Judy's aitical incident involved three different sub-elements of conflict. The
first was the accusation of wrong-doing in association with the death of her patient.

The second inadent of conflict occurred when a plea bargain was reached in the
legal case and the charges against the accused were dropped. However, the Crown
wished to pursue the concem of the Defense further and therefore the hvestigation
proceeded. Thirdly, one month after the inadent began, Judy was phoned at home
to be informed that she had been 'bumped' from her position in SI by a more senior

nurse. If she wished to maintain employrnent with the Centre she would need to
follow the guidelnies for displaced persons, which could indude 'bumping' another
nurse from her position.
High Profile Situations

Two of the participants were involved in incidents which were widely
known about in the Unit.
Bob: ...you are probably familiar with the case I'm sure, cause the family
was quite vocal in this situation.. .there was a big to do (page 10, lines 1819

and page 11,Line 3).
Elaine: ...it was a weil known case.. .the family wanted to get the media
r e d y involved.. .when 1 liçtened to the radio, it was on, when 1 read the
paper, it was in the paper (page 9, iine 4, page 29, Iines 34, and page 15,
lines 3-4).
ProvidinpNursing Care
At t h e s , the very act itself of providing nursing service to the patient,
exposed the participant to other aspects of the traumatic event
Pat Our Unit Assistant and I began to do the dressing in the morning,
around 10 and I had her aU undressed and everythmg ready and actudy
what was happening outside, in the other three beds was there was a trauma
in Emergency that needed to corne up rîght away and they needed to try and
t m f e r one of the beds down, so there concurrently became no potential
assistance from the peopIe outside of the cubide because of the Unit
situation. The Unit Assistant that 1 was with became nauseous and had to

Ieave the cubide...when 1 began washing (her) face, a piece of her ear f d off
and the Unit Assistant,...she was just not prepared for that and becarne si&
and had to leave (page 8, Iines 12-22).
Jane: ...he would be OK for an hour and then his airway pressures wouid
N e again, Lice he just swelled up iïke a bdoon, 1 mean he doubled his body
size at least, just from the swelling and of course, from the escharotomies he
had senun and blood oozing aU over the bed. ..BasicaIIy, the whole night
was spent ah, um, trying to keep him dean, which was impossible and
running in fluid and 1 think,actually, maybe they did try and dress a few
times. I remember dressing stuff, iike the floor was covered with garbage
and there was five people around the bed almost aII the tirne...(page 10, lines
14-22).

Elaine: What kind of got me going was um, you hear his story, like as you go
on through the shift and meeting the mother and the father and meeting the
brother (voice quivering), and the nurse had told me previous, that the
mother could not yet look at him...what went through my mind 1 was kind
of hoping that this wasn't going t be the shift they decided to do that ...Son
anyway, the shift went on, that was going to be the shift where the mother

and father decided that they were going to look at him (page 9, lines 15-19
and page 10, lines 5-11).

Complexity
Complexity ,as defined in Wilson's model(1989) refers to the
subcomponents that are present as part of the incident. Examples provided by

Wiison (1989) are confiicting choices and ambiguity. From the data provided by the

participants, four major areas of complexity in the study participants were
identified.

Conmcting
Several of the participants developed a speaal relationship and affinity with
the patient and/or family, and/or a mutual acquaintance.
Pat:

... Her picture was at her bedside...Her picture of herself, as a whole

person before she was bumed, and we were d astonished. She was a

beautifd young girl (page 7, iines 813).
D o ~ a ..: .at the beginrting the patient wasntt involved as much. But as he
per se, got better, not k i n g off the ventiiator, but understanding and
comprehension was there. There was more interaction and that's what
impacted a lot more Iater on, was your interaction with the patient
themselves (page 13, lines 5-8).
Donna:

...the other relationship 1 had with this family is a neighbor of mine

was friends with them.. .It only made it more, you know sometirnes when
you have any kind of patient, that there is some kind of a, something that
twigs?. ..It rerninded me of how are they?. ..so just wondering how they are
doing now after his death (page 17, lines 13-14 and page 26, h e s 13-25).
Elaine: ...y ou have got the family crying and telling you about their life and

t e h g you about how, like how weii they are.. .loved and what a wonderful
person they are.. .you get right swept up.. .you know lüce you fed them
better ...y ou all of a sudden had this emotional attachment...Part of it is 1

guess you feel, you almost - you are almost mtimate with the patient, iike
there - um, you've got objectivity there that kind of c m keep you a litde bit
distant front them but you c m get right dose to them (page 20, Iines 811

and page 21, lines 9-13).
Elaine: .At was his youth, it was his family and it was the fact that, like I
don? think Benjie (son) look like him but, maybe he does achialIy, maybe
there is a lMe bit of a resemblance.. .the dark hair and the eyes and stuff
(page 40, Lines 22-25).
Hailey: ...it seemed like 1 knew him.. .he had the sarne name as my younger
brother, I thmk that kind of hit a cord with me and just a real smart allec and
someone you could fool around with..-1mean his personality was so much

iike rny younger brother, it was just, you know and my younger brother

moved away about a year ago and I haven't seen him shce. It was just nice
to have that kind of camaraderie for a little while (page 11,Iines 23-27, page
12, Iine 1,page 15, lines 23-26).
Sheila: ...they &ed about her and the type of person she was and I
remember saying 'you know, that if she wasn't a patient, that we would be
friends'. You know ,she was the type of person that 1 would soaaüze with,

the patient And um, and so, 1 had ,I basically bonded with the patient and
because the family were so caring about her and um, they &O has some
personality traits that 1 Iiked, that 1 think we bonded (page 19, Iines 17-22).

Witmssinp- S m o w

During Elaine's tirne at the bedside with her patient she nursed the f d y
through a very difficult time in their lives and watched them as they grieved.

Elaine: ...she (mother) cried and cried.. .she stayed with him and she was al1
over him...He @rother)went in. ..he would be in there and he would be on
hirn, k l h g him how much he loved him and stu&..The Dad, even more so

got to me, because he didn't Say anything....he just couldn't say a word - he
didn't Say a word, he held him, he kissed him, he hugged him, he didn't Say
a word and then he waIked out just bent over (page 10, line 20, page 12,
line6, page 23, h e s 20-21, and page 28, lines 4-9).

Pat Her toes were pink, that was the only part that was pink and her Dad
would corne in and hold her toes and Say, 'just make her weil' (page 9, lines
14-15).
Clashin2 of lntaests

This category refers to circumstances in which there were differences
between the wishes of the nurses and those of others (health care providers or
farnily or institutional policies).

Pat:

...and there was a change in protocol going on as well, which was new

to us, which previously we had more assistance from the Bum Unit, in ternis
of doing dressing changes. Although the protocol was not dearly defined at
the tirne, it was kind of a check every day and see what's the protocol
today...the dressing was unfamiiiar to me (page6, h e s 26-27,page 7, h e s
1-2, and page 9, lines 78).

Donna: Thafs the family scuffiing, kind of a situation, or example of, where
there would be a conflict in what we think is best for the patient per se and
what the family thinks is...the medical scuffling was a diiemma. There were
opposing views of which way we should be dealing with this patienfs care

in tems of how to wean (page 17, line 27 and page 18, iines 1-4).
Mary: Going back to that setüng, the pump, this is a postop patient, just
come in,1had gone to supper and come back and when 1 had come badc the

bed was sti.U up. I always Like to put the bed d o m . Nobody else likes the

bed down, so that's why 1 have my foot stools so 1 c m see everything.
When 1 came badc, the bed was s a up, my foot stools had been put away,

so what 1 was doing, actually 1was standing on tip toe looking this w a y and
1 was thinking to myself 'I've got to get this bed Iowered' (page 29, lines 1-6).

Judy: ...the surprise for us all was that the hospital lawyer was present and
we hadn't k e n informed before the meeting that the hospital would be

there. She was there taking a lot of notes, asked a lot of questions, didn't

seem to have a red grasp of anything to do with critical care. Didn't know
what a ventilator was versus a respirator, didn't know that they were the
same thing...And based on what the Medicai Examiner had stated on oath at
the prehinary hearing, that the appropriate dose of Morphine for the man,

with these injuries, would have been 5 mgs of Morphine every 4 hours and

that no more than that would be needed. He also stated under oath that he
was completely unfamilia with current critical care practice (page 10, h e s
23-27 and page 11,h e s 1-23).

Bob: About that time actually, we were getting ready to look at himing

things off and we go a c d from the CoUege (of Physicians and Surgeons)
and the College said, 'hey, we've had a cornplaint, we have some concerns,

can we get another opinion? (page 14, lines 25-27).
Hailey: The day he had his lap, the Monday, he came badc from the O.R.and
he was wheeling through the door and somebody said 'weii what did they

find?' and they said 'oh he had a perforated bowel' and our Attending says,
'we& I could have told you that last week'. ..and it was just me, you know,
if you're so concemed about it why didn't you take the chance on this kid
and do an infused scan or why didn't you do a lap. It was just me, you

know, don't act me,you know, like God, Like 'oh weU, I knew that' and not
have done anything about it (page 32, lines 16-22).

Sheila: ...(the) family would like to ta& about stopping treatment, they
would like to have a conference, they would Like to know whatfs going
on...so we paged him (Surgeon)...his respowe was 'weii if 1have tirne, they
can corne to the other hospital and wait Li the Visiter's Lounge and 1 rnay

have time between cases to talk to them'. ..he went badc to the family and
told them this and they absolutely flipped and justifiably (page 12, lines 19-

21 and page 13, Iines 1-2).
Familv Needs

Meeting the special needs of the f d y under the most difficult of
Qrcumstanceswas a component of the nursesDtraumatic event.

Judy: Wd,1 think we tried b be very conscious of the fact, that while this

man was dymg, there was a family with teenage diüdren watching their
father die in Bed 3, across the way and this man was lying there groaning
and they were sort of Iookkig over, like 'what is going on over thereO,and so
that, certainly that motivated us to want to make him as cornfortable as we
could (page 8, lines 20-24).
Bob: It was almost like they (the family) were t e h g themselves that by

giving up hope they were betraying her and so that by pushing as hard as
they could until they were tight up againçt the brick w d , you know that
was the only thing that wodd be OK for them. ..Sot I think had we been a
Little bit different, it could have been worse for them. You know, if we
wouldn't have given them those 2 ih days to go through it, it coufd have
been a lot worse (page 21, h e s 18-27).
Hailey: 1looked after someone who was a head injury, whose mother was
trying to cope with the fact that, 1 mean, that was stressfd too. Her one son
was with us and we knew he was going to be brain dead by the next day
and her other son was in MI and dying (page 10, lines 3-6).

Sheila: My second 12 hours day, was basically getting more involved in
family dynarnics and you know, the Surgeon had still not spoken to them
about prognosis...and so the family was then coming to me for answers
(page 11, lines 9-17).

Post-Trauma Milieu
The post-trauma milieu describes the recovery environment where
adaptation to the traumatic event occurs (Wilson, 1989).

Level Of Support

This category of the recovery environment refers b the level of social,
economic, and personal support present to the person in the aftemath of the
incident. Partiapants experienced support in a variety of ways and from a variety
of persons.
Simifiant O f k m

AU of the participants spoke about sharing their inadent with their
significant other and all of the participants remarked that this had limited use,
secondary to the lack of tnie understanding about the nursing role and hospital
culture.
Pat: I know he (husband) knew that we had a lot of b u m people in Our Unit.
1 lcnow he knew how 1 felt about that and um, yeah, it was helpful to me to

have him.. .the details are not something he would understand or relate to
(page 14, lines 19-22).
D o ~ aIt: is difficult to ta& to a non-medical person about your work. Like
he understands, he is very supportive of Our work environment, well 1

mean, as much as he c m , but he can't get the insides (page 27, lines û-12).

Judy:There was a time when, as a typical spouse, he just wanted to fix
things and he would say 'well, what you should do is' or whatever.. .rather

than just sitting back and listening to me and holding me when 1needed to

be held and cry, he would well, 'you know you should do this and this and
this, what about suggestîng this to the Iawyer, what about taking about
this', he was trying to solve the problem for me and somehow make it go

away. At the same t h e , he had just started a new job so he was in kind of a
vulnerable spot hirnself because he was in a new department and attempting
to prove himself to people who were waiting for him to prove himself. So it

was a stressful thne for both of us (page 19, iines 444).
Bob: But this one, because 1 think it was more on an emotional type of level,
it wasn't a medicd problem, it was more of a social type of problem sornething she could probably relate to a Iittle bit more easily (page 28, lines
6-9).

Elaine: Well, 1 think that's it, like 1 don't even know - ifs funny, you think

Iike your spouse should know everything about you, but 1think when you
are on the job, you're a littIe bit of a different person - you're not going to be
the same person that you are at home um, I don't think 1 would have ever

gotten, 1 mean, when we would t a k about this, just feeling, you get it from
the gut and you just get tearful about it, and you do lose some sleep over it
or they are in your mind, like you're hying to bake your cookies and they
are on you mind....so 1 don't thmk he would f d y , 1know he didn't grasp
totally how 1 feit about and ah, and that's OK too. Like, 1 mean, 1like to be
able to handle things for the most part on my own, um, and yeah, 1could
tak to him aboutit but 1 don't think he would ever quite get it the way

somebody who was there would get it (page 37, lines 2-17).

Jane: ...when 1came home 1 talked to ah, Edward about it, 1tdked to my
Mom about it.. .they listen and they kind of give you sorne empathy and tak
about He a littie bit kind of thing but yeah, you kind of have to iive through
stuff like that to understand it, 1think (page 18, Iines 24-25 and page 19, lines
5-9).

Sheila: But for the most part he doem't get it And, he doesn't get it ,he
doesn't work in the medical profession - he doesn't understand, but that's
O K because you know he'll Iisten (page 30, lines 6-9).
Friends and Colleagaes

Because si@cant

others were a h i t e d support for the participants, they

often tumed to nursing friends and coIleagues for emotional support

Pat- Then when you went back to work or talked to your friends, and 1 know
I tend to be very verbal, talk to my friends about it and a lot of them were
having their own concerns about this. We were experiencing simiIar or
dissimiIar things, but it was on everybodyfsmind (page 15, h e s 18-21).
Judy: (ïhe hospital administrator) was very, very, supportive. Gave us her
home phone number, in fact said anytime we needed to phone her, and, she
was very wonderful.. .(page 14, lines 23-27).
Judy: 1 was really isolated from them (coueagues) because 1 was on

mate-

leave and wasn't feeling really able to really reach out tembly

much and I didn't really feel, other than the colleagues that 1 had, yeah, were
in communication (with), but the other two...1 felt separate from (page 26,

lines 8-11).

Bob: ...the nurses around me and the Charge Nurse, 1can't even remember
who it was, ah, but a lot of them made mention of the fact that they had
thought 1 had done a r e d y good job of working with this family (page 20,
h e s 2-5).
Elaine: then 1went to work, it wasn't for a few days later and 1 talked to
Veronica about i t 1remember 1 was upset when 1 was talking to her, asked
her if there was going to be a debriefing of some sort.. .and 1talked to her a
iittie bit about it because 1 found it really hard to let go alI that week (voice

breaking) (page 13, h e s 22-27).
Hailey: On the Tuesday, Angie actudy cded me at work because she
heard that he had died and she wanted to make sure. Cause she said '1

know you looked after him for four days, 1 want to make sure you're OK' which was nice. In a way, but in a way it was like 'stop king compassionate
you're going to make me cry', yeah, it was nice to know that she wanted to
make sure 1was OK (page 19, lines 1û-23).
Hailey: ...they had a critical incident debriefing on it.. .1f o n d that that even

helped, you know. In a way it was probably bad because it drags stuff up

again after three weeks or so, but in another way it was good to hear
someone else's perspective on it too and have sorneone right beside me that
kind of went through the same thing on a different shift (page 30, lines 1723).

Pa tient Families
%me of the participants mentioned receiving thanks from the f d e s of the
patients who they cared for.
Bob:

...they thanked me for the help and aid they r e d y appreciated me

bemg around for the three days.

Ço,

that reaily helped make things a littie

easier than it probably wouid have been (page 16, lines 4-7).
Elaine: ...and he (brother) came out of the curtain and he just about feu on
me actudy, and he just gave me this big hug and thanked us aU for doing as
much as we were doing for him and um, then he left (page 12, lines 23-24).
Sheila: The family were fabulous. 1 have a plant still on my table...and they
gave me a beautiful card and thanked me for king the advocate for the
patient, for king very truthful with thern, for offerhg them u n h i t e d access
to their loved one and for hvolving the PsychiatRc Liaison Nurse.. .(page 14,
lines 15-18).

Cdturd Rituals
Cultural rituals are the specid ceremonies and routines which may occur in
the post-trauma milieu, as a means to let the healing begin. Two of the participants
made reference to n t ~ a l they
s
partook in & e r their incident
Donna: ...the best one for me is breakfast after night shift with Our COworkers.. .sort of ventmg with them.. .validation (is) good because then you
know you are on the right tradc, but it is more the other thoughts that you
don? thmk of because sometimes you get too focused in one manner and

think you're doing OK (page 28, lines 10-26).

Hadey:

...the nurse that had him I asked if 1could go and wrap him (in

shroud) with her kind of as, like you know, at least 1 could see it and admit
ifs over, he's gone and 1 think that helped a bit.. .I said a few t h g s and just

stroked his forehead and said good-bye (page 12, lines 19-21 and page 23,
lines 6-7).

Societal Attitudes
çocietal attitudes refers to the attitudes and views held by others in the time
immediately foiIowing the event Four themes reiated to societal attitudes were
discovered in the data anaiysis.
Judpm~nt

Mary, fdt judged by her coileagues based on the comments made to her
after the incident

Mary:...the other responses were 'weil that was stupid, 1 would never do
that!' Anyway, 1 thought 1 was the only one that had ever done this and 1
c m tell you how many...1 was so upset (voice quivering) with myself.. .1 felt

people were staring at me and wanted to make comments but they were too
poiite (weeping). Except the Charge Nurse wasn't polite, she told me that

she would never do such a thing, she wasn't that stupid. 1 thLùc I'm starang
to hate that Charge Nurse (page 13, lines 810 and page 22, h e s 22-25).

Hush-Hush
Two of the participants indicated they were asked by their supervisor not to
discuss circumstances surrounding their incident with others.

Mary:

...welI one thing 1thought was that this should be talked about

openiy, because if a person can make a mistaise, so c m somebody else. No,
they didn't want that to be discussed ...(page 14, lines 7-22).
Judy: W e were also told we couldn't fdk about this, we weren't even to talk
with each other, but we basicdy disobeyed that because we were each
other's only support system (page 18, lines 16-18).
Punishment
Punishment was a consequence of the medication error that Mary
cornmitted.

Mary: Anyway, 1 was going to get suspended. But meanwhile, go badc to
work and they wiU let me know when it is convenient (page 15, h e s 5-6).
Sheila received a letter of admonishment from the physicians who were
involved in her incident
Sheila: Ah, a week later, a letter showed up that went to the Director of
Medicine, the Director of Nursing, and my Head Nurse accusing, not
naming me, but accusing me of interfering with the - undermining medical
management and coaching the family, from the Surgeon and Attending
(page 14, lines S l l ) .

Rumor
SheiIa was the oniy participant who spoke about the occurrence of rumor
after her incident happened.
SheiIa: Weil 1 think the one thing, you know working where we were - ifs a
rumor d,
you know, people were uh,1 don't know if they weren't

properly Uiformed or who was discussing it but they wodd, they were kind
of dancing around the issue as to what happened and 1 W

y said, 'do you

want to know what happened, ask me and I'U teil you'. Donft,you know,

kind of try and fish information out of me. If you want to know the whole
situation. PU teil you kind of thing. Um, just people kind of prying...(page

31, lines 1-6).

Summarv of Environmental and Situational Variables
Environmental and Situational Variables that were important elements in the
nurses' critical inadents were described. Multiple sub-categories were identified
under each major category and these are surnmarized in Table 9.
Under the category of Dimensions of the Trauma three sub-categories had
particular meaning. The duration and severiv of the incident was important to the
nursesf experience. AU inadents, no matter what the amial passage of time was,
seemed to take a long time to unfold. For some particÏpants the incidents endured
over several months and the waiting for further information was emotionaily
difficult. A need for dosure in relation to the event was described by the
participants. There was a desireto see a completion of their work or time spent with
a patient and family.
Exposure to unexpected tragedy, to young traumas, and to gross
disfigurernent were described by the nurses. The setting of this Unit is the major
contributhg factor to the category of Exposure.
Location proved to be an important part of the experience of CIS for the
nurses. Being together with the patient in an isolated space fostered dose

relationships with the patient and family and fostered a comectedness that might
not have occurred otherwise. An ironic findùig was that of king assigned to the
same bedside, upon retum to work, as where the traumatic event had occurred.

This contribuied to the nurses re-experiencing the madent
Under the category of Experience of the Trauma, the category of Alone had
important rneaning. %me of the participants desaibed feeling isolated and
abandoned during the time of their incident and as such they did not receive the
social support they desired. Although many of the participants described the Unit

as k i n g chaotic and busy, activity in the Unit seemed to be suspended, from the
participant's perspective, at the time of their event This aiiowed the nurses to

hirther h e r s e themselves in the lives of their patients and families. A new major
category of With Others was identined based on the experience of one of the
participants. Enduring the trauma with others, rather than by herself was helphil to

Judy and further illustrates how a sense of isolation from others can have a negative
impact on the nurses' experience.
Under the dimension of Structure of the Trauma the major categories of
Multiple Stressors and Complexity were described. Multiple stressors related to the
sub-events that were part of the event Confiict between health care profession&
and between health care professionals and families, and situations resulting in

media attention fonned two sub-categories. The act of providing nursing care was
&O

an important aspect of the nursesr incident Engaging with the patient and

f d y in nursing care strengthened relationships with the nurses but also exposed
the nurses to further pain and tragedy. The Complexity of the Trauma refers to

components of the traumatic event that rnay be present Connechg on a personal
level to the patient or M y , witnessing the sorrow and grieving of families,
attendhg to other family needs, and a dashing of interests, were common subcomponents m the incidents experienced by these K U nurses.

The Level of Support was an important category under the dimension of
Post-Trauma Milieu. While some support was provided via tokens of appreciation
and thanks demonstrated by the f d e s , the most important sources of support for
the nurses came from sigrutïcant othen and nursing friends and colieagues. Whüe

the support from significant others eased the emotional adaptation to the event, the

most important source of cognitive and ernotional support came from p e r s who
could relate on a deeper level to the situation experienced.

In the next section the combined effect of Person Variables and
Environmental and Situational Variables in relation to the critical incident, are
dustrated by the nurses' Individual Subjective Response to the Trauma.

Table 9
Environmental and Situational Variables in ICU Nurses who
Experience a Critical Incident,

Bereavement/ Loss

-

Imminence
Forewarning
Bombardment

-

Dimensions of the
Trauma

Exposure
To Unexpected
Tragedy
To Young
Traumas
To Gross
Disfieurement
Location

-

Being Together
in an Isolated
Space
TheÇame Bed
Alone
Isolated
Insulated

Experience of the
Trauma

Moral Confiici
Doing the
Right Thixtg
Family Pleas

Potential for
Reoccurrence

Duration/Severity
Waiting
A Long Tirne
Unexpectedness
-- Closure
Role in the Trauma
Agent
Victim

--

Impact on
Community

With Others

--

Structure of the
Trauma

Post-Trauma
Milieu

Multiple Stressors
Conflict
High-ProfiIe Situations
Providing Nursing Care

Level Of Support
Significant
Others
Friends and
Colleagues
Patient
Families

Complexitv
Connecting
Witnessing Çorrow
Clashing of Interests
Family Needs

Cultural Rituals
Judgment
Hush-Hush
Punisiunent
Rumor

Individual Subiective Response to Trauma
As defhed by Wilson (1989) the individual subjective response to trauma
"refers to the initial responses that occur in the wake of stressful experiences" (p.
11). There are five major categories specific to the individual response and these are

reviewed in relation to the findings fiom this study.

Emotiod
The powerful emotional reactions that c m occur after a critical incident
indude affective distress, affective numbing and affect balance. Further subcategories were identified based on the stories of the participants.

Affective Distress
Great variation occurs in the way in which a person affectively responds to
the excessive autonornic nervous system stimulation as a result of king exposed to
an overwhekning stimulus. Fifteen sukategories were identified that describe the

emotional responses expenenced by the participants.
Sad
-

Feeling sad was recounted by several nurses. Theh sadness was physically
demonstrated by crying.

Pat: 1just felt so sad for them.. .I remember having a r e d y good cry...I
remember feeling very sad.. .1 felt very, very sad after that 1 remember in

the minor, puaing my make-up on to go for work, always crying after that
(page 8, line 3, page 9, Iines 12-16, and page 10, lines 11-12).
Donna: ...but just sad, very sad that it shouIdn't be (page 22, Iine 19).

EIaine:

...you feel sad, you feel kind of heavy...and 1 broke out and cried...I

cried all the way home (page 15, line 7 and page 17, lines 20-23).
Jane: ...you know most people don't see stuff Like that um, and you know
very sad, i f s very sad.. .(page 14, line 8).
Hailey: ...she left me alone for a few minutes, whidi was nice and 1 wasn't
gushing tears, but there was a few (page 23, lines 3-4).
Sheila: ...and they were waiting and they had given me the.. .plant and the

card. And 1 was very thankful, you know, 1 gave them a hug and we aied
(page 19, lines 10-11).

Dewessed
%me of the participants differentiated feelings of sadness from a depressed

kind of feeling. The terrn depression does not refer to the clinical use of the term,
but rather a feeling of heaviness and deep pain.
Pak 1just remember feeling awash in their pain (crying)...my colleagues saw
me with tears in my eyes throughout the day and 1just felt a lot of pain
(page 8, lines 10-11 and page 9, lines 13-14).
Donna: Sad, ifs just an empty feeling, um, alrnost depressed ...so sad, yeah,
empfy, depressed.. .ifs kind of an inside feeling that something is lacking
(page 23, lines 5-14).
EIaine: ...you feel kind of heavy (page 15, üne 7).
Sheila: and 1just felt depressed, sad, mad, but depressed...like just
depressed and totally consumed by something that weighs you down,
makes me feel heavy, draggy (page 22, line 24 and page 25, lines 22-23).

Altered Concentration
Four participants describd feelings of not king able to concentrate or
experiencing a barrage of thoughts in the thne A r the traumatic event

Donna: ...maybe not doing the course work, when I should, maybe not
getting into my assignment work as 1should because I'm thinking about,
maybe that (page 29, lines û-9).
Judy: 1was the nurse that, who had given the stuff and I'm thinking what
have 1 dragged these people into. 1 mean your mind races around (page 17,
lines 9).
Elaine: It was late. 1found - it (thoughts) kind of whirled around, like after 1
talked to Keith, 1 did go upstairs, um, 1 didn't read, 1just more thought
about it (page 32, lines 3-4).
LIpset

Feeling upset described the sense of upheaval and disruption the
participants felt as a result of their incident

Donna: Well, 1mean, it didn't rnake me feel very good. ..and it bothered me
(page 21, line 20 and page 22, line 5).

Mary:I was so upset (voice quivering ) with myself...and 1 said 'you know,
this is r e d y upsetting and 1 don? trust myself anymore' (page 13, h e s 9-10
and page 14, lines 25-26).
Elaine:

...because that emotional aspect you feel kmd of a l l chumed up

inside.. .(page 19, lines 15-16).

Jane:...it's upsetting, disturbing kind of that such awful things like that
happ=...y ou just kind of feel very uneasy and disturbed inside (page 14,
h e s 9-17).
Anger
Anger encompassed feelings of irritability and irritation to frustration and
anger.
Pat Um,1 was grumpy about going to work, 1 would get grumpy about

going to work the night before 1was going to work, yeah, and Larry would
Say, "Oh, you're going to work' (page 16, iines 740).

Mary: ...at the tirne 1 was so grateful for her assistance, 1 was so grateful for
her assistance because 1 had broken this patient, and she was very helpful
but 1 was irritated by her (page 23, lines 3-5).

Judy: 1 remember feeling very short-tempered with my 2 Ihyear old at the
tirne. Quite demanding and being a 2 41 year old, and after a long Winter,

we were just getting into Spring, but king cooped u p in the house, and
whatever (page 17, h e s 22-25).

Hailey: ...you felt so bad for him...it kind of made you want to protect him
you know. Here is thiç cop who had never met him and he's drüling him
with a i i these questions and ifs just like 'you know, leave him alone you

know, he's been through enough' (page 14, lines 7-14).

Sheüa: What really pissed me off was the way they handled the farnüy.
They didn't handie the f d y at d,that r e d y bothered me, no one was the
advocate for this patient or with this family (page 18, h e s 4-6).

Emotional Fafi-

Feeling emotionally fatigued or exhausted in the aftennath of the traumatic
event was a common finding anong the participants. Many of the nurses
commented that they became aware of the fatigue upon arriving home from work.
Pat: Drained...and uh, exhausted (page 13, iine 25 and page 14,heZ).

Donna: Yeah, emotionally, 1 don't know, you feel like a lump, kind of, not
apathetic. ..(page 22, h e s 16-17).
Judy: 1 was absolutely exhausted (page 17, Iine 11).
Bob: It's not physical fatigue, you know T m tired, 1went for 36 holes of golf
today', you know and then did the yard work, now I'm feeling a little bit
kind of physicd (fatigue). It 's not like that. Kind of emotional fatigue (page
19, Iines 24).

-

Elaine: ...it was more emotional it was just k i n g teary around him.. .you're

wiping his face and going under the dressing and that kind of stuff, it was
ail more mental and emotional, there was no physical kind of upset at au.
And fatigue...@ age 31, line 18-20).

Jane: ...I think 1just felt tired...not extremely so, but just kind of feel a Iittle
emotionally tired ...a weary kind of feeling (page 17, lines 12-14 and page 18,

line 1).
Hailey: Just kind of drained (page 21, h e 15).
Sheila: 1was exhausted.. .(page 21, line 23).

Relief
Several of the participants described a feeling of relief when their critical
incident finally came to some form of dosure.

Judy:1 was immensely relieved when we didn't have to go to court (page 28,
Iine 5).
Bob: Kind of a almost more of a relief, 1would thPik than sad. Um, relief for
the family that they cm get on with the grieving process Because 1 think
those three days were probably more hell than probably what w o d d have
k e n the next two weeks as they went through the process of the funeral and
so on, because they were in such denial, such pain, 1 th*,

it seemed like OK

now you guys c m at least get on with doing the things you need to do to
corne to grips with this.

Ço that

was kind of a bit of relief.. .(page 23, lines 7-

15).
Hailey: Um,1 think a relief, you know, that it was over and partly, for me,

and partly that now she could focus on her other son (page 27, lines 16-17).
Sheüa: ...and 1 approached her and explained the situation to her and she
told me what happened because she was there and sent her to the OR and it
was actudiy quite a relief for...me.. .knowing that she didn't suffer.
Knowing that the family didn't have to agonize or make the decision and be
put on hold by a doctor that wasn't willing to or couldn't face uh,you know,
terminating life support, knowing that she dedared herself, knowing that
she was an organ donor (page 20, h e s 24-26 and page 24, iines 16-19).

Andetu and Panic
Two of the participants descfibed symptoms of anwiety and panic, either
prior to the incident or as the incident occurred.
Pat (weepuig) 1looked after a young girl. She u h I remember...Use 1have
always felt that anxiety that you feel before you get a bum patient,
particularly because it was a young b u m patient (page 6,h e s 21-23).
Judy: remember feeling, in the meeting, startmg to panic.. .(page 17. Iine 2).

Far
Elaine was the only partiapant who described king afraid m the aftermath
of the trauma.

Elaine: 1 started thinking reaily morbid thoughts - iike everybody just wants
their kids to grow up and these parents - they did nothing to deserve um
what was handed them (crying)...it frightened me (page 25, h e s 1-4).

Four of the nurses were blaming of themselves and their adions as it related

to some element of the traumatic event.
Donna: ...1 didn't feel that I had the time to just sit down and myself t& to
the patient, you know, 'you're feeling this, you r e d y want to stay on a
ventilator', 1 mean, that kind of a conversation.. .it didn't make me feel very
good (page 21, lines 16-20).

Mary: And you see, the other thing is ,in spite of the Union telling me 1
didn't violate any poiiaes, ta tatata ta, 1 was still responsible (page 18, lines

13).

Bob My only regret out of the whole situation.. .is that the d o a didn't feel it

was appropriate in this situation to ta& to the family about organ donations
(page 26, Iines 19-21).

Sheüa: 1kind of felt Like 1let the f d y down, like 1 redy didn't do anything
and hstrated.. .(page 22, lines 26-27).

Embarrassed

Mary was the only participant who mentioned feeling embarrassed about
the incident

Mary: ...the Charge Nurse phoned him directly at the Christmas Party. 1
was so embarrassed about that.. .just embarrassed. It's bad enough making

a mistake but having your Attending phoned at the Christmas party

(crying)...as 1said, I was r e d y embarrassed. When the pharmacist brought
out the glucose and anyway, 1 was just embarrassed and 1felt people were
staring at me ...@ age 22, lines 4-23).

NemouS/Wm*ed
Plagued by thoughts about the event two of the participants felt nervous and
worried after the incident occurred.

Mary:1spent every day waitlig for the mail or wondering perhaps this
would corne regiçtered mail. 1 spent every day waiting...it was nerve
racking (page 27, line 18-21).
Judy: ...We were a litde nervous because this is certaidy out of the ordinary
to be going into the Board Room to meet with Administration and so
on...about three weeks later, had an appointment with the Iawyer. He read

it (statement), 1was extremely nervous.. .we were prepared to meet to tafk
about how we wodd handle the court room and the idea of king cross
examined and so on by the defense Iawyer, which, of course 1 was nervous
about because anybody would be having never been on a witness stand as a
nurse. A M e unnerving. ..just tossing and tuming and womed and 1 mean,
too womed or too scared to even cry (page 10, lines 16-17, page 14, line 4,

page 15, line 16, and page 17, lines 19-20).

Losina Control
Judy experienced a seme of losing control of her emotions and her ability to

function in her roles as wife and mother at home.
Judy: ...but king cooped up in the house, and whatever. 1 remernber
feeling trapped, 1 fe1t trapped like a trapped animal in some ways. For
example, 1 would be trying , the tirne 1 had to make the statement. 1 was on
the phone for 2 hours, it took, to give this statement, but 1 was also stfi
looking after my kids at the time. 1 picked a time when one of them was
asleep, but you know, you coddn't ever really get away from any of this or
sitting down and trying to spread Our papers and collect rny thoughts about

-

what exactly happened but king intempted by t h g s dl the time 1 can

'm just going to lose it' (page 17,
remember thinking, 'I'm going to lose it, I
lines 25-27 and page 18, Iines 1-6).

Sarcasm
Sheila was consaous of sarcastic comments she made to the physician she

had conflict with during her incident.

Sheila: And then 1 wodd make off the cuff comments, very sarcastically
when this one physiQan was around.. .however unprofessional that is, that
was kind of my way of saying, you know 'buddy ...y ou know' (page 32, Lines
13-18).
Repulsion
The visual impact of the diçfigured bodies viewed as part of their incidents,
aeated feelings of repulsion in Janeand Hadey.
Jane: ...he was just a gross mess .At was just the whole ugliness of it alI... 1
think because it was so abnormal looking, iike so disfigured, like 1 said so

disfiguring (page 11, lines 12-15 and page 13, lines 18-19).
Haiiey: ...when you've seen someone Iooking Use they do when they are
hedthy, it was hard to see them like that.. .homble, it was awful (page 21,
lines 1-5).

Affective Numbinp;
Affective numbing refers to a decreased capatity to feel emotion in the tirne
after the incident. It may be demonstrated by stupor or by an inabiüty to give or
receive affection. There is a blunting of human emotion. The following four
categories describe the experience of affective numbing in the participants of this
study.

Disbel*
Five of the participants were in a state of shodc and disbelief in the tirne
during and after the incident

Mary: ...I think 1 sat there in shodc thnikmg 1could have küled somebody
and thinking did 1do anything r e d y wrong? (page 24, lines 3-4).
Jane: 1 guess there is a little bit of kind of disbekf kind of cause you're not
use to, 1 mean most people don't see stuff like that...I remember going for
coffee and sitting m the back and just shaking my head (page 12, Iines 15-16

and page 14, lines 6-7).
Hailey: ...ifs something that shoulcln't have happened and because it looked
like he would do so well (page 37, îines 22-23).
Sheila: 1 couldn't beiieve that no one wanted to take the t h e to speak to this
family...(page 23, line 1-2).
Judy: I remember bursting into tears and this whole rouer coaçter of disbelief
at the whole thing and at thes, nothing will corne out of this to, this is
temble, when are the police gohg to show up at the door, I mean, you just
don9 know what to expect (page 17, lines 11-14).

Phvsical Numbing

Three of the participants described signs of physical nurnbing during and
immediately after the criacal inadent

Mary:...1 finally went and got my foot stool which somebody had put away,
and got up on the foot stool and looked at the pumps.. -1think my hand (was
frozen) (page 12, iines 2425 and page 21, line 15).
Judy: ...and w o m e d and 1 mean, too worrkd or too scared to even cry or be
able to deal with the emotions at all (page 17, lines 19-20).
Haüey: Like it was almost Like you felt kind of numb (page 24, line 1).

G o i m Through the Motions

Going through the motions of Me, a kind of fundioning on automatic pilot
was d e s m i d by Judy and Hailey.
Judy: 1 donft think,1 basicdy wasn't coping other than just doing my
normal day-tday stuff that had to be done, iike cooking me&, deaning
house and doing laundry and whatever and just trying to recover from
having had a baby and having been pregnant and whatever, 1mean, 1
basically just went through the motions (page 22, iines 22-26).
Hailey: Um, 1 think 1 must have only k e n maybe 8 hours that day, cause 1

think 1went home not long after that happened. It was just kind of going
through the motions thing (page 23, h e 26-27).

Detachment
Creating, either consciously or uncowciously, a separateness from others
was part of the experience of the incident for some of the participants.
Pat Quiet, I remember feeling very quiet.. .I kind of went off on my own. 1
said 'hi' to my kids and my husband and 1just remember siting on the
couch. 1 can't remember what they were doing, my kids (page 13, lines 4-5
and page 14, iines 5-8).
Jane: Like 1said, 1 can't remember what my patient was like.. .1 redy donft
remember the rest of the night. Like 1 said, 1think 1 remember my lady

king quite awake and with it, but 1 can't remember what, 1 donft remember,
redy, yeah, 1 don't remember really anything else (page 9, line 6 and page
12, Lines 9-11).

Sheila: ...so 1 chose to answer the questions when he directed them to me
and 1totally ignored him and wasn't sociable with him at alI (page 15, Iine 27

and page 16, fine 1).

Affect Balance

Affect balance is a type of emotional reaction in which the person is able to
redisticdy appraise and balance positive and negative emotional states. Bob was
the only participant who demonstrated an ability to realistically apprise the
circumshces of his traumatic event.
Bob: 1 had been womed that first day how things were going to go, uh,
whether 1would end up feeling angry at the farnily, you know if they were

angry at me and you would feel like after all I've done, and a l l I've gone
through.. .anger is definitely an emotion that was there and frustration.. .1
managed to hide my frustration...1knew that if 1was gong to get myseif to
the point where 1 couldn't deal with the rational nature of the situation 1
would have known that before it happened.. .you know, knowing your
strengths and weaknesses, you kind of drive yourseff to the point where, if 1
would have needed time off, 1 would have taken it, you know (page 20, lines

14-16, page 22, iine 13, and page 34, lines 7-13).

Cognition
According to Wilson's (1989) model, cognitive responses indicate the manner
in whkh an individual begins to process or understand the event The categories of

deniaI/avoidance, accurate appraisai, and intrusion were found to have relevance to

this study.

DeniuAvoidance
Cognitive denial or avoidance is the process whereby the perception of the
event is blodced. The person may form an attribution of causation which minimizes
responsibility or involvement in the event Situations that Mgger a reminder of the
incident may be actively avoided. Denial and avoidance was evident in the
participants and is discussed according to three sukategories.

N o t W a n t i n to
~ Go to Work

Six of the nine partiapants recounted a desire to not retum to work or
having a hard time going to work, either during the unfolding of the incident or in

Pat A lot of us went to the funerd the next day and then 1 had a hard tirne
going to work after that for a while.. .very trepidatious that perhaps rny
name would on that work list next to her ...(page 10, iines 5-6 and page 17,
lines 7-8,).

Mary: ...1 know, 1wasn't working the next day. If 1had been working the
next day, I wouldn't have gone badc (page 23, lines 26-27).
Judy: 1 was very nervous about the first day 1 would go badc to work in the

K U because of this. 1 mean, when your 1st memory of it is dealing with all
of this stuff, you start to doubt yourself a iittle (page 23, h e s 9-11).
Bob: ...I can kind of recd, the third day 1 c m remember getting up thinking,

'OK, today is kind of going to be one of the big days, and geez 1 wonder how
the heck this thing is going to tum out'. UsuaUy, 1 guess that's what 1 work
60 hours a week, cause 1 like going to work, you know,some people think

that's kind of nu&, but 1enjoy it, 1don't have a problem going to work and 1
can remember that one day thinking 'geez, it wodd be nice if 1could sleep
in'. 1t would just nice if you didn't have to deal with this (page 18. Iines û-

15).
Jane: 1remember thinking '1 don't want to go back to work'. 1remember

thinking '1 didn't want to go badc to work.. .so 1just remember thinking 'oh
God, 1 don? want to go back to work - 1would iike to just work in a store,
serve coffee or something'. Then you wouldn't have to go through
that.. .(page 20, h e s 11-18).
Hailey: ...itfsalmost like 1wish 1would have had E.S.P. and 1 was thinking
you know, if 1already knew. If 1knew he was aheady dead, I'd have no
desire to go in to work today. But 1didn't know if he would be there or not,
so 1felt like 1 should go in (page 26, lines 1û-21).
Pushing It Afl Awu y
Pushuig "it" aII away refers to the participants repression of aU evenis or
mernories related to the event. It also refers to an active avoidance of certain stimuli
which triggered mernories for the nurse.

Mary:

...1never reaily diedced into these dates cause 1didn't want to know

them too mu& (page 21, iine 27).
Jane: ...it affects you more than you think it does, and even though you
donPtdwell on it and you push it away, you know, you get experience after
experience like that, not that you get it a lot, but it does kind of affect you 1
think.. .actuaUy 1 do. I do remember gohg back. Cause 1 think 1 only had

two days off and the bed that he was in was still in the hallway and not
cleaned. Like it was s ü i l - the sheets were off of it but the rnattress hadn't

been scmbbed, cause it was one of the speaai air beds. It stdl had stains all
over it and I walked off the elevator and 1thought 'oh my God, the bed's s
a
there' and just kind of, I didn't w&...it wasn't a really - it was kind of a
feeling, '1 don9 want to walk by that bed' and 1kind of walked far away
from the bed...And it took them a couple of days to get rid of that bed - it
was like 'dean that bed and get it out of here', cause it is an awfd reminder
of that night (page 21, lines 16-26).
Hailey: 1didn't want to be crying in front of my patient's Mom because you
know, she's got her own problems ...1 was trying to keep it all inside me
(page 17, Unes 14-20).

Sheila: ...I was reading or 1would do something and it was like '1 wonder if

-

1 should phone 1 wonder how she's doing' - then 1 would think no. Then 1

would think about it, then 1 wouldn't thLik about it...just V i n g to shut it
out (page 23, lines 26-27 and page 24, lines 1-2).

TakinaA Little Break
Two of the participants spoke about needing to leave the Unit to get away
from events which hstrate and upset them.

Pat: I'm working there less than 1use to and that's because 1needed a little
break from it (page 3, h e s 45).

Doma:

...the political red tape stuff, it kind of (was) getthg to me so right

now I've committed six months to the other ICU...ifs been a nice change
(page 1,lines 14-16).

Accurate Appraisal
As part of accurate appraisd the person is able to acarately perceive what

has happened, realisticdy appraise the situation, make a correct assessrnent about
events, and initiate attempts to respond effectively and adaptively (Wilson,1989).
Bob and Sheila were the two participants who demonstrated accurate appraisal of
their critical incident.
Bob:

...just needing some time to process things.

1guess perhaps to just to

put it in perspective. 1 guess when you taik about reflecting, you know just
to go badc through the day and you know,take your mind off things and
maybe just kind of focus a little bit - 'did I do anything? Like when 1talk
about what makes things easier or worse for me, to integrate.. .For myself, if
1know I have done what 1 can do, 1 have no problems with those things.

Even if it is a stressful situation those things are OK,1 can integrate i t If 1
would have screwed up ...then 1 probably wouldn't have eaten or slept for a
couple of days but, once it - in those kind of situations, even if there is stress,

I usuaIly don't find that to be too much of a problem (page 19, hes12-17 and
page 22, lines 5-12).
Sheila: After the 3d night because 1 thought God, did I redy, did 1 innuence

-

their decision, did 1 do something wrong you know - it r e d y bothered me,

um but ah I just woke up one morning and read that card that they gave me

again and 1just thought no 1 didn't - 1 did the right thing and 1 would do it
again and so that's basically when I just put it to rest 1had peace of

mind...(page 21, iines 1418).
Intrusion
Wilson (1989) defines intrusion as "the sudden, unbidden, and involuntary
presence of visual images or distressing affect associated with the traumatic event"
(page 14). SU< categories summarize the manner in which participants experienced
intrusion.
Visual Images

Pat, Elaine, and Jane experienced re-imaging of physical attributes of the
patient's they cared for during their inadent

Pat 1 mean, 1 never did this before, blowing rny hair dry and crying, putting
my make-up on and crying and 1felt like 'for God's sake, you are feeling
sorry for yourself, stop if, but 1couldn't stop it. 1just felt r e d y sad and.. .it
was her name, always in my head ...seeing her and me, 1was seeing me and

how 1 felt that day and 1 think 1felt very sorry for myself that day.. .I was
seeing her body ...how her face, after getting grafts, you know, her tight little
face (page 16, lines 1û-25).
Judy: 1 remember picturing myself king in jail and never seeing my children
grow up (page 17, lines 3-4).
Elaine: 1 still pidure him, 1 guess we're talking - 1 still picture doing his facial
care and seing the bandage wrapped around him,like 1 can, just dear as
day - like thafs, that's sort of what 1 remember, ihat and his own picture up

on the poIe.. .I just always had that image of him, the white bandage around

him and changing that Making him, you know, look good for the family as
less bloody as possible, so 1just remember more that part - just the face partswoUen...when 1 see them, I see her for the first time coming around, but 1

mostly see them going out of the unit and his father just so hunched over,

like his heart was just ripped right out (page 32, h e s 11-25).
Jane:I can remember when 1 laid down, dosed my eyes, 1 could just pidure
that arm sticking up like that (page 15, h e s 24-25).

Smells
Pat and Jane, who both cared for bum patients recalled the s m e k associated

with patient care.

Pat: 1 remember the odor, he was very charred.. .1 would be sitting in my
living room or whatever and smeU Ramazine in my nose and that wouId
just remind me of her and the other fellow (page 9, iines 23-24 and page 12,

fines 6-8).
Jane: ...the srneIl kind of Iingered for a while.. .I could smell it on me.. .1 kind
of wanted to shower, but 1 was too lazy (page 15, Iines 25-26 and page 16,
line 2).

Sounds

Two participants recded sounds or words spoken to them during the
incident

Pat Ço, 1taiked to her parents during the day and they had this liliing
Scotüsh brogue.. .even the Scottish accent affected me (page 8, iine 3, and
page 10, Iines 26-27).
Sheila: What r e d y affected me was when 1 was off for those 2 days, 1
wanted to c d , 1 wanted to know how she was doing...1 heard the voice of
the Attending saying 'you are too emotiondy attached' (page 20, lines 1821

and page 21, line 5).
Mmories
Memories for the participants were demonstrated by remembering
circumstances about the event, having thoughts coming flooding badc, re-living

aspects of the event over again, or re-visiting the patient cubide where the event
occurred.
Pat: I remember the bed she was in. Her picture was at the bedside (page 7,
Iines 8-9).
Donna: She (neighbor) would maybe sometimes remind me of something, of
how things were going dong kind of thing ...so just wondering how they are
doing now after his death (page 25, lines 21-23 and page 26, line 25).

Mary: ...I had forgotten, just.. .about this, and 1see her again and I want to

be happy and then in a minute, ifs just - ifs still there.. .the resentment
(page 30, lines 16-17).
Judy: ...weU i f s not within the last year, but it certainly, it might as weU be
because it wiU always be right there...then the Nancy Morrison thing
happened in Halifax..
.I remember exaaly where 1 was in my car and I

pulled the car to the side of the road and just listened to the radio. ..and 1
remember feeling, like my heart was starting to pound and my face was
getting flushed.. .(page 31, Iine 810 and page 32, Lines 1-16).
Sheila: ...like some of the facts are still, because it did happen a while ago,
ifs kind of sketchy, but the emotional things that happened, of course 11
'1
always remember (page 36, Iines 7-9).
Hailey:

...1was sad but 1t

. some of

it still was related to the fact that he

had just died yesterday and every time 1came out of my curtain, thatts
where 1 was looking and the cube was empty now. So,1 think it was kind of
compounded between the two of them...(remembering) when he was doing
better and he was laughing and taking (page 28, lines 8-18).
Elaine: ...like you're trying to bake your cookies and they are on your

mind ...1 know I went past bed #8,I do remember thinking about him but 1
was able to carry on with out problem.. .1 wasn't as consumed actually at

work as much as 1 was at home (page 37, lines 7 and page 38, lines 8-15).
Jane: I remember looking ai that cubide a Little bit differently for a couple of
days. I don't remember if 1was on that side but 1 remember waiking by the

cubide or something and just kind of remembering a Little bit, kind of having
a littie bit of an eerie feeling about it.. .1 could picture him there.. .see the ami
(page 22, lines 6-15),

Problsns Slem*ng
Problems sleeping Iliduded difficulty falling asleep, dreams, not sleeping, or
thoughts upon re-awakening .

P a t ...and 1 know 1had problems sleeping.. .I did sleep, off and on. What 1
remember about the time is that 1 had trouble sleeping and 1 would wake u p
a lot (page 13, iine 26, page 14. line 27, and page 15, line 1).
Judy: 1couldn't stop thinking about it. 1 couldn't sleep, in between feeding
my baby, I just wouldn't go to sleep. 1would feel myself Iying in bed with
rny thoughts racing and my face flushed and just tossing and tuming and
womed (page 17, Iines 16-19).

Sheila: 1had a sleepless. tormented, sleepless night.. .I was tired from not
sleeping...1was thinking, thinking what my day would bring (when woke

up in the momkig) (page 21, line 12-26).
EIaine: It was late, I found - it kind of whirled around, Iike after I taiked to
Keith, 1did go upstairs, um, 1didn't read, 1just more thought about i t 1
know the two (kids) - and it was the weekend so Keith would have been
home with the kids. That wasn't a problem. It was strictly related to

thinking about what was going on. But once 1 was asleep, 1 was asleep. 1
woke up thulking about him, mind you, but I didn't drearn about him uh, it
was just a little bit more difficult settüng down to sleep and then once 1was
into it, 1 was gone. But I found the same thing subsequentiy, like 1would

wake up in the morning, 1would think about him, 1 would go to bed at
night, and 1 would think about him and just the circun1stances (page 32,

lines 3-11).
Hailey: (woke up in the morning and) that's the first thing 1 thought of was
the two of them. Going back in Tuesday and thinking, you know, 1 didn't

think Ni& would be there then' and 1wasn't sure if rny patient would be

there.. .(got u p the next moming) and the first thmg I thought was that he
was gone (page 18, lines 11-13and page 26, line 13).
Thinking About I f

Thinking about it differed from remembering in that thinking described a
more active process, a beginning attempt to make sense of the traumatic event
Judy: 1couldn't stop thinking about it...my thoughts racing ...that went on
for at least a week, if not more l&eJ two or three weeks (page 17,lines 16-22).
Sheila: I would think' but she wouldn't consume my day. You know, she
didn't consume my day ...1was reading or 1 would do sornething and it was

-

like '1 wonder if 1 should phone - 1wonder how she's doing' then 1would

think no. Then I would thkù< about it, then I wouldn't think about it (page
23, lines 22-27 and page 24, lines 1-2).
Hailey: 1think it was about Ni& and like 1was thinking that for about a
week, you know, about whether they would find these people

and.. .hopefuIly something would corne of it.. .just spur of the moment

Then 1 would get busy doing something else and then, you know (it would
go) (page 29, lines 24-27 and page 30, line 4).
Elaine: So 1 went home and 1found that 1was really consumed thinking
about him, wondering how he did. 1wanted to call the Unit, and I'm not

r e d y - 1don? know if I've ever done that, or not in recent y e n s anyway to
find out how somebody has done...So, 1 thought it would jrist sort of be let

go, because especially when I'rn not there for a week at a tirne. I'rn only

working the weekends but for a couple of weeks 1just found that when 1
üstened to the radio, it was on, when 1 read the paper, it was in the paper. ..it
was my focus (page 13, lines 16-22 and page 15, lines 1-9).

M otivational
Wilson (1989) describes motivational adaptation as king the ability to utilize
one's motivational propensities to alter behavior in order to adapt to the traumatic
event Some of the partiapants in this study demonstrated signs of motivational
adaptation. However, due to the diversity of person variables and situational
variables, it was not possible to hirther categorize these motives.
Pat demonstrated her need for safety and predictibility by k i n g protective
of other staff who had to care for the same bum patient as she did. She &O wrote
numerous letters to the Unit Manager, in an attempt to have the procedure for b u m
dressings changed so that appropriate nursing resources were available.

Mary and Judy felt strongly about a need to support nursing colleagues.

As

a result of their incidents, they both strove to educate others, in the hope that the

circumstances of their events would not occur again.
Elaine was homfied by the violent circumstances which conhibuted to her

patienfs death and in order to meet her need for safety she promoted her awareness
of youth violence and the prevention of same.

Neurophysiological
Neurophysiological responses are the actual physicd, autonornic responses
that individuals may display in response to the traumatic event Five of the
partiapants desaibed physiological symptoms, a l l of great variation.

Judy: 1 remember feeling very hot, 1 remember feeIing, gettmg very red in
the face (page 17, Iine 3).
Elaine: 1 leaned against the sink for a mhute as 1watched them go
and...your chest feels heavy and whether you are trying to stop from
is that heavy kind of feeling in your chest (page 33, lines 7-13).

-g...it

Jane: I remember going for Tylenoi because we ail had a headache from the
smd.. .everyone who was working there had a splitting headache.. .we went
to Phannacy and asked hirn for Tylenol for everybody because we had such
a headache...the smeU kind of tumç your stomach a Iittle bit but I've got a
pretty strong stomach so...you reaIIy didn't feel like eating that much on
your break. UsualIy 1 have a r e d y good appetite, 1stül ate though
(Iaughing)...y ou were, not reaily on that high, like you were running at full
speed ail night so you're kind of.. . m e not craziiy, but just kind of very alert
and awake aiI night Not like some night shifts where you know you lie
down and kind of go into semi-unconsciousness for a half-hour on your

-

break didn't do that (page 12, Iines 1427 and page 13, lines 2-14).
Hailey: 1probably didn't eat as much. Cause whenever anything upsets me
a Iittle bit, 1don't eat When I
'm happy, 1 eat like a pig (laughing) (page 16,
lines 8-9).
Sheila: ...but 1 noticed one of the family members was commenting on how 1
was sighing at the bedside, 1 would just kind of go (sigh) and he would Say
'oh heavy sighs, how corne the heavy sighs - what's wrong with you today
Sheila, you're not the way you were yesterday' ...you get a funny stress kind

of stomach ache kind of a thing...Wired - 1 guess I feIt wired (page 22, lines
4-17).

Coping
The coping component of Wilson's mode1 builds on the work of Lazanis and
Fofkman (1984). Coping is defined by them as a "constantly changing cognitive and
behaviord effort to manage s p d c extemal and/or intemal demands that are
appraised as taxing or exceeding the resources of the person" (page 16). Wüson
delineates four types of coping responses and these are instrumental, emotional or
expressive, cognitive re-struduring, and resilient Further sukategories have k e n
developed where appropriate, based on the findings of this study.

Instrumental
Instrumental coping is displayed via problem-solving behavior and goal-

directing behavior. Three sukategories describe the manner in which the nurses
portrayed their ability to instrumentally cope with their incident.

Education
Participants sought resolution to their event through the education of
themselves or of others.
Donna:

...it brought to me an awareness to the Ethics Cornmittee, brought

me an awareness to, um, that resources in our hospital, it brought me an
awareness to, well, what is an ethical issue? (page 27, lines 15-17).
Mary: ...I had already corne up with this idea of t e h g people about it.. .1
had decided that my plan of action which was 1had spoken to the Head
Nurse you know and from now on any sages 1 did, no matter what, would

be a two nurse check, and 1 decided my plan of action was to own up to all
of this, education, whatever, and 1 got through the day )page 24. lines 16-17
and page 29, iines 11-14).
Judy: Well, a lot of good has corne from that inadent because we created this
presentation and so on and raised people's awareness about it (page 24, lines
13-14).

Elaine: Ço when we had a parent association meeting, 1 had brought it up at
the end of the meeting with 'New Business' and 1 asked if people had been

familiar with what had gone on.. .I wanted to get some kind of thing going at

school, Le. just get the Police involved, like an educational kind of system
(page 18, h e s 811).
Sheila: ...you know I've wrote a paper about it too (for a course)...a
paradigm that has changed your pradice and just what happened (page 36,
lines 2-6).

Diversion
Many of the participants employed strategies which diverted their thoughts

and energies away fkorn the traumatic event
Pat:

...talking to my foiks and my kids, you know, just immersing yourself

in a happier life (page 18, Unes 18-19).

Mary: 1 do have another life and that involves, I teach art, and it is just the
most wonderful outlet 1think, yeah, it was a r e d y bad year, some of rny

friends knew somethmg was going on and what I did was 1just got involved
in art (page 29, Iines 26-27 and page 30, line 1).

Judy: 1 had to tap into some spiritual strength and Say that 1 know that God

is caring for us and is not going to let us go, 1 had to believe in that and 1
spent a lot of t h e in prayer as well in deaiing with it. ..when it was aii done,
one of the presentations that we had done, we received an honorarium for,
so we used that for a dinner, and we had a dinner that we semi-catered and
had for Our fandies because Our families went through a lot (page 26, h e s 14).

Jane:...do some nice things, like visit with family or go for a wallc or go out

for dimer, whatever. Anything that's enjoyable. It reminds you that life is
good (page 19, lines 20-23).
Hailey: ...I went for a long run. Then I felt a Iittle better. ..if I
'
m not having
any problems or anything, 1 find 1tend to slack from it because 1 find other
things to do and if there is something I'm trying to sort out in my head, I'Il
just go out for a run...I think 1 had a glass of wine (and then phoned

.

brothers). .I think probably in the back of my mind, you know, when I was

just thinking you know, I
'
m glad 1 still have my little brother (page 18, iines
1-5 and page 25, iines 16-17).
Sheila: I üy and go for a run after work to ded with my stress level (page 7,
lines17-18).
Debri@ng
Hailey was the only participant to attend a critical inodent debriefing after
experiencing her criticai event

Hailey: ...for d the people that made a big - 'oh we need a debriefing, we

need a debriefing', there was only two of us that went But, 1 found that that
even helped, you know. In a way it was probably bad because it drags stuff
up again after three weeks or so, but in another way it was good to hear
someone elçe's perspective on it too and have someone right beside me that
kind of went through the same thing on a different shift (page 30, lines 1%
23).

Emotional
Emotional or expressive coping is an attempt to reduce distress via
expression of raw emotions and use of negative cognitive strategies such as denial
and distortion. "As a consequence of this style of coping, the four major cognitive

tasks of perception, appraisal, attribution, of causality, and the schema for
enactment are negatively affected" (Wilson, 1989, p. 17). Participants in this study
demonstrated expressive coping and this is discussed according to five subcategories.

Helvlessness
Feeiings of helplessness were described by four of the participants in the
study.
Pat ...it brought everything badc and made it worse for me at home
afterwards. It felt iike my loss...1 wasn't able to be a support to anybody
eIse, I was too caught up in my own feelings (page 22, Iines 10-15).

Elaine: So anyhow, the Mom and Dad went out, and 1 remember watdiing
them go out and the Dad was just in tears, like he was just sobbing (voice

breaking) and there is nothmg you can Say, you feel useiess, you feel totally
useless as a caregiver.. .(page 11. h e s 21-24).
Hailey: (felt) not very good.. .just kind of like you're t o U y fighting the
odds, you know. 1 knew there was nothing 1could do for either of hem and
ifs not a very good feehg. You know, to try and put your energy into
doing something for the family but when there is only so much you can do
when hou) know the person is going to die (page 16, lines 21-24).
Sheila: Weil it was kind of like this helpless feeling - I kind of felt like I let the
family down, like 1 really didn't do anything and hstrated and 1 couldn't
believe the way it was king handled by the physicians (page 22, lines 26-27
and page 23. line 1).

Hopelessness
Hopelessness was expressed by Janeand Hailey as they refleded on their

feelings at the time of their traumatic event
Jane: ...we were a littIe upset that they even carried on his care so long,
because, you know, there was no way this guy was going to survive and

um, even to put him ttirough it for that few hours and his family, weiI 1
don? know (about) his family (being) putting through it, they probably
wanted us to try and do a little bit, but you just knew that it (was) totally
hopeless and it was just so unnecessary kind of. WeU, 1 shouldn't say that, 1
mean itfs not my deciçion to Say that, but um, 1just remember the family
was in total shock. Oh, he was engaged too actually and his fiance came in
and she stood at his head and you know we were - I was just thinking 'how

could you possibly see someone who you are going to marry lying there like
that'. The memones you would have ail your Me, and 1 remember she was
standing a t the head of his bed kind of, for awhile.. .(page 14, Iines 23-27 and
page 15, h e s 14).
Hailey: Horrible, it was awfd. Like, you know, you Iooked at hirn and you
just knew he was going to die iike within a couple of hours, so.. .l don't

know,1 think it was more maybe just kind of like hopelessness, you know,
you couldn't do anything to help them (page 21, lines 5-9).
Vu Inem bilitq
Exposure to death and tragedy created feelings of vulnerability in Elaine,
Jane, and Hailey.

Elaine: I'm thinking how my thoughts were sort of consumed with 'oh what
an awful world, and why did 1have four kids, like you could raise them to

be mode1 citizens, and somebody is going to snuff them out because they did
something they felt was nght.. .1started thinking really morbid things ...Um,

I don't know if you get away (aying more) from thinking about
things. ..Like, 1 related to those people, um, they Ioved their kid, and it
wasn't enough ...I thought a lot about you know, the phone c d , they
(parents) didn't ta& about that but you know, getting a phone c d or the
police coming to your door and 1 thought of that Those comrnercials (sta

-

crying) have &O been on, the ones with the drinking and driving the
young kids. Our kids have been taJking more about that um, yeah, you can't
dwell on it, but something like that makes you dwell on it for a while and it

frightens you - and you are sort of mcapatitated. Like you're overwhelmed,
you're focused on that, you are doing evexything around the house trying to
keep your kids proteded and then you are thinking afîer a while, 'you can't
do it, you just can't do if. You just have to - you have to believe in
something else.. .(page 15, lines 23-27 and page 25, lines 1-26).
Jane: 1 thmk with the more awful things you see, you get a little bit more
hardened a littie bit.. .it makes you dread it (death)... f i e you just, oh yeah 1

think sometimes, 1 think 'oh, 1 just dread the day that someone 1 know, that 1
love dies'. Just dread it Think about it a lot...y ou think about it too much.
Drives them aazy sometimes - diecking on them, espeaally your parents
and shiff. But you just think that way - and that's what 1 kind of miss, I

think you miss the part of you that wasn't iike that before you got into this,

this line of work. Where you just happily go IuckiIy go through your
day.. .Igma little more vulnerable than 1 think (page 25, lines 1-27 and page
26, lines 1-22).

Furu
A spirit of rage at coileagues and at the situation in general, overcame some
of the partiapants as they attempted to process the2 event

Pat The potenaal for it to reoccur bothers me...ifs those systemic factors
that.. .seet after 1was sad, 1 was angry. I was r e d y quite angry...I wanted
to make some positive changes and 1 saw that they weren't happening and 1
became frustratecl with that People not realizing that the potenihl of these
issues are, the gravity of them...after that sadness kind of left, I know what

prevailed m me was a pessimism and negativism that wasn't typicd for me
(page 19, h e s 12-17, page 21, h e s 45, and page 23, h e s 5-6).

-

Elaine: ...and these parents they did nothing to deserve u m what was
handed them (crying) (page 25, luies 1-2).
Haiiey: thafs part of what's so fnistrating. 1rnean, no one should die fiom a
25% bum. That's not what killed him, you know, it was something that was

missed basically ...the one thing that really bothers me is the fact that it was a

-

case of mistaken identity something that shouldn't have happened.. .not

o d y is he so Young?but it shouldn't have happened to him. You know, it
was nothing that was his fault (page 33, lines 5-16, and page 9, lines 15-17).
Judy: What bothers me about it is that three nurses went through an
incredible upheaval in their lives for no reason...it still bothers me that it
even happened, of course some good things came from it, but it was just a
big waste of energy, a needless waste of energy in some ways because we
didn't do anything wrong (page 24, lines 1426).

Self-Rewoach
Three of the participants made statemenb which assigned fault to
themselves in relation to the event or fault in the way they responded to the

intident.

Fat ...I'm fragile,...I'm not as tough as 1 thought 1 was (page 21, lines 10-11).

Mary: And you know what, as soon as 1 saw that, 1 thought what damaged
this patient, I'm not allowed to touch him anymore. 1shut if off and that
stuff but I thought 1 had damaged him. 1 never thought about what 1 should

do, alI 1 thought was I
'
m not aüowed to touch him anymore ...1 was so upset
that I had made a mistake because 1 am not allowed to make mistalces...but 1
had hurt him and 1 wasn't aliowed to, 1 guess 1 thought 1 should be locked
up (teary) (page 12, h e s 26-27. page 13, lines 1-27, and page 14,line 1).

Hailey: 1 kind of wish sometimes that 1 wouldn't let myself get that dose to
people. 1 think it would be easier in the long nin (page 36, lines 24-25).

Cognitive
Re-structurinps
Cognitive re-stxucturing refers to the ability of the person to restructure and
reappraise their thoughts and feelings in relation to the event in order to find
meaning. Re-structuring can be either positive or negative in nature.

Positive Re-stsucturinp;
In positive re-structuring the individual processes events in a manner which
promotes information processing. Participants demonseated positive re-structuring
in one of three ways.

Findina Mea ning
Finding rneaning in the event was demonstrated in many different forms.
Questioning aspects of the event was common.
Jane: ...How do people go through stuff like that?. ..1 think 1 codd handle
it.. .it affects you, how you think about life and it kind of ruins, it takes a
iittle bit away from, actuaily in a way it makes you enjoy life more and in a

way it makes you look at life a little differently (page 23, iines 18-27).

Donna:

...nght when it was happening, 1was thinking and txying to figure

out...could something have been better? Why does this conflict have to be?
(page 25, lines 10-11 and page 24, lines 12-13).
Elaine: I
'm thinking 'you know - are you suppose to get that involved, or are
you just suppose to let it go?' ...a thousand questions, how do you get over

this?...I was îrying to look at it a bit more objectively and puIl away actuaiiy
(page 17, lines 1-2, page 33, lines 2, and page 30, iines 10-11).

Pat I remember one night waking up and just writing about it. ...so 1showed
My Mom and Dad the poem and 1 remember they both aied.. .it (poem) was
about me ...it's a couple of pages. It was just about how 1felt (page 15, lines
1-5 and page 19, lines 4-6).

Suttvression
Consciously putthg aside thoughts and feelùigs related to the event waç a
necessary and successful tool for some of the participants.
Judy: ...just to be abIe to function on a d a y - t d a y basis, you just couldn't
obsess and think about it a l l the t h e . 1had to be.very strict with myself at
h e s and Say, 'put this out of your mind, you can't do anything about it

nght now', particularly at night ü m e when my mind would start to wander
when 1 couldn't get badc to sleep that I had to Say 'no, we are not thinking

about this nght now, you are absolutely nof (page 21, iines 13-18).
Elaine: ...like this is ridiculous and 1 remernber crying all the way from St
Vital up to here and 1 thought this is just nuts...and 1 thought '1 can't be

doing that' (page 35, Iines 6-7 and page 18, line 6).

ReafFhnutim
Two of the participants experienced

of the love they felt for

family members.
Elaine: 1 thought of him, 1didn't pibure Benjie, 1just thought a lot about
him, 1 realized how much 1 loved him (page 24, lines 1819).
Hailey: 1think probably in the back of my mind, you know, when 1 was just
thinking you know, I'm glad 1 still have my üttle brother (page 25, lines 16-

17)-

Negative re-stmcturinq
In negative restnicturing events are distorted or denied. Appraisal and
attributions of causality are blocked. Mary was the only participant who
demonstrated negative re-stnicturing.

Mental Blocking

Mary:

...positive aspects?...uh positive, positive, nothing positive for me.

And 1 still have a mental, 1 still refuse, or whatever, 1 sfilI cannot andyze
glucose related electrolyte imbalances...there is the k t , you know, the
electrolytes and the calculations and alI that sort of stuff. It doesn't work.. .I
cantt, 1 can't (page 31, Lines 22-27 and page 32, lines 1-8).

Resilient Copinq
According to Wilson (1989), resiüent coping refers to the capacity of the
individuai to conünualIy manifest flexibility and mastery of stressful events without

a disruption in psychic equilibnum @. 18).

Bob was the only participant who demonstrated an abiüty to resüiently cope
with his traumatic event
Bob: I think probably one of the things that 1have kind of developed over

the years and one thmg that 1do a lot of for myself is my background is
philosophy and theology degrees and that, and so you do a lot of refieaing
on ideas and integrating things, i f s suppose to form a nice little system

when you do philosophy, and I found that that hm been r e d y helpful for
myself just in the fact that when you refiect on something, you really try and

- 1 h d it easier anyway after doing some of the mental philosophical
thinking, 1 find it easier to integrate experiences, ah, and make sense of
them. When you see something that happens you can fit it into your
personal framework - you can reflect on it and it fits in or doesnftor you Say
'well, this is where it has to gof. For me, it's kind of a mental thing, an idea
thing that has to kind of fit together. That's one thing that 1 find quite
helpful (page 28, h e s 14-27).

Summary of Individual Subjective Response to Trauma
A person's individual subjective response to a traumatic event can be
manifest in emotional, cognitive, motivational, and neurophysiological modalities.
Coping strategies occur as emotions and feelings are appraised, sorted and
transformed into new meaning. Table 10 summarizes the elements of the individud
subjective response to trauma as seen in the participants in this study.
Affective Distress was manifested in the partiicpants in a variety of ways
and is comprehensivelly described. Most predominant were feelings of sadness and

emotional fatigue. Physical reactions to the traumatic event, categorized in Wilson's
modei (1989) as neurophysiological responses, were present but few. An emotional
readion was more likely to be experienced by the ICU nurses.

The sukategory of Not Wantmg to go to Work under the broader category
of Denial/Avoidance is signihicant It is interesMg to note, however, that of ail the
nurses who voiced these thoughts, not one of the nurses was absent from work
because of the event A motivation to be present for the patient and the family and
to see the event through to the end lured the nurses back to work.

Intrusive re-experiencing was experienced by the participants. Hallmark

signs of intrusion sudi as Wual images, smells, sounds, and problems sleeping
were evident. In addition, the nurses were able to describe a consummation with
the event that resulted in repeated thinking of the event in the time after the
incident Classic to this was a description of immediate thinking about the event
upon re-awakening. On-going memories related to the event were discussed and it
was dearly evident that none of the participant had forgotten the details related to
their inadent.
Only one of the partiicpants attended a Debriehg after her incident One
other nurse p h e d to attend a Debriefing but was unable to secondary to diildcare difficulties. The nurse who did attend the Debriefing found the intervention to

be of great value.
Exposure to repeated human tragedy resulted in a feeling of vulnerabiüty in
some of the nurses. Fear of experiencing tragedy in their own personal lives
foiiowed them in their t h e away from work.

The nurses actively utilized suppression of thoughts and feelings related to

the critical incident. There was a constious decision to push away ail matters
related to the event This natural coping mechanism was highly effective in that the
nurses were then able to charme1their energy toward cognitive re-structuring
methods such as finding meaning and reaffirming values and beliefs related to

nursing, patient care, and Me in generai.
As summarized, the nurses' individuai subjective response to theh crifical
inadent was variable. Poçt-trauma adapataion to these reponses are desaibed in
the next section.

Table 10
Individual Subiedive Response to Trauma in K U Nurses who
Experience a Criticd Incident.

Affective Dis%&
Sad

Affect Balance

Disbelief
PhysicalNumbing
GoingThroughthe
Motions
DeGichment

DePr=&

Lack of
Concentration

uF=t
A='F
Exnotional Fatigue
Relief
Anxiety and Panic
Fear
Self-doubt/Seifb h e
Embarrasment
Nervousness /
Wov
Losing Control
Sarcasm

Denial/ Avoidance
Not Wanting to Go
to Work
Pushing It AU

Cognitive Responses to Trauma
Accurate AwraisaI
1

1

Intrusion
VisualIrnages

Sm&
Çounds

Away

Memories
Roblems Sieeping
Thmhng
. . About It

Taking a Little
Break

Coping Responses to Trauma
Instnunental Co~mp;
Education
Diversion
Debnefnig

a
a
a

Emotional Coump;
Helplessness
Hopeiessness
Vuinerability

Fury
a

Self-Reproach

Cosmitive

Re-structurinq
Positive
Finding
Meaning
Suppression
Reaffkmation
Negative
Ment.

Post-Trauma Adaptation
Post-traumatic adaptation is innuenced by personaiity characteristia,
situationai elements of the traumatic event, the nature of the recovery environment,
and by the mdividual coping resources. According to Wilson (1989) adaptation to
the traumatic event can be pathological or nonpathologicai.

Acute Adaptation
Acute adaptation to traumatic stress can be pathological and

nonpathological in nature. Participants in this study demonstrated both adaptation
responses to their event.

Patholopjcal
-

As previously mentioned the pathological responses demonstrated by the
participants in this study are based on the reactions they described in the immediate
tirne after their critical incident. At the time of the interviews none of the
participants displayed symptoms of an active pathological response. Two of the
participants in the study demonstrated symptoms of FTSD according to the DSM-IV
(1994). In order to meet the criteria for PTSD, the partiapant must meet ail of the

following criteria: (a) exposure to an event outside the range of normal human
experience, @) resxperiencing the event, (c) demonstrate at l e s t two mechanisms

by which stimuli assochted with the event are avoided, and (d) demonstrate at least
two symptoms indicative of increased arousal (please refer to Table 2). Fat, Elaine,
and Judy met all of the diagnostic requirements for P'ED. Furthermore, whiie

Elaine and Judy met the criteria for acute P'ïSD, based on the fact that the
symptoms lasted Iess than 3 months. Participant #1 met the criteria for dvonic

PTSD because her symptoms laçted longer than 3 months, for a totai of
approximately eighteen months. None of the three partiapants were aware that

they met the diagnostic mteria for PTSD. Pat and Elaine were uncertain if their
event met the definition of a critical incident

In t e m s of FTR, the major defining characteristics, as listed in the Handbook
of Nursing Diamosis (1997), were matched to each of the participants. The findings
are presented in Table 7. Bob was the only one of the n h e participants who did ~t
meet the criteria for PTR. As with the participants who met the a5teria for PTSD,

participants who met the criteria as having FTR were unaware of the phenornenon.

Donna, Jane,and Hailey were &O uncertain if their event met the definition of a
critical incident.

Non-PatholoejcaI
Nonpathological responses to trauma may indude no change in behavior, a
positive diange in personaIity and corresponding behavior, intensification of
spe&c stages of ego development, psychosocial acceleration in ego development,
and aiterations in beliefs, values, and attitudes (Wilson, 1989, p. 19). Partiapantsf

nonpathological responses have been desaibed according to two f u f i e r subcategories.

ReBection of Self
Nurses were able to contemplate about their personal and professional
selves in relation to the aitical incident.

Pat It altered probably m y career plans, it had sorne impact on that Um,

(sigh)...it made me look at my career and ifs potenaal impact on myself and
others in a different way (page 20, lines 1-3).
Judy: 1 think i f s made me, in a lot of ways, it's made me a more confident
person, it's made me really beiieve in what 1 do as a nurse, that 1 do my best
and 1 do a good job of looking after people (page 28, lines 811).
EIaine: 1 felt r e d y privileged to be there, in ail honesty when it happened.

Um, 1 don? know what it is (crying)- people's pain is a draw, whether you
just want to be there to help or you see how people are coping or how they
are dealing with it, but to be able to be there and look in her eyes looking at

-

her son, it I just felt r e d y honored to be there. It's a b

y thing to Say but

you feel that you are part of this and um, in no way am 1 part insincere, like 1
was able to be there, 1 was able to hand her a box of kleenex, 1 was able to

give her a couple of strokes, 1was able to see the pain that she was going
through to be able to later on, I donft know, help look after him and be there
for her (page 26, h e s 21-27 and page 27, Iines 1-2).
Jane: How you think about life and it kind of mins, it takes a little bit away
from, actually in a way it makes you enjoy Iife more and in a way it makes
you look at life a little differently and not as wonderfuL 1don't think 1
wodd want to, 1 donftwant to end up a depressed and miserable, bumt out
nurse, so I would just change jobs, even though 1 know, someone has to
work there, but...you feel kind of bad, but...you do have to look after
yourself (page 23, Iines 25-27 and page 24, Iirtes 1-3).

Discovery

Discovery referred to the abüity of the participants to discover and learn

aspects about themsdves that they had previously not known.
Sheila: ...I learned more 1think of what kind of person and a nurse 1am and
i f s OK to be caring which, you know and 1 think that I've grown
professiondy from this...Ifm happy with the way 1 perfonn and I'm happy

the way 1can interact with amilies and 1 know that 1 can have a bad
situation and handle it healthy (page 31, iines16-18 and page 33, lines 4-5).
Doma: So, yeah, 1 guess it was helpful in the way it opened my eyes to

(Ethics Cornmittee) (page 15, lines 10-11).
Bob:

...kind of inaeased recognition of the anxiety, anger, and stress that

families are going through 1 think ...to recognize that trust is a criticai
element.. .trust and communication.. .I've leamed a lot about myself, 1 Iearnt
that, that, you know, I can do things that are unpleasant ... (page 32, lines 1025 and page 29, lines 5-19).
Elaine: ...and 1 think ail I learned from that was that 1 guess i f s not - when
something happens like that it takes a lots of energy or maybe it doesnfttake

a lot of energy, it just takes a cornmitment to try and do something about it
to work through it...y ou look at your kids and you thkik 1can just control
them only for an extremely short time in their Me,and the rest is just - ifs
not my thing (page 19, lines 25-27, page 20, line 1, and page 26,lines 6-7).

Hailey: I guess I've Iearned that 1 need dosure in things, which is something
1 never reaily looked at consciously before, but I think that helps (page 34,

h e s 89).

Lire Course Development
Wilson describes three cahgories under the theme of life-course
development These are intensification of developmental stages, retrogression, and
psychological alteration. Partiapants h d i n g s hom this study have been grouped
into the latter two categories.

Retrogression
According to Wilson (1989),retrogression in development indudes
regressive behavior or the reactivation of previous unresolved conflicts, distressing
feelings, and prior episodes of vuherability (p.19). Mary and Jane demonstrated
aspects of retrogression in their responses.

Mary: But you see, that resentment, everybody else is very happy and
friendly and everything and 1just sit there with that resentment 1 think it is
too late now to, 1 should probably let it go, no 1 should have done something
about it at the tirne...I'm very distrustful of everything...1 don't trust the
institution.. .and 1am sali paranoid.. .nothing positive for me (page 30, lines

10-12and page 31, lines 3-23).
Jane: 1 think 1 worry about things way more than 1use and I'm aiways
womed about my parents, my loved ones, my everythmg...1 think about
death a lot more and how fragile Me is and how your life can be over so
quiddy.. .that awareness of death thing...I'm sure it cornes into my rnind

everyday, maybe a couple of h e s a day whidi isn't redy, 1 wouicin't Say,
weil 1shouldn't Say not normal, but i f s not average (page 24, Iines 18-27 and
page 29, Iines 5-9).

P&ological

Alteration

Psychological alteration reflects forward rnoving and behavior enhancing
adaptation. There may be a shiffing of o v e r d awareness and philosophicd outlook.
Partiapants indicated evolution to psychological alteration according to one of three

sub-categories.
Triumvh over A d v m 0 t q
One of the participants spoke about her ability to overcome hardship,

Pat

...1 think that, for me persondy, m y t h e you face some kind of

adversity and you succeed in dealing with it or um, that this is positive,
that's growth (page 19, Lines 22-24).
A New Persvective

The category A New Perspective differed from the sukategories Refiection
of Self and Discovery, in that the new perspective for participants seemed to reflect a
new and deeper sense of self coupled with a desire to move onward in life.
Pat Actually, the poem, 1 looked at it for a while and then I wanted to throw
it out and my mother said she wanted it, so 1 gave it to her. Then about a
year ago, 1 asked for it badc and it doesn't feei the same, reading it and 1am
able to read it from a different perspective (page 18, lines 23-26).

Bob: In some ways 1 think that these kind of situations for myseU do have a
üttle bit of a paradigmatic effect in that as you see a situation Iike this, it

gives you new understanding ...it's kind of an ongoing thmg... 1guess one
of the things about the whole idea of death, dying, and the meaning of life,
existential angst and a i l that ,1 mean thafs why 1 got into philosophy in the
first place and why 1spent 6 or 7 years in Grad School and alI that stuff...Itve
spent a lot of hill-time structured and wtructured time thinking about that
(page 33, lines 3-21).
Elaine: ...actudly 1think this was good for me because 1kind of wondered
after th.&long in KU, um,ifs not a bad thing to cry, ifs a worse thing if you

can't cry, it reconfirmed for me after aU that's said and done that um, I donft
W.Ifmbumt by any stretch.. .1 didn't want to become hard.. .Being able to

get dose to a f d y 1think is always a positive as much as it hurts and you
see the good in people (page 34,lines 2-8 and page 42, h e s 67).
Hailey: ...and then you see someone who goes through this and ifs just like,
it kind of p u t . everything in perspective. 1don't know, it's kind of hard to
describe, but ah - 1 don? know (page 34, h e s 3-5).

Two participants spoke about the g&s and resources they had been given
through the living of their traumatic event;
these things happened at once and it was a huge gdt that just
Judy: ..Al
Ianded in my life.. .Ifveprobably leamed that you can survive just about

anything. 1mean, you go through something where you feel that somethmg
nght out of your control is threatening you and that you can come through it
and that we all have gifts and resources to draw on...I mean this was

probably one of the most stressful events in my Me and we got through it

and some good tfüngs came from i t R e d y good things (page 23, ünes 7-8
and page 29, h e s 1-11).

Elaine: ...it was an eye opener ..-1c m go on (page 45, h e s 12-20).

S m m n a w of Post-Trauma Adaptation
This section summarized the partiapants' adaptation to their traumatic
event The variables which comprise post-trauma adaptation are found in Table 11.
Pathological and nonpathological reactions were found to have occurred.
Non-pathological responses in the participants were characterized by the inward
reflection of self. Turning inward, discoveries were made about themselves as
nurses and as persons.

Higher level adaptation was exhibited by the nurses in the category of
Psychological Alteration. The heroism of the nurses' spirit was demonstrated in the
categones of Triumph over Adversity, A New Perspective, and New Opportunity.
Inward reflection of self had now been tumed outward to accept new challenges
and opportunities in their personal and professional lives.

Table Il
Post-Trauma Adaptation in ICU Nurses who Experknce a Critical Inadent.
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Chapter Summary
In this chapter a detaiied description of the study unit was provided. The
physical environment and the key actors in the environment were described. Types
of patients and a typical shift were portrayed in order to provide a glimpse into the
actual work worid of the ICU.

Wilson's (1989) Interactional Mode1 of Traumatic Stress Readions was used

as a guiding framework for reporting the findings kom this study. Significant data
was categorized according to the element of the mode1 to which it best related. In

some instances new categories were developed in order to summarize the findings
in a more precise mode and in a fashion which tnily refiected the nature of the

experience fiom the participants' perspective.

In the next chapter the variables and elements of the findings will be
discussed, integrating individual elements into one collective experience.

CHAPTER FIVE

FINDINGS/CONCLUSIONS/RECOMlMENDATIONS
Introduction
The purpose of this final chapter is to discuss and explore the meaning of the
findings presented in Chapter Four. Isolated eiements of the experience of critical
incident stress are woven together to examine the o v e r d experience kom the

participants' perspective.
Discussion is devoted to the suitability of the overall study question and the
conceptual appropriateness of the individual study questions. A review of Critical
Incident Stress (CIS) in relation to Wilson's (1989) Interactional Mode1 of Traumatic
Stress Reactiow wiU support the resportses to these questions. Strengths and
weaknesses of Wilson's Interadional Mode1 are reviewed. The methodologicai
perspective for the shidy is &O criüqued.

The findings of the study are related to the nursing literature that had the
most relevance for this study. This indudes the work related to prevalence studies
of CIS in nurses and description and categorization of critical incidents in nursing.
Findings of the study are reviewed in ternis of their applicability to other
nursing experiences with CIS,outside of the realm of ICU. Discussion is dedicated
to my own personal joumey with critical incident stress. Reflexivity and reflection

are &O detailed in relation to the study.
Finaily, recommendations for nursing practice, administration, education,
and research are provided.

Discussion of Study Design in Relation to Wdson's Interactional Mode1
Discussion of Conceptualization of Research Questions
The first two objectives of this study were:
1. To describe in detail what it is Iike for an K U nurse to experience a

critical incident,
2 To explore and describe the antecedent, concomitant, and post event

factors present in an ICU nurse's Me, in relation to experiencing the
traumatic event.
As documented in the desmption of the setting, the activity in the ICU is
high volume and high risk. The nursing work is physically and psychologicdy
grueling. EncomteMg traumatic events at the bedside is a daily event and not a
rare occurrence. Therefore it was indeed most appropriate to ïnquire about the
nature of the experience of traumatic stress from the perspective of the nurse.
Persona1 interviews with the nurses were highly effective in eliuting complex and
moving stories related to the lived world of critical incident stress.

In order to probe and explore the aitical incident in its entirety, the
experience as a whole was dissected into antecedent, concomitant, and post-event
factors. An ethnographie study design was chosen to best answer this objective.

The process-oriented approach of ethnography facilitated r e s e a . questions that
fostered a retrospecüve joumey with the participants as they re-lived their critical
incident Indeed, they were personal joumeys of incredible magnitude and
intensity. They were joumeys that were comprised of a prelude, a complex story,

and a h a l e in terms of the event, but not one of memory. Wilson's (1989)
Interactional Model of Traumatic Stress Reactions provided a framework for
categorhing the many elements of these joumeys.

Discussion of Wilson's Interactional Model of Traumatic Stress Reactions
The four major dimensions of Person Variables, Environmental and
Situational Variables, Individual Subjective Response to Trauma and Post-Trauma
Adaptation that comprise Wilson's (1989) interactional model, proved to be an
effective way of dissecting the whole of the experience of C E into intercomected
but separate components. However, based on my fùidings, it is apparent that
Wilson's mode1 Iacks specificity related to nursing practice. For use in the nursing
world, therefore, Wilson's model will require further refinement. A lad< of
speaficity was evidenced by the numerous sub-categories that were identified based
upon an analysis of the data. While an exhaustive list of categories was identified,
some of these were created based upon the responses of a few and sometimes only
one of the partiapants. Therefore, further work is required in nursing research in
order to determine that the categories defined in this study have relevance to larger
nursing populations.
The antecedent factors related to the aitical event indude in part the
multiple variables of the person, which are present prior to the incident occurring.
Questions one through five in the interview guide asked the nurses to desmbe
themselves as professionals and sought to describe the participants as persons who
have motives, traits, beiiefs, values, abilities, etc.. as detailed by Wilson (please refer
to Figure 4). A detailed description of the participants was derived from this

portion of &e i n t e ~ e wguide and the sigruficance of these findmgs is discussed
later in this chapter. Antecedent factors related to the impact of the unit activity on
the criacal incident were probed by askmg questions seven and eight in the
interview guide. By and large participants felt thaï there was no impact on their
own traumatic event by other activity occurring in the Unit that day. Pat was the
sole partiapant who observed differently in this regard. She felt that the other
emergent situations in the Unit contnbuted to stafnng aises that Left her abandoned
to perfom a new and difficult procedure by herself.

The concomitant factors related to the criücal event are described under the
dimension of Environmental and Situational Variables. Rich and thorough
description of the participants' aitical incidents are afforded by desaibing the
events in terms of the categories Dimensions of the Trauma, Experience of the
Trauma, Sbucture of the Trauma, and Post-Trauma Milieu. Wilson's (1989) mode1
is extremely detailed in this regard and responses from the participants were able to

bring a nursing specifiaty to the various elemenb of the environment and of the
situation. Relevant findings are discussed Iater in this chapter.
Post-event factors relative to the critical incident were captured by the
dimensions of Individual Subjective Respowe to Trauma and Post-Trauma
Adaptation. Wilson's attentiveness to multiple Muencing elements fulIy captured
the experience of the participants. Where appropriate further sub-categories were
developed, a refledion of the unique characteristics of the nursing world.
From a concephial perspective there was excellent congruence between the
second study objective and Wilson's (1989) Interactional Model. By utilizing the

model as a guiding framework, a thorough andysis of the entire experience of
criticai incident stress was afforded.

The manner m which the model is depicted in Figure 4 is, 1believe.
misleading. Readmg the phases of the model from left to nght Ieads one to believe
that the experience of critical incident stress is linear and evolutionary in nature
ather than interactional in nature, as the name of the mode1 impiies. The truly
dynamic and interactional strengths of the mode1 may be better depided according
to the diagram in Figure 5. Here, conjoining M e s demowtrate the
interrelationships that are woven among all of the various ekments of the process of
traumatic stress reactions. With the critical incident at the heart of the model, the
four major dimensions that determine the individual's response to the criacal
incident are entwined together, reflecting the retiprocity of the relationships
between the dimensions. Of note is that the dimension of Post-Trauma Adaptation
forms part of this interactive network and is not set apart as though it were an entiv

which occurs at the end of a pattern of predictable responses. Participants in this
study indicated that they will never forget the emotional transformation which they
experienced as part of the living of the traumatic event. Therefore. adaptation must
be comected to the dimension of person due to the re-shaping of personhood
variables that takes place as a result of the event Bob was the participant who was
best able to articulate this concept He felt that his adaptation to the event was an
ongoing process. His embarking on making sense of the event would continue by
future experiences which cause him to re-think this experience and re-integrate it,

m u r e 5, Revised version of an Interactional Mode1 of Traumatic Stress Reactions.

with new information and understanding, into his own persona1 framework.
Therefore the process of adaptation is an ongoing process, a iifelong occurrence.
Wilson's (1989) Interactional Mode1 is a comprehensive method for
extrading the components of the experience of traumatic stress. The numerous subcategories, which were developed in this shidy, have enabled Wilson's mode1 to be
tailored to the speafic nature of ICU nursing. Collectively Wilson's elements,
coupled with the variables further defined as part of this study, refiect the scope of
the experience of CIS in ICU nurses.

Discussion of Methodological Perspective of the Study
The study of the experience of critical inadent stress in K U nurses required
the use of a method that permimd the phenornena to be deeply probed and
explored in the context of the environment in which ICU nurses practice. Hence, a
focused ethnographic study design was chosen. Reasons which supported a
ethnographic approach were: ( a ) detailed description of the phenornenon of CIS is

lacking; ( b ) an understanding of the emic perspective of CIS is needed; ( c )
traumatic siress reacüow are a process which Vary and change over t h e and
therefore require a saentific design which is also process oriented (Morse and Field,
1995); and ( d ) an ethnographic approach supported the inclusion of the

characteristics of holism, contextuality, and reflection and reffexivity into the study.
Each of the above-cited reasons wiil be discussed with regard to their fiitingness
with the findings of this study.

Detaiied Description of the Phenomenon
A semi-structured interview guide was used to interview the nine

participants in the study. Each interview lasted approximateiy one and a half to
two hours in Iength and resulted in transcribed interviews which were 29 -45 pages

in length. Key words and phrases were extracted from the transcribed interviews
and categorized according to the 42 major categories idenafied by Wïlson (1989).
Based on the findings of this study, two other major categories were idenîified for a
total of 44 major categories occurring under the four major dimensions of the model.

In addition a further 119 sub-categories were created which desaibed more

specificalIy the nature of the experience from the nurses' perspective. Therefore the
cumulative description of the variables desaibed in Wilson's model stimulate the
experience of critical incident stress in ICU nurses.

The Emic Perspective
Participants in the study were incredibly candid and ülustrative in their

telling of their stories. Cautious at first, they were protective of old wounds. They
were also considerate of my time and purpose, concemed they may be taking my
time to recount stories that did not constitube the true meaning of a aitical inadent

How contrary to the truth were their concerns!
There is profound meaning in the spoken word of these ICU nurses. Their
tales had my attention from the moment they were told. My ears were the first to
hear their words, narrated in reIation to the questions 1posed. As a whole their
words told a moving story, and yet even when dissected in part in order to Iend

support or explain an dement of their experience, their words contained emotion
and relevance.

It is hard to transmit the feeling attached with their words when a written
medium is used to explain meaning. The tone of their voices as they spoke certain
phrases rings in rny ean. The pain in Pat's heart as she desaibed getting ready for
work after her incident occurred; the confusion in Donna's mind as her words
attempted to make sense of a disillusioning and uncertain experience; the anger in
Mary's memory as she recalled the betrayal she felt from her colleagues; the
conviction in Judy's voice when she reported on how she knew in her heart she had
done nothing wrong when she provided end of life therapy for her patient; the
frustration in Bob's voice as he recalled the countless t h e s he told the family the
same news over and over again only to have hem hear somethùig else; the

devastation in Elaine's eyes as she re-watched a Mother and Father leave their son's
bedside, their hearts ripped out in anguish; the horror in Jane's voice as she spoke,
round-eyed and vividly recalled two horrific disfiguring sites; the sorrow in Hailey's
voice as she recded the death of a patient who had becorne a friend; and the scom
in Sheila's tone, for a group of Physicians who would not pay a family the respect of

which they were so deserving.
Emotion laden mannerisms partnered the nurses' words as they spoke.
Laughter, tean, voices quivering and w h i s p e ~ geyes
,
turning downward, hands
stroking a dog fast and furiously, a kleenexed hand dabbing sobbing eyes, arms
aossed and folded tight against a body, trying to hold in tears. These were the
ways the stories were told. These were the stones that brought a perspective of

critical incident stress from within the world of ICU nursing. Thus, the goal of
ethnography, to provide detailed, and rich contextual description, was satisfied.

Traumatic Stress as a Process

The interview guide promoted the telling of stones that reflected a
bansforrnational process of the inner spint From the description of the traumatic
event in d its complexities, to the telling of the impact of the event on their personal
iives, the nurses reported the incidents as occurrences that left a lastirtg impression.
With the commodity of t h e , the nurses were able to reappraise the stressful

incident and form new meanings and understanding.

This study was retrospedive in nature and therefore there is invariably a loss
of the true sense of process that occurs as a aitical inadent iç experienced. An
alternative mode of inqujr, su& as a case study would have the researcher partner
with one or two participants and follow with them longitudindy over t h e . The
researcher would corne to know the participant in a way that reflects their true
person. As the critical incident occurred, the researcher could experience the
assoaated trauma first-hand, and joumey dong with the participant as they embark
on the transformation to healing.

Holism, Contextualitv, and Reflection and Reflexivity
The holistic philosophy of ethnography was promoted by utilizing an
interactional mode1 that had the Person as a pivotal dimension. In Wilson's (1989)
Interactional Mode1 of Traumatic Stress Reactions the individual subjective respowe
to a critical incident was first and foremost shaped by the way the person related to

the multiples dimensions of their environment Hence, the person, body, mind, and
spirit was at ail tirnes an integrai component of the model.
Contextuality is an integral component of ethnography and therefore the
culture of the study setting was examined in this study. Questions 4,5, and 5B in
the mtedew guide were designed to ask the participants to describe what it is like
to work in the KU. Their reports were detailed and extremely consistent with one
another. From the descriptions provided by the nurses, an explicit portrayal of the

Unit was made possible. The physical environment, the staff, the patients, and the
activity are thus described in a manner that comprehensivdy describes the study

milieu.
Reflection and reflexivity are important aspects of a qualitative research

study and these were both inherent as part of this study. Reflexivity facilitated my
functioning as both researcher and paicticipant It was also a process that enabled
me to actively analyze and apply the findings kom one i n t e ~ e w
to another. For
example three additional questions were added to the i n t e ~ e w
guide based upon
emerging themes from other participants. One of these questions &O echoed my
own personal experience with traumatic stress. Question 10B asked the participants
if they found the support from their significant other to be limited in its value

secondary to the lad< of medical understanding their significant other brings to the
situation. This question was added because the first participant made reference to
this concept and it was one that was familiar to myself. I listened to the audiotape

after the interview with Pat was completed and came to this portion of the dialogue
where the support of others is diçcussed. 1found my mind drifong to another h e ,

when 1 came home after king at the hospital for eighteen hours, having supported
the grieving f d y of a patient who had committed suiade and a staff who were
left in a state of shock by the evenb which had transposed. My husband listened to
my recounting of the night and succeeding day but he was fnistrated and anxious,
concemed that 1 had jeopardized the health of myself and the baby 1was canying in
my womb. Three weeks Iater, when 1suffered a miscarriage, 1 felt tremendous guiit
that my service at work had compromised the Iife that lay within my body. It was
indeed, an important question to indude as part of the experience of critical incident
stress.
Reflexivity was induded in the interview m other ways. Pat desaibed her
critical incident to me and told a provocative story of caring for a young woman

who had k e n hombIy bumed as the result of an accident Approximately one
month after caring for this patient Pat was asked to care for another bum patient A

young man. He was a patient 1myself had cared for the in the Resuscitation Room
in the Emergency Department and transferred to SI. Pat took over my care for this

patient. 1 had forgotten about this incident But the feelings 1 had suppressed in
relation to caring for this young fellow came flooding badc. A deep and hoIlow core
was carved from my innards, so great was the pain I felt for him and his family.
The look of shodc and fear in his parent's eyes is one that 1 WUnever forget

During the interview with Janeshe spoke openly about her fear of death and
her vuinerability to personal tragedy. I had felt these same feelings for years. Too
scared to ever discuss them with someone else 1 felt immediateiy relieved to know
that others shared my womes. We digressed away form the i n t e ~ e w
schedule and

discussed our fears of death and dying. 1called it a death awareness, where

anything and everything can make you think of death. 1 could see how afraid she
t d y was of losing someone she loved so dearly. 1 related to her several personal
tragedies in my immediate farnily and that my ultimate conclusion, partly based on
literature I had read, was that Me is bill of uncertainty and pain and chaos and to
not accept these as tniths, is not to live life. At the end of the interview Jane took

rny hand and thanked me for dowing her the opportunity to tell her story. 1 can't
help but think she meant also the relief she felt in sharing her sole with another and
finding a comection in spirit
At the end of Sheilats interview she was telling me about other critical

incidents she had experienced in her nursing career. She spoke about caring for a
neurologicdy impaired woman who had been dedared brain dead. Sheila nursed
the woman's five-year-old a

d in the grieving process and helped her up ont0 the

patient's bed so she could kiss her Mommy good-bye. I began crying, the image too

much to bear. 1 pictured rny four-yearold son on a bed, saying good-bye to me for
the last tirne.

Refledion occurred as an ongoing process during the data collection and
data analysis portions of the study. The words of the partiapants were imbedded
in my mind and I heard them echoing in my thoughts as 1 went about my day to

day acüvities. My father passed away the day after the tenth i n t e ~ e wfor this
study was cancelled. My research came to a grinding hdt during the next two
weeks, as my family proceeded with funerai arrangements and associated
ceremonies of farewd. During this t h e , I was bothered by the thought of having

to recmit another participant 1was exhausted. 1 felt I had reached saturation in
terms of recruitmg potential subjecb. The phrases of the nurses went through my
mind time and thne agaùi. 1 heard them sayhg the same thing, giving the same
message. In the aftexmath of the funerall recontacted the tenth partiapant but my

c d was not returned. 1 deaded at that point not to recmit hirther. 1 made a
constious decision to listen to the words and meanùigs of the partiapants and 1
realized 1 had a depth of information, whidi would weil describe the experience of
criticai incident stress.

Of aII the participants, I felt the greatest bond with EIaine. Elaine possessed
many qualities that 1 highly regarded, as did aU of the participants, but for whatever

reason there were certain aspects of her personality with which, as Donna wodd
Say, 1 "twigged". I think Elaine's most distinguishing characteristic was her ability
to describe in great detail, matched with a mind that was inquisitive in a sirnilar
precise fashion. 1 saw a reflection of myself. DuMg the data analysis phase, as 1
listened to the interview with Elaine and as 1 re-read the transcribed interview, her
words becarne immersed in my mind and 1 re-thought them a dozen times a day. 1
don? know why. Perhaps because she had a way of describing feelings, which 1
had never before, been able to put words to. 1 just don't know. As 1 was writing
Chapter Four I learned of the tragic death of a brother of a friend of mine. He left

behind two s m d diildren, the same ages as rny own. 1 was devastated. 1 thought
of my fear of death and 1 thought of Jane. I felt Iike my heart was "ripped out", 1
felt so much remorse for this man's wife, and for his sister, my friend. 1thought of
Elaine. And Like Elaine, 1 thought of de&,

upon details about iife related to this

event. 1 wondered what it must be Iike for his wife to return to her home, a
wdcome haven for her young boys and a nightmare of mernories for herself. 1
wondered how you explain to a young boy that he is never going to see his father

again. I thought of Sheila and the wee girl she helped Say good-bye to her Mommy.
1 heard Elaine saying "there's just no fiiggin guarantees in Me". 1 heard myself tell

Jane that you just have to keep going, because othenvise you end up with your
whole life passing by without even enjoying ail its passion and glory. Refiection
was very much a part of my time during this study.
The findings from this study are fascinating and well deserved of further

discussion. The next section will discuss the findings in relation to the relevant
nursing literature

Discussion of Findings in Relation to the Nursing Literature
-

Prevalence Studies of CIS in Nurses
Corneil and Kinvan (1994) conducted prevalence studies of FTSD in nurses
employed in the Medical Services Brandi. Powell (1996) replicated Comeil and

Kirwan's study in Emergency and ICU nurses. The findings of the studies indicated
prevalence rates for FTSD of 33%and 42.1% respectively.
The participants in this study were compared to the diagnostic criteria for

PTSD, as defined in the DSM-IV(1994). In order to meet the aiteria for PTSD, the
individual must have met ail of the following criteria: (a) exposure to an event
outside the range of normal human experience, @) resxperiencing the event, (c)

demonshated at least two mechanisms by which stimuli associated with the event

were avoided, and (d) demonstrated at least two symptoms indicative of increased
arousal @Iease d e r to Table 2). Three of the nine partiapants in this study met aU
of the requirements for PTSD. The prevalence rate of PrSD m this study participant
population is therefore 33.3%. This is comparable to the rate reported by both
ComeiI and Kirwan (1994) and by Powell (1996). However, caution should be taken

in comparing the prevalence rate of this study with the other two studies conducted.
Firstly, the participant size of 9 participants may skew the resdts and portray a
higher prevalence than would be seen with a larger participant group. ÇecondIy,
Comeil and Kirwan (1994) and Powell (1996) uolized a different methodology to
determine the prevalence rate in their study populations. Prevalence rates in these
studies were caiculated using the Impact of Events k a l e by Horowitz and the Brief
Symptom Inventory developed by Derogatis and Spencer. These tools were not
used in this study. Prevalence rates were calcdated strictly according to the
frequency with which participants met the diagnostic criteria for PTÇD.

In summary a rudimentary caldation of the prevalence rate of PrSD in this
study population supports previous research on prevalence rates of PISD in nurses.

This is indicative of the highly stressful nature of nursing work. Exposure to
traumatic events in the ICU inaeases the likelihood of developing PTSD.

Description and Categorization of Critical Incidents in Nursing
Cornparison of F i n d i n , to Appleton's Study o n CIS
Appleton (1994) conducted a descriptive study which attempted to
determine which types of incidents nurses found to be stressful, the emotional
responses nurses experienced in relation to the event and ways nurses cope with

the aiticai incident A convenience sample of 50 medical and surgical nurses from

three separate hospitals was used. Data collection instruments hduded the
Emotional Appraisal Scde and the Ways of Coping %aie developed by Lazanis and
F o h a n (1986). Events appraised by the study nurses as behg critical were
categorized, hom most common to least common as follows, mord distress, iack of
responsiveness by a heaith care professional, violence toward a nurse, emergency
situations, patient death, and actual or potential contact with infectious body fluids
(hepatitis B or HIV).

In this study, events appraised as k i n g critical involved patient death,
burns, moral distress and commitfing acts of human error. Therefore there is
simiiarity to Appleton's study in the categones of patient death and moral distress.
Respondents in Appleton's study did not report burns or human enor as forming
categories of criticd incidents. Differences in the results may relate to the different
study populations and therefore the nature of the nursing work. That is, Appleton's
study was comprised of medical-surgical nurses whereby this study was speafic to

K U nurses. The differences between the two groups with regard to the reporting of
human error cannot be explained. One hypothesis for th& difference is that the
patients in the ICU are c r i t i d y ill and require multiple medications that require
precise titration of dosages and therefore the potential for error is great
The emotionai and physical responses, which the nurses in Appleton's study
reported, are briefly described in a narrative fashion. Physical reactions induded
headaches, nausea, and diarrhea. Physical reactions that were reported by nurses in

this study and which concur with Appleton's findings are headache. However, a

decreased appetite may be dosely associated with a feeling of nausea.
Appleton &O reported that her participants reported feeling fatigued but it
was not differentiated whether this was a physicai or emotional fatigue and

therefore cornparisons to this study cannot be made. Insomnia, reported as a
finding in Appleton's study, was not described as a physical or emotiond reaction
in this study. A sub-category of Problems Sleeping was constnicted in this study
under the category of Intrusion, related to the Cognitive dimension of Response to
the Trauma. Pat, one of the partiapants in this study, experienced insornnia.

Emotional reations to a critical incident reported by Appleton, induded
crying, nervousness, decreased concentration, agitation, anger, disappointment,
frustration, disgust, fear, anxiety, and worry. AU of these reactions are desaibed in
the numerous sukategories identified as part of the category of Affective Distress

that formed part of the theme of emotional response to trauma. It should be noted
that crying was induded to be part of the category of Sad. One reaction that was
reported m Appleton's study, which is not reported in this study, is that of
disappointment While the intonation of disappointment was implied in some of
the respondent's responses, none of the partiapants actudy used th& word during
the interviews. Feeiings, which may be related to the concept of disappointrnent,
are induded in the Upset category.
Appleton also reported that nurses in her study reported feeling confident,
secure, in control, exhilarated, relieved and hopeful. Appleton discusses these
responses under the reaction setion of her artide, and separate from her discussion

on coping. Thus, I have conduded that the nurses in her study reported these
feelings as part of their initial reaction to the traumatic event None of the

participants in thb study reported any of these feehgs as part of their subjective
response to the critical intident Due to the anecdotd nature of the article, exact
comparisons of this nature are difficuit to make.
Coping sbategies were identified in Appleton's study and she reports that
participants in her study ranked seekmg out social support, self-control, positive
reappraisal, and problem-solving as the four most frequent coping strategies.

Seeking out social support was discussed under the element of Level of Support
under the theme Post-Trauma Milieu. The categories of self control, positive
reappraisal, and problem-solving likely match many of the categories and subcategories idenofied in the Coping theme of the individual subjective reaction to the
trauma dimension of Wilson's interational model. Due to the brevity of the artide
Appleton does not provide exarnples of each of the coping strategies mentioned and
therefore once again exact cornparisons cannot be made.

In s u m m q there are many similarities between the findings from
Appleton's study and this study on CIS. Congruence between types of incidents
and emotiond and physical reactions to the traumatic event were identified. Precise
comparisons are difficuIt to make secondary to variances in the nomendature
utilized in the two studies.

Cornparison of Findings to Burns and H m ' s Study on CIS
One of the purposes of the study done by Burns and Harm (1993) was to
Study
determine what clinical events emergency nurses perceived as "criti~al'~.

instruments induded a questionnaire, which asked nurses to rank 18 possible
traumatic events on a Cpomt iikert-type scde. It should be noted that the nurses
were evaiuating a list of potential events and affkmkg whether they perceived the

incidents listed to be criticd. The rankuigs m no way mdicate that the nurses
actually experienced these situations, although it is possible Uiat nurses based their
choices on personal experience. The events, which were reported as king
potenaally most traumatic for nursing staff, are death of a M d , death of a
coworker, and suicide of a coworker. While these top three ranked evenis do not
relate to the findings of this study, other critical inadents identified by the

emergency nurses do correlate with the situations in this study. Behind the listing
of the type of event, I have induded the names of the nurses in this study, who
encountered these situations as part of their incident. The other events are: dealing
with multiple traumatic events in a short period (Jane, Hailey, Sheila); caring for the
severely bumed patient (Fat, Jane);multiple trauma with massive
bleeding/dismemberment (Elaine, Jane); providing care to a haumatized patient
who resembles self or family mernbers in age or appearance (Haine, Jane, Haiiey,
Sheila); incidents with excessive media coverage (Elaine); and deaIing with
hysterical family members (Donna, Bob). Once again it is noted that a cornparison

is king made only between a Iist of potentiaI critical events and the actual traumatic
events which occurred in this study. The dissirnilarity between the first three
ranked potentiai intidents and this study population may be expiained by
participant type. Burns and H a m surveyed Emergency nurses, who cared for
Mdren, whereas this partiapant population induded nurses who worked only in

an a d d t setting. Therefore the participants in this study would not have been
exposed to scenarios involving children. Secondly, the participants m Burns and
H m ' s study induded rural and urban nurses. As a result there may have been
greater potential for nurses in s m d e r communities to care for someone they knew.
Respondents in the Burns and H a m study were asked to describe the critical
inadent in their professional life that was the most diffidt for them to handle.
Narrative information from these responses is shared by the authors and has
relevance to this study. Visual imagery and feelings of helplessness were the two
themes noted by the researchers. Both of these themes were sub-categories reported
in this study.

In summary marked similarity is noted between the r e p o m g of potential
critical incidents in the Burns and Hanns study and actual incidents and their
components reported in this study. Traumatic events which were reported in both
studies indude dealing with multiples traumatic evenb in a short period of t h e ,
c a ~ for
g the severely bumed patient, multiple trauma with massive
bleeding/ dismemberment, providing care to a traumatized patient who resembles
seIf or family members in age or appearance, incidents with excessive media
coverage, and dealing with hysterical family members. Feelings of heIplessness and
visual re-imaging of the traumatic event were common to both studies.

Summary of Nursing Literature on CIS in Relation to the Findings of this

Studv
Studies by Appleton (1994), Bums and H m (1993),and Bergal(1998),
indicate that incidents in nursing which are likdy to be considered as critical events

indude death of a patient, situations mvolving moral distress, burns, experiencing
multiple critical events dosdy together, diçfiguremait/dismembement, providing
care to a patient who resembles self or family m age or appearance, incidents with

excessive media coverage, and dealing with hystericd or grieving family members.
Studies by Appleton (1994) and Bergal(1998) report on the emotional
reactions a nurse may experience &er a critical inadent These indude headache,
iwomnia, crying or sadness, nervousness and worry, decreased concentration,
anger or frustration, disgust or repulsion, fear, and anxiety.
The hdings from these three studies strengthen the daims that report what
inadents are most likely to cause a traumatic event in a nurse's life. Commonality
in ternis of emotional expression after the occurrence of the inadent is seen in both

the study by Appleton (1994) and by Bergal(1998).

In the next section specifïc new findings relevant to this study are discussed.
Discussion of New Findings from the Studv
By categorizing data from the interviews into those d e h e d by Wilson (1989)

in his Interactional Mode1 of Traumatic Stress Reactions, a thorough description of
the experience of critical incident stress was bom. The findings discussed in this

section have relevance for several reasons. Firstly the findings are congruent with
discoveries rdated to CE in other nursing iiterature. Secondly, some of the
condusions are new findings, previously not d h s s e d in the literature on CIS.
Therefore new information about the experience of CIS has been discovered. Lastly,
the findings have relevance because they reflect my own personal experience with

C S and therefore represent the importance of ordering research questions that are
grounded m nursing practice.
Findings from the study are discussed according to the demographic profile
summarized in Table 6,and according to the four major dimensions defined in
Wilson's (1989) model.

Discussion of Demographic Profile of the Participants
As previously discussed, eight of the nine partiapants in the study were
female. Whiie differences in gender may account for variation related to the nature
of the experience of CE,1 could not provide any evidence for the same fiom this
study. Bob was the sole participant who demowtrated an affinity to maintain affect
balance and accurately appraise his experience and therefore resiiient coping
strategies. I believe, however this was more a refiection of his personal beliefs and
values, rather than a refletion of gender.
Considerable range was noted in terms of the number of years spent in
nursing among the participants as weU as the number of years working in SI.
Despite these variations 1 did not see differences in Ievels of maturity or capability.
AU partiapants seemed fully ingrained into the culture of the Unit, regardless of the
length of time they had worked there.

As previously mentioned data were summarized related to the season of the
year when the event occuned in order to explore a personal hypothesis. As SI
receives many multiple trauma patients, 1 was curious to know if aitical incidents
were related to the arriva1of patients in the Unit, particularly during the summer
when accident and injury seems to manifest itself in the warm ManitOban summer

months. This hypothesis was further supported after the first interview with Fat, in
which she relayed the effect of working during a "sumner of trauma". From a
review of Table 6 it is apparent that my hypothesis was not supported. Five of the
events occurred in the winter, one in the FaII, one unknown, and two in the
summer.
Appleton (1994) reported that the majority of the incidents in her study
occurred on the evening or night shik She posed the reason for this was that
during these times of the day, there are less supports in tenns of leadership and
administration, and that this rnay contribute to the traumatic event 1 did not find a
similar finding in this study, with events occurring on ail tfiree shifts, with a fairly

equal sharing between the day and night shift
Norman (1989) in her study on Vietnam nurses, found relevance for the
concepts of location @ranchof service) and time Wear of service). Therefore these
same variables were reviewed in this study. In ternis of location, there was fairly

even distribution as to whether the incident occurred on the S m d Side or the Big
Side of the unit Interestingly, the majority of the events on Big Side occurred in Bed
#4. 1did not note this pattern unül analyzing the h d i n g s and therefore was unable

to share this observation with the participants. Based on my farniliarity with SI, a
possible hypothesis for this is that in an open area, the physical set up surrounding
the space at this bedside sornehow aeates an area which is more private and quiet.

This is probably a refledion that it is a corner spot in the Unit Therefore, there may
be a tendency for nursing staff to assign patient cases, whose prognosis is grave, to
this space in order to enhance the cornfort and privacy of the family. The range in

thne for the incident to unfold in ifs entirety ranged from one day to eleven
months. Four of the incidents took place over a penod of one week or greater.
Discussion of thiç h d i n g is continued under the discussion of Environmental and
Situationai Variables.

Discussion of the Findings Related to the Dimension of Person Variables
An o v e r d portrait of the ICU nurses as a Person, according to the elements

selected by Wilson (1989), was developed during this shidy. However. 1 feel that
th& is one area of the findings that are not as comprehensive as they should be, for

two reasons. FirstIy, 1 feel that my questions in the interview guide related to the
dimension of Person were too vague. Terminology speafic to person elements was
not utiIized and therefore 1feeI that 1was not able to explore these concepts to their

full potential in this study. Secondly, the brevity with which 1 met and interacted
with the participants prevented me from developing a more accurate appraisal as to
who they are as a person. A longitudinal study design would circumvent this
barrier .
A new major category of Life Events was created in the study. Based on the

Iiterature by Burns and H m (1993) 1 knew that personal factors in one's Iife may
have relevance to the perception of the event as king critical. Family structure and
composition, work experience, previous exposure to criticd incidents, and
important milestones such as marriage, were missing from Wilson's model.
Therefore the category of Life Events was created to capture the influence of these
variables on the traumatic event This category had relevance for six of the nine

partiapants, indicating support and need for such definition.

For those participants whose critical inadent mduded moral distress 1
compared their value and belief system to the critical situation, to look for
consistency. That is, that the incident which caused moral distress was indeed a
breach of their moral self. 1 found consistency in this regard ki aIl three cases.

Donna highly valued an organized approach to care, with uniformity and
cohesiveness among professionals. Her incident involved a patient whose care plan

was ambiguous and constantly changing. Judy was confident m her skillç and
abilities and prided herself in providing exemplary care and service to patients and
families. When her care was c d e d into question and she was accused of
contributing to the patient's death in a wrongful way, distress occurred. Sheiia set

high standards of practice for herself and her colleagues. She felt privileged to be
part of a team of providers and felt her contributions were e q u d y vaiued. Being

involved in a situation where others did not fulfill their role and in which her
actions were viewed as harrnfd, caused Sheila great tonnent.

Discussion of Findings Related to the Dimension of Environmental and
Situational Variables
Dimensions of the Trauma
Three elements of the theme Dimensions of the Trauma that Wilson (1989)
defined in his modei were not induded in this study. These were the variables of

displacement, Me-threat and complexity of stressor. The reasons these variables
were not induded is that they are more specific to traumatic events that involve
mass casuaity loss or occur as a result of natural disaster.

Duration of the event had significant meanhg for the participants in this
study, but from two different perspectives. As mentioned, four of the participants
were involved in events which carried on for a tirne of more than one week and in

thme cases for a penod of three months, eight months, and eleven months,
respebhilly. It was very evident that the duration of these events aeated great
hardship for the nurses. UncertainSr caused anxiety and fear and delayed the

abiüty of the nurse to ualize effective coping strategies.
Of interest however, was the fact that regardless of the adual time over
which the inadent occurred, alI of the participants perceived the event to have taken
a long tirne. A sense of waiting and prolongation was experienced. After enduring
thiç sense of rnotionless, ceremonies related to closure were considered to be

important and when this was not afforded this was noted by the nurses.
Exposure to gross disfigurement and to constant unexpected tragedy were
consistently reflected upon by the participants and supports previous findings by

Burns and H m (1993). A sense of personal vulnerabiiity permeated the souk of
the participants.

The sub-category of Family Pleas reflected the unique relatiowhip which
occurs between patient, family, and nurse. Some of the participants described
situations where the family was having d i f i c d 9 accepting the realify of their loved
one's situation. Their respowes to this grief resulted in moral distress for the
nurses, especiaiiy when the famify expected the nurse to support them in a denial
process,

A startüng and almost eerie h d m g was that four of the participants were
assigned to the same work space as where the m t i d event occurred, upon their
first shift badc to work. While likely coincidental in nature, intrusive re-imaging
was suffered as a consequence of these assignments.

Experience of the Trauma
As indicated by WiIson (1989) experiencing the trauma done may shape the
event differently for the person and may indeed escaiate the situation. Feelings of
isolation were common to four of the participants and was viewed negatively by the

participants. An additional finding related to the category of Alone was the
identification of the sub-category of Insulated. Four of the partitipants remarked
that they were so imrnersed in their own clinical situation that they were obiivious
to the events in their immediate environment

Participants indicated that this was

helpfd and alIowed themselves to fully immerse themselves in the experience,
rather than k i n g pulled in many different directions.
A new major category of With Others was created in this dimension. Judy
was the only participant for whom this category had relevance but I felt that her
views were sigmficant and needed to be fuily captured. Experiencing the incident
as part of a group of three nurses created a special bond between the nurses. This
bond of coIlegialiq transformed to one of fnendship and was helpfd in Judy's
adaptation aHer the event
Structure of the Trauma

The findings rdated to the numbers of stressors and the complexity of the
event were extxemely detailed. I was surprised with the intense circuitry of the

components of the incidents. 1 beiieve th% is an accurate reflection of the extreme
intncacy of nursing work.
The sukategories of High Profile Situations and Comecting echo the
findings from the study by Burns and H a m s (1993) that found that situations
involving the media and situations which form a personal comection, are
potentially critical events.

Post-Trauma Milieu
The level of social, economic, and personal support present forms an
important part of the experience of CIS. Lindy (cited in Wilson, 1989) termed th&
support network the trauma membrane and it is hypothesized that the greater the
level of supportive mechanisms, the more positive wiU be the stress recovery
process (Wilson, 1989, p. 11).Supports identified as forming part of the nurses'
trauma membrane induded significant others and colieagues. The contribution of
signihcant others was mostly that of presence and security, a silent partner to share

pain and sorrow. Participants were able to identtfy that the sharing of their event
with their significant other was useful in ternis of providing an emotional catharsis.

However, a cognitive process was required for the sharing of the event and this
opportunity was best met through the s h a ~ ofg the incident with colleagues.
Here, the incident could be dissected and analyzed in a manner that supported the
coping process to be initiated.
Opportunity structures, an element defined by Wilson (1989), was not a
variable of importance in this study and has therefore not k e n discussed.

Discussion of Findings in Relation to the Dimension of Individual
Subjective Response to Trauma
The major category of Affective Distress was described via the tremendous

sharing of emotion of the partiapants during the interviews. The range and volume
of sukategories in this sections represents the senous amount of disharmony that
nurses endure during aitical events. As previously discussed, congruence of subcategories with findings from the study by Appleton (1994) was demonstrated.
While the category of Affective Numbing has been described in the Iiterature
related to CIS (Wilson,1989, Mitchell, 1993), Uuç study provides specific information
related to the experience of numbing by nurses. Disbelief, physical numbing, a
sense of going through the motions, and detachment comprised the element of
affective numbing.
A significant finding in the category of Denial/Avoidmce was the subcategory of Not Wanting to got to Work. Six of the nine participants indicated they
would not have retumed to work while the incident was occurrjng or in its
immediate aftennath if they had not felt some greater inner appeal from their
personal domain. 1believe this underscored the intensity of the incident for the
person.
Intrusive re-imaging of the event is a hallmark of the experience of a critical
incident and was indeed strongly supported and demonstrated in this study. Six
sukategories accurately describe the various manners in which partiapants reexperienced the event. Again the profound impact to a person's spirit is reveded.

Distotion and dissociation may form part of the subjective response to a
traumatic event, as defined m Wilson (1989). However, these variables were not
demonstrated in thiç study.
Wilson (1989) offers several sukategories related to the elements of
Motivational respowes to the trauma and Neurophysiological respowes. However,
there was a la& of findings from thiç study that supported the use of these subcategories and therefore the categories of Motivational and Neurophysiological were
discussed in general in Chapter Four.
An interesting finding in the category of Instrumental Coping is related to

Debriefing. SI is a nursmg unit that has received speciai attention from a aitical
incident stress perspective. Staff have received pre-inadent education about CIS
and the Unit was part of a pilot project on the irnplementation of a CISM program.
Despite these factors, only one of the participants attended a debriefing after her
critical incident One other participant indicated she had planned on attendhg a
debriefing but was unable to attend secondary to the timing of the debriefing.
PreIiminary research has found debriefing to be efficacious (Robinson and Mitchell,
1993, Raphael, Meldrum, and McFarlane, 1995, and Burns and H m ,1993) and it is
disturbing that so few of the partiapants were afforded the benefit of this service.
Emotional coping responses portrayed participants as exhibithg signs of
heIplessness, hopelessness, and vulnerability. The feelings of helplessness echo the
findings in Burns and H m ' s study (1993) and lücely reflect the extreme nature of
illness in the patient population in the ICU. Hopelessness parhiers the theme of
helplessness and is a further refkction of the nurses' powerlessness in terms of

dianging the outcome of the event As previously discussed, partiapants were
repeatedy exposed to events outside the range of normal human experience. As a
result, feelings of vuherability permeated their psyche.
As participants began to process their critical incident Cognitive Restruchiring of the event was demonstrated in the fomi of Findhg Meaning,
Suppression, and Reaffirmation. The act of suppression was an active vigorous
process for some of the participants and seemed to form a way of adually breaking
the cycle of intrusion and re-imaging. Reaffirrnation of self in a professional sense

was extremely important to participants and helped to restore self-confidence and
instill a sense of accomplishment in their work.

Discussion of the Findings in Relation to the Dimension of Post-Trauma
Adaptation
As previously discussed three of the nine participants met the diagnostic
criteria for PTSD according to the DSM-N(1994). While 1 had expected a high
volume of the nurses to display signs of post-trauma reaction, I had not expected

the prevalence rate of PTSD to be this high. Considering o d y one of the
participants received appropriate CISM intervention after the incident this finding
may not be surprising. However, it is just the same, darming and of grave concem.
The sukategories that comprised the category of Psychological Alteration
induded Triumph over Adversity, a New Perspective, and New Opportunity. The
bravery and courage of the partiapants was demonstrated. To face such sorrow
and emerge with a renewed vision and sense of purpose left me in deep admiration
of the partiapants in thiç study.

CategoriPng the findings of this study according to the dimensions and
elements of Wilson's (1989) Interactional Modd of Traumatic Stress Reactions
provided a rich and detailed description of the experience of critical incident stress
in ICU nurses. Significant findkigs from the study were the aeation of two new
major categories, Life Events, and With Others. Important sub-categories which
fonned part of the process of reaction to a critical event were duration of the event,
exposure, location in the Unit of the incident, experiencing the trauma alone or with
others, the level of support after the incident, affective distress and numbing, not
wanting to go to work, intrusion, feelings of helplessness, hopelessness, and
vuinerability. Three of the participants met diagnostic criteria for FTSD. Of
concem, o d y one of the nine partiapants attended a debriefing related to their
inadent. Based on these hdings recommendatiow for nursing pracfice,
administration, education, and research are made.

Recommendations
Based upon the findings of this study recommendations for nursing practice,
administration, education, and research are made

Recommendations for Nursine: Practice
Based upon the experience of PTR and PrSD in the study population, it is

highly recornmended that staff nurses attend educational sessions related to CIS. A
portion of the sessions should be devoted to assisting staff to integrate the
information into their personal frarnework and professional practice. A hallmark of

the CISM model cowtructed by Mitchell (1993) is that it is a peer-driven model.
Thereby CISM services k i n g rendered for professionals are dependent upon the
individual's knowIedge and regard of CIS.

A supportive nurturing practice environment needs to be supported by
nurse administrators and maintained by bedside nurses. Therefore, it is of
instrumental importance for staff nurses to be attentive to the needs of their
coileagues. This may involve predicting when a aitical incident may occur, an
awareness and support of others, and offering words of cornfort and reaffirmation
to a coiieague.

Instrumental to the creation of a caring practice environment is the valuing
of ski& that are reflective of empathy and intuition. Assistirtg the staff with values
identification WU create an awareness that a truly effective nursing cdture must
balance expertise in decision making and problem soIving with the abilities that
promote kindness and caring.
Nurses who are assigned to work with young trauma patients should be
aware that this may be a potentid criticd incident and therefore they may need to
request CISM intervention. CISM strategies should be viewed by staff nurses as a
proabive measure to ensure wellness of self and should not be viewed as a
weakness or treatment. A key element related to CIS is that of prevention.

Lastly, nurses in this study reported that they found it very helpful to share
their incidents with coiieagues. Creation of a formai structure withui the ICU to
enhance the concept of story-tehg as a therapeutic measure, is recommended.

Recommendations for Nursing Administration
Nursing leaders must promote the aeation of a work environment that is
both nurturing and supportive of the staff who is employed in the unit
Cornmitment to the uolization of CISM programs demonstrates a devotion to the
nursing staff. In the initial irnplementation phase of a CISM program nursing
leaders must be prepared to case find situations where a critical incident may have
occurred and ensure adequate assessrnent of all staff involved in the incident has
occurred. Whiie such caring strategies increases the worktoad of the nursing unit
manager sipficantly in the initial phases of the program, positive results will not

be attained without this intensive support
Related to the findings, nurse administrators should be conscious of the
significance of the location of the patient assignment and devise a tradcmg
rnechanisrn to prevent nurses being reassigned to a space where the inadent
occurred. In units where staff volumes are large this may be difficult and therefore

this may need to be fostered by a cornmitment from individual staff nurses to
recognize this as an important concept
Nurses who care for bum patients should be assessed for signs of CIS and
reminded to look for the dues of the same in themselves.
The nursing Unit Manager should be alert to patient situations whidi
become prolonged and offer appropriate support to the staff involved in such
situations.
Recniitment and retention issues in nursing were expressed and described
by the participants. Nurse administrators must continue to endeavor to attract

nurses to the ICU environment Adminisbators are bound by colledive agreements
in regard to monetary rewards for working in ICU. However, managers c m

address the ultimate preservation of staff morale via fair scheduling pracüces, staff
development, and programs ttiat target occupational stress, and their importance
should not be underscored.
Nurse administrators should h d meaning in the revelation that most of the
nurses in this study did not want to retum to work while the incident was
culminating. A t the same tirne, the nurses wanted to retum to work to finish their
work and bring a sewe of dosure to the event The manager must be sensitive to
these incongmities. Nurses should be encouraged to attend to work, knowing they
wili have available to them open dialogue about the event, an opportunity to
iden*

their personal needs related to the work assignment, and timely access to

fomal CISM interventions if required.
The dramatic change in patient acuity is well described by the participants in
this study. The Iength of nurses' shifts coupled with overtirne work require that
managers cultivate work environments that afford some opportunity for down tirne.
A nursing room that provides a quiet environment to re-energize during a chaotic

and stressful shift is mandatory.

Lady, positive feedback to nursing staff about the care they provided their
patients and families can be of invaluable assistance to the staff nurse. Open
demonstrations of caring between nursing coileagues, at all levels of authority, iç
mandatory.

Recommendations for Nursinn Education
Pre-inadent education should be required for a.Ustaff who practice in the

ICU. Based on the findings of this study, sessions should be repeated on an annual
basis in an attempt to reinforce key concepts and correct misperceptiom.
Nurses who are completing speaalized training in intensive caxe nursing
should receive, as part of their formal training, information on CE.
Further related to speQalized training programs for ICU nursing, the chical
preceptorship component should be reviewed. Funding methodologies may need
to be developed to emure mandatory teaching is not relegated to happenstance. As

such, preceptors would serve as additiond staff and not be counted as basehe

staffkg, at least during the first phase of the preceptorship when grounding in the
dinical area is of extreme importance.

Educational programs that are specific to death and dying and personal

vulnerability to tragedy should be developed and employed for all staff.

Recommendations for Nursing Research
The findings from this study indicate that further theory developrnent
related to the experience of CIS is required. Studies are recommended that build on
the use of Wilson's Interational Mode1 of Traumatic Stress Reactions.

As previously discussed a Longitudinal qualitative study that follows

participants over üme as they experience a aitical incident is recommended in order
to continue the process of comprehensively understanding the experience of criticai

incident stress.

Quantitative nursing researchers may benefit from the findings of this study.
Future research on C E in K U nurses may be conducted by deveioping a
questionnaire based on the themes and categories identified in this study.
Questionnaire development could be used as a meam of surveying ICU nurses to
determine if the findings in this study are common to the greater community of ICU
nursmg.
Nursing researchers are encouraged to collaborate with researchers from
other disaplines interested in CIS to develop a taxonomy system for the
categorization of reactions to a traumatic event Due to the variation among
participants and researchers, different terms are bound to be used to describe the
experience of critical W e n t stress. However, a systematic means of dassifying
responses is required in order for prevaience studies to be conducted.
Lastiy, nursing researchers interested in CIS are encouraged to create
assessrnent toolç that may be used by managers and staff nurses to assess when
defusings and debriefings are required. Intervention techniques for CIS can only be
comprehensiveiy evaluated as to their effectiveness, if they are being employed
appropriately and consistently.

CONCLUSION
An ethnographic methodology was employed in this study of the experience

of aitical incident stress by ICU nurses. Antecedent, concomitant and post-event
factors present in an ICU nurse's Me were analyzed according to the framework
provided by Wilson in his Interactional Model of Traumatic Stress Reactiow.
Analysis of the findings revealed traumatic stress to be a deeply complex and

intricate process. ICU nurses employed m a busy trauma unit are exposed to

human tragedy of great immensity. The effects of dealing with human suffering
and sorrow on a daily basis weigh heavily on the immediate care providers. The
joumey toward transformation and healing after exposure to a traumatic event is an

expedition of nursing pain and anguish. Even for those who suffer pathological
iiiness as a result of the experience of criticd inadent stress, adaptation and renewal
can corne at the end of a long tortuous pilgrimage. Thiç study has helped provide

new understanding of the struggle of ICU nurses as they triumph over the

adversity of traumatic events.
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R e d t m e n t Letter to Potential Subjects

1am a graduate-nursing student in the Faculty of Nursing at the University of
Manitoba. A thesis or research study is a requirement of the program in which 1 am
enrolled. 1 would like to conduct a research study in the area of critical incident
stress. The titie of my study is "The experience of critical incident stress in ICU
nurses: A f m s e d ethnographyr'. A criticai incident is defined as any incident or
event which is oubide the range of normal human experience (Mitchell, 1993).

Critical incident stress, therefore, is the normal stress response which one may
experience after exposure to a critical incident (Mitchell, 1993).
1 am interested in recmiting participants for this study. In order to partiapate you
must be a full-time or part-tirne nurse in ICU,have worked in ICU for at least one
year, and have experienced a criticai incident within the past year. You do not have
to have attended a critical incident stress defusing or debriefing in order to
partiapate in this study.

The purpose of this study is to further our understanding about critical incident
stress by describing in detail what it is Like for an K U nurse to experience a critical
incident. By partiapating in thiç study you will hdp advance knowledge in the area
of criticai incident stress management. Factors, whidi iduence how nurses
respond to critical incidents, will be explored.
If you choose to partiapate in this study a two-hour interview WU be conducted
with myself, at a location of your choosing. The interview will be tape-recorded and
a i l data wili be transcribed confidentially. Your anonyrnity wül be protected by use
of a pseudonym of your choosing and by not reveaiing the name of the hospitil
where you are employed. However, some persons may know your identity, if they
are able to recognize your critical incident from the description in the narrative
section of the findings. Access to the interview hanscripts wîll be limited to the
transcriptionist, my thesis cornmittee chair, Dr. Pat Farrell, and myself.
If you are interested in partiapating in this study and meet the above stated
requirements, or if you would like additional information about the study, please
telephone me at home. Followïng this telephone contact, a more detailed
description of the sstudy and a consent form WU be delivered to you to read, sign
and copy.

1 thank you for your consideration of this study.

Sincerely,

Trish Bergd, RN,BN
Faculty of Nursing, University of Manitoba

Appendh B

Description of the Study
Thank you for agreeing to participate in a study about critical inadent stress

(CE).The title of this study is "The experience of critical inadent stress in ICU
nurses: A focused ethnographyf'. This study is king conducted by myself, Trish
BergaI, a student in the Master of Nursing program at the University of Manitoba.

The supervisor for this study is Dr. Pat Farrell, a professor in the Faculty of Nubing
at the University of Manitoba.
The purpose of this study is to describe, from the nurse's perspective, what it

is like to experience a critical incident. From other studies which have been done on

CIS in nursing, we know that CIS is indeed prevalent in ICU nurses. We also know,
kom research studies, which kinds of incidents are likely to be traumatic. There
have not been any studies on CIS,however, which describe the experience of CIS, in

the nurse's own words. This study wiU attempt to vividly describe the experience

of CIS. Factors in one's Me, which may influence the reaction to the critical incidmt,
will &O be explored. The infIuence of the environment in which you work will also

be a focus of the study.

To participate in this study nurses must meet the following criteria:
1. The participant must be a registered nurse who works full-time or part-

tirne in the ICU at the study fadity.
2. The participant must have worked in K U for a period of at least one-

year prior to the study.

3. The aiticaI mtident must have occurred within the past year.

The design of this study requires the participant to meet with the researcher
and partake in an interview, which will last approximately two hours. The
interview will be tape-recorded.
Partiapants in the study have the right to refuse to answer any question and
may withdraw from the study at any time, without explanation. There are no
tangible benefits to be incurred by participahg in thiç study. There is a risk to the
participant that by reliving the experience of the critical incident, the participant will
have a traumatic stress reaction. Confidentid psychological support wili be
available to the participant via the employee assistance program or via the CISM
team, if the participant chooses.

Having nurses provide a pseudonym for themselves wiIl protect anonymity
in the study. This name wiU be utüized in the i n t e ~ e w and
s in ail written
hanscripts of the interviews. The name of the shidy hospital will not be diçdosed.

AU information provided to the researcher would be kept strictly confidenaal. The

findings of the study will contain written description of aitical incidents. Those
persons who have previous knowledge about the incident may recognize the event
and therefore may be able to deduce the identity of participants in the study.
Audiotapes and hanscribed interviews will be kept in a lodced area of the
researcher's home for a period of seven years. At this tune all data will be
destroyed and discarded by the researcher.

If desired, participants wiii &O be provided with a surnmary of the study,

upon completion. At this t h e , participants wiU be able to offer feedback to the
researdier regarding the vdidity of the study findings.
Partiapants rnay forward any questions to:

T e h Bergal at
or

Dr. Pat Farrell a t

Appendiv C
Consent Form

,having met the

This certifies that 1,

requirementr for the study, agree to partiapate in the research study conducted by

Trish Bergal, a Master of Nursing student at the University of Manitoba. Dr. Pat
FarreII, who iç a professor at the University of Manitoba, is supe~isingthe study.

I understand that the purpose of this study is to describe in detail what it is
like for a nurse to expenence a criticai incident
1 have k e n infonned that 1 was selected to participate in this study because 1

meet the following &ria:

1 am a registered nurse employed full-time or part-the

in ICU at the study faciiity; 1 have been employed within ICU for a period of at least

one year; and 1 have experienced a critical incident within the past year.

I have been provided with a written explanation of the study and have been
given the opportunity to ask questions. 1 have been infonned that the study has
been approved by the Ethical Review Cornmittee of the Faculty of Nursing of the
University of Manitoba. 1 am aware that the study design requires me to participate
in a tape-recorded interview with the researcher, for a two-hour period. 1

understand that 1 will be ailowed to choose where this interview takes place. 1
understand 1have the right to refuse to answer any question and rnay withdraw
from the study at any t h e , without explanation.
1 understand there are no tangible benefits to myself by participating in this

study. I am aware that there is a risk to myseIf that by reliving the experience of the
critical incident with the researcher, I may have a traumatic stress reaction. 1

understand that 1will be provided confidentüll psychological support via the
employee assistance prograrn or via the ficizity's CISM team, if 1 desire.
Providing the researcher with a pseudonym for myself wül protect my
anonymity in the study. 1 understand that this pseudonym will be utilized m the

interviews and in aIl written trawcripts of the i n t e ~ e w s .1am aware that dl
information provided to the researcher would be kept stridy confidential. 1
understand that although my identity will be disguised, those perçons who have
personal knowledge of the incident may recognize the event as it is described, and
therefore may be able to determine that 1was a participant in the study. 1am &O
aware that audiotapes and transcribed interviews wiU be kept in a lodced area of the
researcher's home for a period of seven years. 1 am in agreement that all data will

be deshoyed and discarded by the researcher after the storage period has expired.
1understand that if desired, 1WU be provided with a summary of the study,

upon completion.
1 understand that if 1have any questions related to this study that 1 might

contact

Trish Bergal a t
or

Dr. Pat Farrell at:

My signature below indicates that 1 have read and dearly understand the
preceding information and am wilüng to participate in this study.

1,

@rint name here) agree to participate in the

study entitled "The experience of critical incident stress in ICU nurses: A focused
ethnography".

Date

Signature

Appaicbc D
Interview Guide

1. How long have you been practicing as a registered nurse? How long have you

been an ICU nurse?
2. What are your stwigths as a nurse?
3. What do you enjoy most about your nursing career? Least?

4. Could you please tell me what it is Iike to work in this K U ?

5. Could you describe what a typical shift would be like working in this ICU?

SB. (Added during Interview #4) What happens at work to make you think, when
you leave for the day, that ifs been a 'good' shift or a 'lousy' shift?
6. Could you describe your critical incident to me?

7. What are you able to remember about the day the critical incident occurred?

8. Was there anything different about the ICU the day the incident occurred?
8B. (Added during Intenriew #7) Many of the other participants have mentioned

that while their incident was occurring they were oblivious to what else was
going on in the Unit Would you Say this was true for yourself?
9. Can you describe how you felt both physically and emotionally, prior to the

g unfolding of the incident and after you experienced the
incident, d u ~ the
critical incident?

10. What are you able to remember about when you Ieft work that day and went
home?

10B. (Added during Interview #2) Some of the other partiapants have toid me that

they found sharmg their experience with their partner/sigruficant other to be
limited in its effeveness. This is because their parber is not medicaiiy trained
and therefore cannot truly understand what this incident was Iike. 1s this true

for you?"
11. Codd you describe the impact this event had on your personai Me? And on

your professional Me?

12 What Ends of coping skilis were most helphil to you in the days and weeks
after the incident?

13. What was it Like returning to work for the first thne after the incident?
14. 1s there anythhg about the incident which stiU bothers you?

15. Thinking badc, were there any positive aspects about the critical incident?
16. How has experiencing the incident changed you, either persondy or

professionally?

17. What have you leamed most about yourself in relation to this experience?
18. Have you experienced other critical incidents in your nursing career? (Probe for
type and when experience).
19. How does the incident we spoke about today compare to other incidents you

have encountered? (Probe for impact).

20. 1s there anything else you'd Iike to share with me today, about your experience
with this critical incident?

Appendbc E

Document Used for Mernber Checks

THE EXPERIENCE OF CRITICAL INCDIENT STRESS

BY ICU NURSES: A FOCUSED ETHNOGRAPHY

by Patriaa Bergal, R.N., B.N.
Faculty of Nursing

Universiiy of Manitoba

Winnipeg, Manitoba

July 31,1998

Dear
1 am pleased to share with you a summary of the findings of my study on

CIS in ICU nurses. 1 would once again like b thank you for partiapating in the
study and engaging with me in the discussion of your incident
1 have induded herein a compilation of documents that will provide you

with a brief overview of the study. As a way of demonstrating thanks to yourselves

and your colleagues, a bound copy of my thesis wiIi be given to the Unit in
September. Further detiils related to the study can be found in this copy of the
thesis.
A copy of the thesis Abstract is endosed. Based upon the respowes to the

interview questions a case story of each participant was created. 1 have endosed the
case story constnicted for yourseif, in this document.

The pseudonym you aeated

was used in the narration of your story. S m d details of your story have been

further changed in order to protect your anonymity.

Findy, a brief summary of the findings from the study are endosed. The
purpose of sending you this entire package is to enable you to read the material and
offer you an opporhmity to reflect as to whether you feeI the findings adequately
describe your experience with critical incident stress.

If you have any questions about the content of the material 1 have sent you,
or you wish to d i s w s the information 1 have detailed, please contact me by August
20,1998 so that revisions can be made, as mutudy agreed upon. My telephone

number at home is:

I hope that providing you with the information will not create undo
hardship for yourself. As you read the information you will recoUect memories
attached to your incident and 1 would

like to remind you that re-experienüng the

event is a normal respowe. If, however, you are having a hard time letting go of
your memories, several days afkr reading this material, 1 encourage you to contact

myself, Ms Linda Newton, the Employee Assistance Progarn at the hospital, or any
member of the Critical Inadent Stress Debriefing team at the hospital.

Once again, thank you for your sharing of self in relation to your critical

incident You have enabled me to discover important new information, which 1
hope will benefit the good of dl ICU nurses.
Sincerely Yours,

ABSTRACT
The Iived experience of K U nurses who have encountered a critical madent
was explored in ehis ethnographie study. A critical incident "is any event, which

has a stressful impact sufficient enough to overwhelm the usually effective, coping
l a group" (Mitchell01993).
ski& of either an i n d ~ d u aor
Nine ICU nurses partiapated in the study. Semi-structured interviews were
conducted with all participants. Meaningful data was extracted from the
trawmbed interviews and dassified according to Wilson's (1989) Interactiond
Mode1 of Traumatic Stress Reactions.
Criticai incidents described by the partiapants related to death of a patient,
bums, mord distress, and human enor. Three of the participants met the
diagnostic aiteria for Post-traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), as defined by the
American Psychiatrie Association (1994).
Findings of the study indicated that the experience of critical incident stress

is an extxemely compIex process. A multitude of variables related to the dimensions
of person and environment shape the nurses' subjective response to the traumatic
event. Environmental and situational variables of key importance in the nurses'
experience were the duration and severity of the incident and the degree of
exposure of nurses to situations where death and injury occur. Critical incidents
were found to be comprised of multiple stressors and had a high degree of
complexity. Individual subjective responses to the trauma were demonstrated in a
multitude of ways. Intrusive re-experiencing of the incident was prevaient among
the nurses. Feelings of helplessness, hopelessness, and vulnerability were common

reactiom in the days and weeks after experiencing the incident Finding meaning in
the evenb surrounding the inadent had important healing power for the nurses.

Participants who were able to cognitively restructure the event gained a new
perspective of self and of their world. As weU, participants were able to sense they
had triumphed over adversity, and though their inadent was forever impregnated

in their mind, they were able to look onward in their professional and penonal
lives.
Based upon the study's findhgs, recommendatiow for nursing practice,
education, administration, and research were made.

Analysis of the Participant Profile
A demographic profile was not formally collected for this participant
popdation. However, some generd information can be provided about the
participant group and these are surnmarized m Table 6.
Of the nine partiapants in the study, eight were fernale and one was male.
The number of years employed in nursing by the participants ranged from 3 to 27
years, with the mean years of semice k i n g 13. In terms of thne spent working
specificdy in ICU, the range was from 1.5 to 14.5 years with a mean of 8.8 years.
Partiapants had worked in the shidy Unit from 6 m o n h to 13 years.
Findings in the literature regarding the nature and frequency of critical
incidents, were compared with the data from this study. Most of the participants
were similar in their reporfing of the number of critical incidents expenenced, with a
range of 1 3 events being recorded. One participant stated she had experienced 5-6
incidents in her career while one other nurse remarked she had encountered at Ieast
2 incidents per year while being employed in an ICU setting, thus totaling 18
lifetime incidents. This number is much higher than the other participants reported.
The nature of the incidents are also documented. In this study, incidents
involving patient death, burns, mord distress, and human error were reported. The
duration and location of the traumatic event are also reported in Table 6. These data
were collated as the literature suggested these variables might be of sigruficance
with regard to the overall experience of Critical Intident Stress (CIS).It should be
noted that the duration of the incident does not necessarily relate to the length of
t h e a participant experienced symptoms of CIS. For example, participant #4 went

on to develop acute PTSD in the first three months after the onset of the incident
However, she was able to mobiLize effective coping strategies for the remainder of
the time it took for the incident to be resolved.
The information, which pertained to the timing of the incident (season and

SM),
was collected partly out of a personal curiosity and partly out of an
hypothesis mentioned in the literature. Appleton (1994) found that two thixds of the
inadents reported in her study occurred on the night shift The season in which the
incident occurred was of interest to myseif secondary to the type of unit under
study. The study unit receives many patients who have endured a traumatic injury.
1 wondered if there would be evidence that some of the critical inadents were

seasonaily related, with a higher incidence occurring during the busy summer
months.

In addition to the demographic information sumrnarized above, 1 was
interested to determine if the participants in the study met the diagnostic criteria for
either PTR or PTSD,based on symptoms they reported at the time the event was
experienced and in the immediate aftennath of the incident (Please Note: At no
time did any of the participants indicate they were currently expenencing a
pathologicd response to the a i t i c a l incident). In terms of PTR, the major defining
characteristics, as listed in the Handbook of Nursinp: Diagnosis (1997), were
matched to each of the participants. The findings are presented in Table 7. Only

one of the nine participants did x t meet the criteria for PTR in the immediate
penod surroundhg the occurrence of the event. Similarly, the study group was
compared to the diagnostic aiteria for PTSD, as defined in the DSM-N(1994). In
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Table 6. Profile of Study Participants,
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Participant Number
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Major Criterion
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Flashbackr/ Intrusive thorights

4

3
4

I

I

W v e verbaLizationof the trauma

1

J I J I J

Sunnvor guiit or guiit about behavior Rquiredfor survnml

Fear of repetition, deaîb, Ioss of bodily control

J

J

J

Table 7. Diagnostic Criteria for Post Trauma Respowe in Study Participants.

order to meet the criteria for PTÇD, the mdividual must have met all of the
foolloowing criteria: (a)exposure to an event outside the range of normal human
expenence, @) resxperiencing the event, (c) demonstrated at least two mechanisms
by which stimuli a s s b t e d with the event are avoided, and (d) demonstrated at
least two symptoms indicative of increased arousal (please refer to Table 2). Three
of the partiapants met all of the requirements for PTÇD in the period d e r the
a i t i c a l incident Furthermore, participants #4 and #6 met the criteria for acute

PTSD,based on the fact that the symptoms lasted Iess than 3 months. Participant #1
met the aiteria for chronic PTSD because her syrnptoms lasted longer than 3
months.

In summary, the participants in this study were a predominantly female
population who have k e n employed in ICU nursing for approximately nine years
and the study ICU for approximately seven years. Incidents described by the

participants related to death of a patient, burns, and moral distress. AlI of the
participants experienced a critical inadent and eight of the participants displayed
signs of FTR. Three of the participants met the diagnostic criteria for FTSD.

Description of the Study Unit
In keeping with the ethnographie methodology used in this study a detailed
description of the study unit is provided. Questions 4,5, and 58 in the interview
guide asked the participants to describe what it is like to work in this ICU. Their
responses were andyzed and grouped into the following major categories: The
Setting, The People, A Typical Shift, A Good Shift, and A Lousy Çhift The myriad of

verbal illustrations paint a rich and vivid image of a place like no other.

The Setanp;
The Unit under study is an intensive care unit that specializes in the care of
the surgicdy and traumaticdy ü1patient population. As such, the area is properly
termed a "surgicd intensive care unit". Those who are in association with the unit
secondary to their employment status refer to the unit as "SI", thus differentiating it
from its sister unit, "MI", the medical intensive care unit
As the automatic glass doors to SI slide open, the hiss of the hydraulic
operating system is liberated with the push and pull of these syrnbolic dividers. The
hiss is heard relentlessly and marks the incessant comings and goings in the Unit.

The doors are open 24 hours a day, the lights are always on. You can feel
"the pulse of the unit"(Sheila, p. 5, lhe 16) the minute you walk through the
entrance. You hear it in the sounds, you see it in the people, and you feel it in the

dynamism and teweness that pervades the Unit It is a diallenging place, totally
unpredictable, and the activity swirls about in a kind of "fast paced f r e q " (Elaine,
p. 5, lines 3-4). SI is a busy place and the beds are always full to capacity. Emotions

"flip fast" (Elaine, p. 5, line 11)in order to keep abreast with the physical, mental,
and emotional challenges which await you every day, every shift, every hour, every
second. You don't get bored working in SI. But neither do you do the good oldfashioned things you used to do for patients.

Mary: 1 haven't cut anybody's fingemails for a couple of years (laughing) (p.
8, h e 25).

The Phvsicd Environment
The Space
When you first corne into SI you can t
d nght away that it has a bit of a fuMy
layout I t was not ever r e d y designed properly, and if anything, is just some kind of

an add-on (Sheila, p. 5, Iines 20-21).
Hailey: Ifs iike it was built before they realized, you know, people would
need dialysis, people would need, you know, aU khds of machines around
them and it's not, defùutdy not ideally set-up (page 4, iines 9-11).

The Unit is divided into two separate haives, a S m d Side and a Big Side. Big Side
appears at first as though it were a big open space but on second glance it is apparent
that it is actually quite "hombIe and cramped" (Hailey, p. 4, iine 9).
Judy: Ço people are working in dose quarters and Iots of equipment around,
Iots of things that kind of get in your way unless you keep tidying up a l l the
t h e , with chairs and tables migrathg (page 5, lines 1-4).

Central pillars and cubide curtains drawn tightly around the bedside, as though to
swaddle the patients in some form of privacy interfere with Iines of vision. Then
again there is not much to see.
Bob: Physical environment,. ..ah gnuigy, dinghy, uninviting. No bright

lights, no soothing colors, no nice colors on the wah, everything is just kind
of a, almost like a sea of kind of gray monotone, the whites are not, you

we just don? seem to have anything
know dieery, there is nothing cherM...
that perks it up (page 6, h e s 15-25)

Each bedside is supposed to be a self-contained workspace, but the area is either
over-stodced or under-stded, and somehow never quite right To get anything you
need you have to walk a long way. As you search and saounge for needed supplies,
you walk by the newly renovated isolation cube.
SheiIa: ...and now we have the Isolation cube. Um, which is frustrating
because the doors don't open qui& enough should you need to get in there,
you have to wait for one to dose More the other will corne. It's hot in there,
you know, despite aU the miilions of dollars they've spent - the ventilation
system is not working (page 5, line 26).

But, the one good thing about k i n g in the isolation cube, is that it is relatively quiet
in there.

The Noise
You hardly notice it any more. It just kind of seems "like a constant hum"
(Elaine, p. 6, line 9). After a while you just take it for granted because there is noise
from everything and anything. From the phones, from the people, from the visitors,
from the overhead paging system, from the radio, from the staff, and from the
a l m s on the equipment
Donna: We have our Marquette monitors for cardiac monitoring and they
have alarms, they have ventilators and they have alarms; we have different
types of ventiIators and they have varying degrees of alarms, as in pitch
(page 9, lines 22-25).

Some days there is additionai noise.

Hailey: I know, well, I mean sometimes, you know, Maintenance wilI be

-

workmg I don? know what's up on the 8* floor but sometimes
Maintenance wiU be working, like banging and banging and banging ail day
and you're thinking 'you know, I have th& neuro patient that we're
supposed to be c o n t r o h g the LC.P.'s on', 1 mean, you, you just have no
control over so many things.. .(page 4, Iines 14-17).
On the whole, if it were not for those dams, things would be so much quieter. And

if it were not for ai3 the equipment, there would not be any alarms.

Equiprnent
Cardiac monitors, ventilators, medication syringe pumps, chest tubes and
wall suction, gomcos, Kangaroo pumps, TPN pumps, air rnattresses, and cooling

blankeb. It is a sea of equipment and somewhere in the middle you can find a
patient resting on an island that is a bed, that is really just another piece of
equipment Just when you think you have seen everything dong cornes something
new. The new piece of technology on the blodc in SI right now is CRRT, Continuous
Rend Replacement Therapy. So now you're not only an ICU nurse, but ako a
Didysis nurse. I t is kind of scary.
Haüey: Ço that, 1 mean, that CRRT, it adds a lot of stress, for me anyvays.

We don? see it often enough, so when we do, it is always on a very si&
patient.. .Which, thank God, I've never had to do, cause 1don't even.. .I
guess 1 could do it fiom a book but 1wouldn't fee1 very d e (page 7, lines 19-

21 and page 8,lines 7-8).

But with the advent of ail this super deluxe equipment, one questions if it r e d y does
make any difference.

Mary:There Ïs... more and more equipment, not that I think i f s doing
anythmg more for the patient, persondy, but there is more equipment.. .you
know, with ail these new pieces of equipment, the potential for problems is
just expanding (page 36, lines 22-24).

Judy:And conversely, the stuff I've enjoyed the least is the times when
people are so si& and our tedrnology doesn't help them and we struggle
with that, when enough is too much and so on (page 2, b e s 1416).

The People
Nursing Staff
There are a lot of nurses who work in SI. They Wear lab coats and scrubs,
have a stethoscope around their nedc and carry with them a little pouch whkh

-

carries their Iife tools bladc pers and red pens, a pend, caüpers, and a pen-light
You mostiy notice the nurses in the Unit but depending on the time of day when you
visit you may find physicians, students, respiratory technicians, phannacists,

nutritionists, diaplains, and technicians from diagnostic imaging. They are aLI there,

di with their own role and purpose.
It is the people who "make or break the environment" in SI (Sheila, page 6,
lines 20-21). "As soon as the doors open, you cm tell what kind of day it is by the
look on people's faces" (Sheila, page 5, Iines 1617).With so many staff around it is
inevitable that there will be a red variety of personalities. At ümes there is a
wonderful camaraderie among staff. At other tintes, when the nursing staff is asked

to do "more than is physicdy or mentally possible" (Pat, page 4, h e 22), the

"personality traits come out" (Donna, page 11,line 25). As with most groups of
people, there are good ones and there are bad ones.
Good Groups

The Good Groups are the reason Donna likes to work (page 11, Iine 3). They
are a bunch who work hard, who work together, and who Iike to have a good t h e .
The Good Groups bring Ievity to tense situations and buiid cohesiveness with those
around thern.

Elaine: 1 fkid the people there (SI), for the most part, are really gung-ho. A
lot of acadernicaiIy inclined people, not a lot of sladcers. Like people are
there - when they go there, they are there to work, they know their stuff.. .I
find that the people here are r e d y into their nursing (page 4, lines 12-18).

Bad Groups
The nurses who fall into the Bad Group category are not necessarily unkind

folk, they are just peopie who over tirne, have become bitter and possibly burnt o u t
They have Iost their flexibiIity and their abiüty to see change as p o t e n M y benefiaaI.
Resistance and hard feelings are characteristic of this group. They are diquey and
c o n h o h g . Their spirit can sometùnes dominate the entire Unit

Mary:

...there are some groups that I r e d y donft like, but 1 only work with

them once in a while. Well, (some) groups tend to be very uh, self contained
and anybody else is an outsider, so you don? get the help and that sort of

.

thing.. when 1 come on and see a certain group, I know what the night is

going to be like (page 6, Iines 1823 and page 7, Iines 2-3).

There is a fear of becoming one of the Bad Group, of developmg a hard side as a
means of protecting oneself.

Pat ...I didn't want to see myself become aggressive.. .I don? like to hurt
people's feelings and 1see that those people, some of it is they are victims to
the circumstances in some respects because they are actudy protecang

themselves by king that way. Because they are asked on a daily basis... to
do more than probably is physicaily or mentally possible.. .But then it also

has a negative impact on the Unit as a whole because they scare a lot of
people, especkily the students and young people and 1 didn't want to see
myself progress to that kind of negativity (page 4, lines 15-27).
The interesting thing about the Bad Group is that there realiy are not that many of
them. They just have a way of "nitteringand knit-picking" (Bob, page 4, iine 23)
about a lot of petty things and after a while it "gets on everyone's nerves" Pob, page
3, Iine 7).

Recruitment and Retention
The majoriv of the stress in the Unit can be directiy attributed to a la& of
nursing human resources. An experienced knowledgeable ICU nurse is a valuable
commodity these days, especially during times of inaeased patient acuity and
occupancy.

Finding Staff
If some nurses in SI develop a seme of despondency, there is a good chance
it may be due to a staffing shortage. On a daily basis, sometimes more, there is a
round of phone calls made, asking people if they can corne into work. Staff are

frequenly "doubled", assigned two criticdy iIl patients to care for over the course of
their shift.
Sheiia: And then with the staffhg shortage that we are in, then ifs
s a a m b h g and s a a m b h g , and I've

- you know, recently 1 have had the

pleasure of doing Charge and o h , you're well, you take the patient cause
there is no one else that you can c d .
The constant saambling takes it ton on people and is both hstratuig and
frightening (Elaine, page 4, iines 2-3). The best way to cope is to work as Mie as is
persondy possible.

Work Status
Not very many nurses in SI want to work fuII t h e . The 12-hour shifs and
the nightç are exhausting, e s p e d y when you nui and run and run the whole thne
you are at work. There is a generd feeling that it is advanhgeous to work part-thne

or casual in the Unit
Elaine: ...king part-time 1 guess, 1sort of look at it in a more positive (iight)

- the stress, 1c m cope with it, I can make it through a 12 hour h e k h shift
knowing that 1won? be there for another four or five. 1 don't think 1can

keep the pace up a l l the tirne. Um, 1 don? know how people do it full-the, I
guess you have different coping mechanisms...1 don? know if ifs k i n g

part-time and you go in there and you are not hombly exhausted going in

-

from work-related things ifs almost refreshing, so you go in there with a
fairly good attitude ...(Elaine, page 5, Iines 17-20 and page 6, h e s 16-18).

Senionty

If you can't change your work status however, another way to cope is to
simply get out, to leave the Unit Çomeümes you think the sliding doors should be
replaced with a revolving door, there are so many people coming and going. It's
hard to be the new nurse on the blodc and at first you are just another face because
nobody knows you. But pretty quiddy you prove yourself and then the next thing
you know, you end up king thought of as someone Senior, despite really king
Junior. And that can also be frightening.
Hdey: Ço, and that's another thhg is a lot of our senior staff are leaving so
you feel lü<eyou don9 sometimes have a lot of people to lean badc on. Not
to doubie-check everything, but you know, it's nice to just Say, you know,

This is the way 1should be doing this right? Çometimes you look around
and you think nobody is going to know anyway (page 8, lines 8-12).

Nursinp: Students
When you have a lot of staff leaving, then you are desperate for new staff to
corne to work in the Unit. The biggest pool of new staff for the K U has been the
graduates from the Intensive Care Nursing Course. Like everythmg else in health
care however, the structure of the course has changed over the recent years.
Enrollment has deaeased. The length of the course is shorter, and most
sigdicntly, the amount of time d o t t e d for preceptorship in the clinicd area has

been reduced. Staff who are assigned as preceptors are unable to provide the
studenb the one-on-one supervision they require, because they have their own
ctitically ili patient to care for.

Donna: The diange in the acuity of the unit, the change in the program, the
way they structure the program

- the theory, chical and preceptorship

part ...1think it is dehimental (page 7, lines 11-22).
Students hem the course, now hired mto the Unit are described by Pat as

king "young and stressed" (page 4, iine 7).
Pat Some of them are young and stressed and you, know, going through the
leaming process and have excellent potential.. .I see a certain group - the
new nurses. I just think when 1was a new nurse in that Unit, how calmer
the situation was for us than now. The precepting has diminished, the tirne
fiame. Frequentiy youfre supposed to be orienthg and faiI into a situation.
Ço,

1 think, for them when they are supposed to be in a leaming situation, it

is even more stressful, so 1think they have even a bigger challenge than 1
did (page 5, h e s 20-25).

Other Staff
Working from an interdisciphary perspective, there are a lot of other health
care professionals who work in SI. The one discipline whkh has perhaps the most
influence on the nurse is the Attending Physiàan. The Attendings work on a
rotating schedule, changing over every week. Like the nursing staff, there are some

Attendings who are good to work with and some that are difficult to work with.
Sheila: Ço, we waited for the Attending to corne...and 1 waked on glass and
approached him because there (are) two ways you can approach him and if
you approach him the wrong way, you know, there will be a huge
scene.. .(page 13, lines 810).

Çometimes the change m Attendmgs can be frustrating because the

Attending coming on duty changes the entire care plan from what it was under the
previous physiQan This often creates a lot of confusion and discord among staff, let
done for the patient and family.

The Patients
The A s s i m e n t Board
When you first come into SI, on the right-hand side of the wd,is a big
Patient Assignment Board. The board haç listed on it al1 the names of the patients,
their bed number, and the nurse who is caring for them. The board is partly an
organizational bol, a map to the Unit A trader of all the comings and gouigs.
Mary: The first thing you do is look at the board, see how many names, how

many patients are there and that gives you a good idea of how things are

(Mary, page 8, lines 4-6).
Hailey: It's good (the board). The first thing you do when you waIk by,
when you come in - whether i f s to see if that annoying patient you had for
the Iast three days is gone or who's come back from the ward.. .(page 20,

h e s 4-8).
The board is much more than an organizational tool however. It is &O a
symbol of recovery, it is a symbol of death, and it is a symbol of forewarning.

Pat I will Say that anytime, and 1 think this is probably not just me, but
anyüme you see on the assigrnent board that you are Iooking after a extremdy
large bum, your heart drops quite a bit (page 10, lines 1749).

Acuitv
If you ask any nurse in SI about the patient acuity in the Unit, they wiU tell
you that it has inaeased dramatically since the time they began working there.
Elaine:

...iike 1 remember first working there and they got a lot of carotids, it

was a much more, u m slack KU,much more slower paced

- acuity was much lower,

it's very different now. 1 mean, to consider that we don't even get the hearts for the
most part unless they are real si& hearts.. .(page 5, h e s 13-16}.
What does go to SI is a lot of other r e d y acute stufi the high risk surgical
patient, angioplasties which have gone wrong, neurosurgical patients, traumas,
bums, organ donors, and transplant recipients, to name a few. Most of the patients
are unconscious, perhaps a blessing in disguise c o n s i d e ~ gthey suffer more than

they have to at &es aane,page 2, h e s 8 9 ) .

Youthfuhess
Nobody seems to know what the average patient age is in SI but it is
probably greater than you think. It is just that everyone remembers the young
patients, mostIy young traumas. Their cases are tragic, often the outcome grim.

Indeed the final consequence is often not any different for a youthful patient as it is
for an elderIy patient The difference however, is that at one end of the spectrum you

see people dying who are in the prime of their Me and at the other end of the
spectrum you see people dying who have lived long good lives.
Elaine: (crying) ...the one thing that's left me, um partly with.. .is...me
having (a) little more of a desire to get out (of) the unit Um, I don9 know if
you get away from thinking about things. You see a young person corne in

and ifs a younger person, 1 don? even look at the older people as my
parents, like that seems to me a more natural- if ifs a medicd problem - ifs

when you see a young person and they are snuffed out, and there is just no
guarantees (page 25, lines 5-10).

Patient Throughput
The activity in SI is one of those Catch-22 situations. On one hand the
constant change in patient population is thrilling and energizing, it keeps you on
your toes, you hardly ever get two shifts just the same. On the other hand
sometirnes thuigs move too f a s t

-

Elaine: ...ifs k e n more of a frenzy often because there is a lot of patients

in, patients out, there is not enough beds to get the patients down into. Like

-

there always it is, it is very stressful, um, the ward nurses are stressed you are trying to get patients down there and they don't have the beds but
you have to get them there because somebody else is coming in, uh, a bed
hardly gets cold form somebody either passing on or king transferred and
you are getting somebody else in there, like you are flipping very
quiddy...(page 5, Iines 5-10).
The activity at the best is totaiIy unprediaable and it seems as though there are never
enough beds. Çomeone aiways wants a bed...Emergency, the O.R.,
P.A.R.R.,the
"bounce-back" patients form the wards (Hailey, page 3, line 5). ..there's always
somebody knodcing on the siiding doors, waiting to get in.
Sheiia: Our census can diange drarnaticaliy...Ah, one big trauma, one big
trauma, one big bum and we shuffie patients in/out

and everywhere and

quiddy try and accommodate whatever needs to be done. Ah, then there is
also the big surgeries that require ICU that don't consult us and they show

up on our doorstep in Our last empty bed ...and then every t h e you hear a
code on the ward, we just kind of cringe because we know that, dthough we
are not the '99' Unit,it ifs a surgicd floor that's c a h g the code, then
ultimately we'll get the patient (page 4, h e s 5-11and page 5, lines 1-3).

The Fatnilies
The SI nurses view the families as being an extension of the patient They
are cared for with sympathy and empathy and tendemess. Caring for the family is

often rewarding because it is obvious there is not a lot that can be done for the

patient, so you have to sh3t the care now from the patient to the family. It is hard to
watch theU pain and often you feel helpless as you sustain them in their grief.
Hailey: Ifs, ifs a lot of stress to go through something like that and watch
parents that are grieving for their diildren when you know like, you know,
they shouldn't be doing this. The parents should be gone before the diildren
(page 4, lines 24).

Workinq

A Tvpical Shift
It is r e d y hard to Say what a typical shift in SI is iike because there r e d y is

no typical shift Granted some shiftP are similar in terms of the routine, but in temis
of the circumstances, there is much unpredictability.

Hailey: You can't be thinking "oh, 1just have this patient and I'U just look
after him all dayf and then, boom, boom. boom. Iüce within an hour there
(are) two or three admissions (page 6, h e s 2-4).

So, in terms of a typicd routine, well it really begins the moment you get in
the car to drive to work and park the car.
Sheila: 1 guess the thing about the typicd shift is when you walk in from the
parkade to the hospital you wonder 'OK,am 1 going to be doubled or am I
going to be in Isolation today'

- thafs the first thing that happens (page 7,

linesl-3).
And the rest of a shift kind of looks like this:
Jane: Get report for about 20 minutes from the preceding shift and do patient
assessments, you know check your cubide and make sure everything is OK,
that you have everything that you need in case of emergency, and check

your al-

h i t s um, check over all your lines, see what you have, and

check the patient over head to toe, do a complete assessment on hem, so
you know what's going on. If you get a chance look at their blood work and

then grab a coffee in there somewhere, depending on what break you're on

and the Rounds start at about 9:00 and they nui to about someümes 11:30,
12:00, depending who is on and how the patients are iîke in the unit.

Ço you

do rounds with the dodors and um, present your patient, ta about your
patient, decide what the plan is and somethes there is things to do from
that, changes m their a r e , things you have to give, you can also have tests at
any time during the day, depending on, you know, on the patient and

what's booked. Grab lunch sornewhere dong there. We do usually get Our
breaks - there sometimes not that long but usually get them. And then the
aftemoon is just spent doing thmgs that need to be done: tuming patients,
deaning them if they need it, giving medications, um doing blood work if
they need it, ninning blood, whatever kind of stuff and then supper t h e , w e

dl go for supper, try and come back and finish up what we need to
do...Leave at around 8:00 p.m. at night, after report (page 6, lines 6-27).
There are some variations from Jane's description. Some shiftr are 8 or even
4 hours in length. Sometimes you spend a lot more f h e h a v e h g to and from the
Unit with your patient and all their equipment and anyone else who wants to tag
dong to help. And sometimes you spend a lot of time getting ready for something
else which might come through those doors, just in case.

A Good Shift
The hallmark of a good shift is that for once everything kind of just synchs
with each other. There is some semblance of predictability and control. You have
one patient to look after. The family of the patient is extra special. The staff you are
working with all pull together and really support each other. The auxiliary staff on
duty is competent in their role and hard working. The Attending on duty is a
reasonable fellow. It a l l works, the plan is there, the goals are dear, there are few
glitches. It is a good day .

A Bad Shift
A bad shift is characterized by some or all of the attributes of a good shift
missing. There are unexpecbed interruptions in care, your patient assignment
changes several h e s over the course of a shift, the M

y is demanding and

unreasonable, the nitpidcers are working and their frustrations are dearly made
known, the Unit Assistant and Unit Clerk on duty are both from the FIoat Pool, the
Attending Physicim seems preoccupied with other matters. Nothing seems to jive.
It is a long day. It is a lousy day.

Sununarv
A detailed descriptive portrayal of the study unit has been created. In order

to fully a p p r d t e and understand the work world of the ICU nurse a
comprehensive description was required. A context for the study milieu has been
constnicted and as such the iived world of the ICU nurse is now described.
One of the hallmarks of this Unit is the constant speed of patient activity and
the incessant change in patient m k . Based on the description provided by the
participants, there is very little "down" time. That is, üxne where the occupancy rate
decreases and t h e can be spent away from the bedside, attendhg educational
sessions, etc.
The participants allude to the cumulative effects of the activity on the staff-

Many of the staff no longer wishes to work full-fime and working part-tirne or
casual is seen as an option required b maintain a career in this ICU. Constant staff
turnover results in an imbalance between senior and junior nursing staff who is
employed in the Unit. A ladc of mentorrship and role modeling between staff

members is evident Preceptorship of students in the intensive care nursing course

is diffidt because of the patient activity in the Unit Nursing staffs indicate they
find it diffidt to precept students when they have more than one patient or when
the multitude of interventions that one patient requires, exceeds the ability to pause
from care in order to dissect and analyze the pathophysiology of iihess and
associated interventions.
The most important finding from the description of the study Unit by the
patiapants is the staging for the potenaal for a high voIume of critical events to
occur. Advanced patient acuity, fatigued staff, a youthful trauma-oriented patient
population, and a high inadence of staff turnover create an enviromnent conduave
to traumatic events.

Summarv of Studv Findings
Categorizing the findings of this study according to the dimensions and
elements of Wilson's (1989) Interactional Mode1 of Traumatic Stress Reactions
provided a rich and detailed description of the experience of critical incident stress
in K U nurses. Signifiant findings from the study were the aeation of two new

major categories, Life Events, and With Others. Important sukategories which
formed part of the process of reacüon to a critical event were duration of the event,
exposure, location in the Unit of the inadent, experiemhg the trauma alone or with
others, the level of support after the incident, affective distress and numbing, not
wanting to go to work, intrusion, feelings of helplessness, hopelessness, and
vuherabiüty. Three of the participants met diagnostic criteria for PTSD. Of
concem, only one of the nine partiapants attended a debriefing related to their

incident Based on these findings recommendations for nursmg practice,
administration, education, and research are made.

Discussion of the F i n d i n a Related to the Dimension of Person Variables
An o v e r d portrait of the ICU nurses as a Person, according to the dements
selected by Wilson (1989)' was developed during this study. However, I feeI that
this is one area of the findings that are not as comprehensive as they should be, for

two reasons. Firstly, 1 feel that my questions in the intemiew guide related to the
dimension of Person were too vague. Terminology speci€ic to person elements was
not utilized and therefore 1feel that 1 was not able to explore these concepts to their
full potential in this study. Secondly, the brevity with which 1met and interacted
with the participants prevented me from developing a more accurate appraisal as to
who they are as a person. A longitudinal study design would circumvent this
bamer.
A new major category of Life Events was created in the study. Based on the
literature by Burns and Harrn (1993) 1 knew that personal factors in one's life may
have relevance to the perception of the event as king critical. Famiiy structure and
composition, work experience, previous exposure to critical incidents, and
important milestones such as marriage, were missing from Wilson's model.
Therefore the category of Life Events was aeated to capture the influence of these
variables on the traumatic event This category had devance for six of the nine

partiapants, indicating support and need for such definition.
For those participants whose critical incident induded mord distress 1
compared their value and belief system to the critical situation, to look for

consistency. That is, that the mcident which caused moral distress was indeed a
breach of their moral self. 1 found consistency m this regard in aii three cases.
valued an organhd approach to care, with uniformity and
D o ~ highly
a
cohesiveness among profession&. Her inadent involved a patient whose care plan
was ambiguous and comtantly dwging. Judy was confident in her ski& and
abilities and prided herself in providing exernplary care and service to patients and
families. When her care was called into question and she was accused of
contributing to the patient's death in a wrongful way, distress occurred. Sheila set
high standards of practice for herself and her colleagues. She felt privileged to be

part of a team of providers and felt her contributions were equdy vdued. Being
involved in a situation where others did not fulfill their role and in which her
actions were viewed as harrnful, caused Sheila great torrnent

Discussion of Findings Related to the Dimension of Environmental and
Situational Variables
Dimensions of the Trauma
Three elements of the theme Dimensions of the Trauma that Wilson (1989)
defined in his mode1 were not induded in this study. These were the variables of
displacement, life-threat, and complexity of stressor. The reasons these variables
were not induded is that they are more s p d c to traumatic events that involve
mass casualty loss or occur as a result of natural disaster.
Duration of the event had signifmnt meaning for the partiapants in this
study, but from two different perspectives. As mentioned, four of the partiapants
were involved in events which carried on for a time of more than one week and in

three cases for a period of three months, eight months, and eleven months,
respectfdy. It was very evident that the duration of these events created great
hardship for the nurses. Uncertainty caused anxiety and fear and delayed the

ability of the nurse to utilize effective coping strategies.
Of interest however, was the fact that regardess of the actual time over

which the incident occurred, ail of the parüapants perceived the event to have taken
a long time. A sense of waiting and prolongation was experienced. After enduring
this sense of motiodess, cerernonies rdated to closure were considered to be

important and when this was not afforded this was noted by the nurses.
Exposure to gross disfigurement and to constant unexpected tragedy were
consistently reflected upon by the participants and supports previous findings by

Burns and Harm (1993). A sense of personal vulnerabiiify permeated the souk of
the participants.

The sub-category of FamiIy Pleas reflected the unique relationship which
occurs between patient, family, and nurse. %me of the participants desaibed
situations where the family was having difficuky accepting the r e a l i ~of their loved
one's situation. Their responses to th% grief resulted in moral distress for the
nurses, especidy when the family expeded the nurse to support them in a deniai
process.
A startling and almost eerie fïnding was that four of the participants were

assigned to the same work space as where the critical event occurred, upon their
first shift back to work. While likeIy coincidental in nature, intrusive re-irnaging
was suffered as a consequence of these assignments.

Experience of the Trauma
As indicated by Wilson (1989) experiencing the trauma done may shape the
event differently for the person and may hdeed escalate the situation. Feeiings of
isolation were common to four of the participants and was viewed negatively by the
participants. An additiond finding related to the category of Aione was the
identification of the sub-category of Insulated. Four of the participants remarked
that they were so immersed in their own dinical situation that they were obiivious
to the events in their immediate environment Participants indicated that this was
helpfül and dowed themselves to fuiiy imrnerse themselves in the expenence,
rather than behg puUed in many different directions.
A new major category of With Others was created in this dimension. Judy
was the o d y participant for whom this category had relevance but 1 felt that her
views were significant and needed to be f d l y captured. Experiencing the inadent

as part of a group of three nurses aeated a special bond between the nurses. This
bond of coilegiality transforrned to one of friendship and was helpful in Judy's
adaptation after the event

Structure of the Trauma
The findings related to the numbers of stressors and the complexity of the
event were extremdy detaiIed. 1 was surprised with the intense OIcuitry of the
components of the incidents. 1 believe thiç is an accurate refledion of the extreme
intricacy of nursing work.
The sukategories of High Profile Situations and C o n n e d g echo the
h d i n g s from the study by Burns and Hanns (1993) that found that situations

involving the media and situations which form a personal connection, are
potentially c r itical events.

Post-Trauma Milieu
The level of social, economic, and personai support present forms an
important part of the experience of CE. Lindy (ated in Wilson, 1989) termed this
support network the trauma membrane and it is hypothesized that the greater the
level of supportive mechanisms, the more positive wiU be the stress recovery

process (Wilson, 1989, p. 11).Supports identified as forming part of the nurses'
trauma membrane induded significaiit others and coileagues. The contribution of
significant others was mostly that of presence and security, a silent partner to share

pain and sorrow. Patiapants were able to identify that the sharing of their event
with their sigruficant other was usehl in tenns of providing an emotional catharsis.

However, a cognitive process was required for the sharing of the event and this
opportunity was best met through the sharing of the incident with colleagues.
Here, the incident could be dissected and analyzed in a manner that supported the
coping process to be initiated.
Oppomuiity structures, an element defined by Wilson (1989), was not a

variable of importance in this shidy and has therefore not been discussed.

Discussion of Findina in Relation to the Dimension of Individual

Subjective Resvonse to Trauma
The major category of Affective Distress was descrïbed via the trernendous

sharing of emotion of the partiapants during the interviews. The range and volume
of sub-categories in this sections represents the serious amount of dishamony that

nurses endure during aitical events. As previously discussed, congruence of subcategories with h d i n g s f r o m the study by Appleton (1994) was demonstrated.
While the category of Affective Numbing has been desaibed ui the iiterature
related to CIS (Wilson, 1989, Mitcheu, 1993), this study provides specific information
related to the experience of numbing by nurses. Disbelief, physicd numbing, a
sense of going through the motions, and detachment comprised the element of
affective numbing.

A significant finding in the category of Denial/Avoidance was the subcategory of Not Wanting to got to Work Six of the nine participants indicated they
would not have retumed to work while the incident was occurrlig or in its
immediate aftermath if they had not felt some greater kuier appeal from their
p e r s o d domain. I believe this underscored the intensity of the incident for the
person.
Intrusive re-imaging of the event is a hallmark of the experience of a critical
incident and was indeed strongly supported and demonstrated in this study. Six
sub-categories accurately describe the various manners in which participants reexpenenced the event Again the profound impact to a person's spirit is reveaied.
Distotion and dissociation may form part of the subjective response to a
traumatic event, as defined in Wilson (1989). However, these variables were not
demonstrated in this study.
Wilson (1989) offers several sukategories related to the elements of
Motivational responses to the trauma and Neurophysiological responses. However,
there was a la& of findings from thiç study that supported the use of these sub-

categories and therefore the categories of Motivational and Neurophysiological were
discussed in generd in Chapter Four.

An interesthg finding in the category of Instrumentai Coping is related to
Debriefhg. SI is a nursing unit that has received speciai attention from a aitical

incident stress perspective. Staff have received pre-inadent education about CIS
and the Unit was part of a pilot projed on the implementation of a CISM program.

Despite these factors, oniy one of the participants atbended a debriefing after her
critical inadent One other participant mdicated she had planned on attending a
debriefing but was unable to attend secondary to the timing of the debriefing.
Preliminary research has found debriefing to be efficacious (Robinson and Mitchell,
1993, Raphael, Meldrum, and McFarIane, 1995, and Burns and H m ,1993) and it is
disturbing that so few of the partiapants were afforded the benefit of this service.
Emotiond coping responses portrayed participants as exhibiting sigw of
helplessness, hopelessness, and wlnerability. The feelings of helplessness echo the
findings in Burns and Ham's shidy (1993) and likely reflect the extreme nature of
i h e s s in the patient population in the ICU. Hopelessness parhiers the theme of
helplessness and is a further reflection of the nurses' powerlessness in terms of

changing the outcome of the event As previously discussed, participants were
repeatedly exposed to events outside the range of normal human experience. As a
resuit, feelings of vulnerabilify permeated their psyche.
As participants began to process their critical incident Cognitive Restructuring of the event was demonstrated in the fomi of Finding Meaning,
Suppression, and Reaffirmation. The act of suppression was an active vigorous

process for some of the participants and seemed to form a way of actuaily breaking
the cyde of mûusion and re-irnaging. Reaffirmation of self in a professional sense
was extremely important to participants and helped to restore seif-confidence and

instill a sense of accomplishment in thek work.

Discussion of the Findinjp in Relation to the Dimension of Post-Trauma

Adaptation
As previously discussed three of the nine participants met the diagnostic
aiteria for PTÇD according to the DSM-IV(1994). While 1 had expected a high
volume of the nurses to display signs of post-trauma reaction, 1 had not expeded
the prevalence rate of J?TSD to be this high. Considering only one of the

partiapants received appropriate CISM intervention after the inadent this finding
may not be surprising. However, it is just the same, darmhg and of grave concem.
The sub-categories that comprised the category of Psychological Alteration
induded Triumph over Adversity, a New Perspective, and New Opportunity. The
bravery and courage of the participants was demonstrated. To face su& sorrow
and emerge with a renewed vision and sense of purpose Mt me in deep admiration
of the partiapants in thk study.

Su-

of Study Findings
Categoripng the findings of this study according to the dimensions and

eiements of Wilson's (1989) Interactional Mode1 of Traumatic Stress Reactions
provided a rich and detailed description of the experience of critical incident stress
in K U nurses. Significantfindings from the study were the aeation of two new

major categories, Life Events, and With Others. Important sub-categories whkh

fonned part of the process of reaction to a critical event were duration of the event,
exposure, location in the Unit of the incident, experiencing the trauma alone or with
others, the Ievel of support after the incident, affective distress and numbmg, not

wanting to go to work, intrusion, feelings of helplessnessOhopelessness, and
vulnerability. Three of the participants met diagnostic criteria for FTSD. Of
concem, only one of the nine partiapants attended a debriehg reIated to their

incident Based on these hdings recommendations for nursing practice,
administration, education, and research are made.
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